
ABSTRACT 

WONG, KA CHUN. Focused Ion Beam Micromachining of Thermoplastic Polymers. 

(Under the direction of Dr. Dieter P. Griffis and Dr. C. Mauriace Balik). 

 

Commercially available Ga
+
 focused ion beam (FIB) instruments with nanometer size 

probe allows for in situ materials removal (sputtering) and addition (deposition) on a wide 

range of material.  These spatially precise processes have enabled a wide range of 

nanofacbrication operations (e.g. specimen preparation for analysis by scanning electron 

microscope, transmission electron microscope, and secondary ion mass spectrometer).  While 

there exists an established knowledge of FIB methods for sample preparation of hard 

materials, but FIB methodology remain underdeveloped for soft materials such as biological 

and polymeric materials. 

As FIB is increasingly utilized for specimen preparation of polymeric materials, it is 

becoming necessary to formulate an information base that will allow established FIB 

techniques to be generalized to this spectrum of materials.  A thorough understanding of the 

fundamental ion-solid interactions that govern the milling process can be instrumental.  

Therefore, in an effort to make the existing procedures more universally applicable, the 

interrelationships between target material, variable processing parameters, and process 

efficiency of the milling phenomena are examined.  The roles of beam current, distance (i.e. 

step size) between successive FIB beam dwell and the time it spent at each dwell point (i.e. 

pixel dwell time) are considered as applied to FIB nanomachining of four different 

thermoplastic polymers: 1. low density polyethylene (LDPE), 2. high density polyethylene 

(HDPE), 3. Polystyrene (PS), and 4. nylon 6 (PA6).  Careful characterization of such 

relationships is used to explain observed phenomena and predict expected milling behaviors, 

thus allowing the FIB to be used more efficiently with reproducible results.  Applications 

involving different types of polymer composite fiber are presented.  
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1 Introduction and Overview 

1.1 Research Motivation and Objective 

Development of modern polymer and polymer blend structures requires an in depth 

understanding of the internal morphologies of these structures.  While there are many 

methodologies currently in use to gain access to the internal structures of these polymer 

systems (e.g. microtomy (Sawyer, Grubb, & Meyers, 2008)) for subsequent examination by 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) or other microscopy techniques, these methodologies 

all have various shortcomings that make them nonideal.  If efficient and effective techniques 

can be developed for micromachining of polymer systems, Ga
+
 focused ion beam (FIB) 

micromachining can provide the ability for site specific examination of the internal 

morphologies of polymer systems in both 2D and 3D.  Although Ga
+
 ion interactions with 

metals and semiconductors have been studied extensively, studies describing these 

interactions with polymers are few (Kochumalyail, Meiser, Soldera, & Possart, 2009). The 

purpose of this work is to develop an in depth understanding of Ga
+
 FIB micromachining of 

industrially important thermoplastic polymers.  Certain aspects of the ion beam modification 

that occur in polymers upon Ga
+
 FIB irradiation resulting from the unique molecular 

structure and chemical reactivity of these materials as compared to conventional materials are 

unique and thus warrant distinct consideration.  The objective of this study is to gain 

sufficient understanding of Ga
+
 ion interactions with a set of selected industrially important 

polymers to allow development of new models describing this interaction making this 

knowledge available for use in development of practical Ga FIB micromachining procedures 

for these materials.  

 As stated above, this research has been conducted such that it is practical and 

applications oriented, with special emphasis on the FIB preparation of polymeric composite 

fibers for longitudinal and radial cross sectional analysis.  The theoretical models and 

micromachining experiments presented in this work are collectively used to elucidate the 

interrelationships between the target polymer, various FIB processing parameters, and 
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resulting overall FIB micromachining efficiency.  Careful analysis and understanding of 

these relationships allows the FIB process to be used more efficiently and with predictable 

and reproducible results with minimal artifacts. 
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1.2 Structure of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is structured as follows: 

 Chapter 1 provides background information on the objectives of this study and the 

irradiation effects of polymers, specifically those resulting from Ga
+
 ion 

bombardment. 

 Chapter 2 gives a description of the experimental methods, including instrumentation 

and analytical techniques, used in this work. 

 Chapter 3 describes the potential of Ga
+
 FIB application for polymer composite fiber 

internal morphology characterization. 

 Chapter 4 details the quantification of the Ga
+
 FIB beam current density profile. 

 Chapter 5 discusses the experimental material removal rate of four thermoplastic 

polymers using a raster pattern. 

 Chapter 6 summarizes the significance of this work and provides suggestions for 

future work. 
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1.3 Radiation Effect on Polymers 

1.3.1 Introduction 

There are two basic types of radiation: ionizing and non-ionizing radiation.  The 

difference between them is the amount of energy each possesses.  Non-ionizing radiation 

such as microwaves and visible light are not able to break chemical bonds to cause 

ionization.  The energy these radiations impart into a target material is dispersed as heat.  In 

this study, only ionizing radiation is being considered.  Specifically, radiation effects in the 

context of this study refer to the production of material modifications, both chemical and 

physicochemical changes, by exposure to high energy ionizing radiation. 

The chemical modifications in polymers as a result of high density energy deposition 

resulting from ion bombardment are dominated by electronic processes (i.e. cross linking and 

chain scissioning) along the ion track and by nuclear processes in which sputtering is 

promoted by direct momentum transfer between atoms.  The interactions, and the time scale 

thereof, between ionizing radiation and materials is generally recognized (Woods & Pikaev, 

1994).  Within the first 10
-15

 seconds of irradiation, the energy deposition process in the 

target material creates ions and excited molecules that are concentrated along the path of 

ionizing species.  These energetic molecules go through a series of simultaneous reaction and 

disassociation processes forming free radicals that end after 10
-12

 seconds of irradiation.  

After these initial events, any radicals that have not reacted diffuse from the tracks into the 

bulk and become essentially homogeneously distributed in the material.   

The radical distribution is determined primarily by the mass and energy of the 

ionizing radiation and is related to the rate at which the radiation loses energy to the 

surrounding medium.  The path of ionizing radiation in a material is depicted in Figure 1.1.  

All of these ionizing radiations cause energy deposition within the absorbing material 

through the ionization process.  Most of the absorbed ionizing energy breaks chemical bonds 

in covalently bonded organic materials.  The effectiveness of energy transfer, also known as 

the interaction cross section (σ), to the target material depends on the probability that an 
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interaction will occur between a projectile particle and a target atom with the following 

relationship: 

  
 

 
 

  is interaction cross section (m
-2

) 

  is the probability of the interaction when one target atom or 

molecule is subjected to the particle irradiation 
 

  is the particle fluence (particles/m
2
) 

Equation 1.1 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1.  The particle track and affected target atoms resulting from penetration of ion, 

electron, and photon (top to bottom) ionizing radiation into a material. 

Photons (e.g. UV and X-ray) do not possess any mass and charge therefore they can 

penetrate far into a material without any interference from the target atoms.  With photons 

the term cross section is usually reserved for interaction coefficients.  Different coefficients 

are used when the primary radiation is uncharged (i.e. photon or neutron radiation) and the 

interaction between the radiation and molecules of the stopping material occurs relatively 

infrequently along the particle track.  For example, the mass attenuation coefficient is used 
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frequently to relate the loss of energy from the radiation beam by all absorption and 

scattering processes. 

When two charged particles of different masses are given the same energy and 

projected into the same material, the more massive particle (e.g. Ga
+
 ion) is more likely to 

interact with the target atom, thus it has a higher interaction cross section.  In contrast the 

likelihood of the lighter particle (e.g. electron) interacting with target atoms is lower but still 

substantial compared to the case of photons.  Hence, it is probable that the interaction cross 

section, and the consequential radiation effects, is higher and more probable in the case of the 

ion. 

For charged particles such as Ga
+
 ions in this study, an alternative approach based on 

the average rate of energy loss is used.  The rate of energy transferred to the material as an 

ionizing particle travels through is described as the linear energy transfer (LET).  Charged 

particles such as electrons and ions are subjected to the coulombic forces from the target 

atoms as they travel through the material.  Charged particles are examples of high LET 

radiation.  They not only lose their energy as a result of physical interaction (e.g. electron 

scattering and nuclear collision), but these charged particles lose energy continuously due to 

the Coulombic interaction.  The final stopping depth can be determined if the initial energy 

of the particle and the density of the target material are known.  For example, a 30 keV Ga
+
  

ion can travel tens of nanometers before coming to rest whereas a 30 keV electron can travel 

micrometers into the same material.  Since Ga
+
 ion irradiation of polymers is the main thrust 

of this study, the rest of this chapter will only consider Ga
+
 as the source of ionizing 

radiation.  The fundamentals of ion irradiation of polymers will be discussed in the following 

sections. 

1.3.2 Ga
+
 Ion Irradiation of Polymers 

As mentioned briefly, radiation induced chemical modification does not depend on 

the radiation type but rather the density of energy transferred to the target material (e.g. high 

LET and low LET).  The effects of ion irradiation on polymers vary depending on the energy 

deposition density, De, as defined in Equation 1.2 (Calcagno, 1995).   
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De = ϕ ST, 

De is the energy density deposited into a material (eV/cm
3
) 

ϕ is the ion dose (ions/cm
2
) 

ST is the total energy lost per unit distance (eV/cm) 

Equation 1.2 

 

and  

ST = Se + Sn 

Se is the electronic stopping power of a material (eV/cm) 

Sn is the nuclear stopping power (eV/cm) 

Equation 1.3 

 

 

 Stopping power is closely related to LET.  Stopping power refers to the loss of the 

particle’s kinetic energy per unit length in a material whereas linear energy transfer is a 

measure of the energy transferred to the material surrounding the particle track.  The 

difference between the two only arises if there is radiation energy loss (i.e. Bremsstrahlung).  

LET is more relevant when considering the slowdown of electron in a material.  Since the 

production of an ion pair (e.g. a positive ion and a negative electron) requires a fixed amount 

of energy, the density of ionization along the path is proportional to the stopping power of 

the material. 

Stopping power data for the polymers used in this study, simulated for a 30kV Ga
+
 

ion beam, are listed in Table 1.1.  The core and bond approach (Lodhi & Powers, 1974) to 

the Bragg’s rule of charged particle stopping in a compound (Bragg & Kleeman, 1905) is 

used to calculate the electronic stopping power since the chemical nature (i.e. bonding 

electrons) of a compound can have large effects on stopping power of molecules composed 

of light elements.  This is expressed as a correction percentage (e.g. deviation from unity) to 

the Bragg’s rule model when these stopping powers are computed in The Range of Ions in 

Matter (TRIM) Monte Carlo simulation program and listed in Table 1.2 (Ziegler, Biersack, & 

Ziegler, 2008).  
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Table 1.1. The electronic, nuclear, and total stopping powers of the polymers in this study. 

 

Material 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

Electronic 
Stopping Power 

(Se; eV/nm) 

Nuclear 
Stopping Power 

(Sn; eV/nm) 

Total 
Stopping Power 

(ST; eV/nm) 

Energy 
Disposition 

Density 
(De; eV/cm3) 

LDPE 0.926 100 652 752 2.35 x 1027 

HDPE 0.971 105 684 789 2.46 x 1027 

PS 1.043 108 735 842 2.63 x 1027 

PA6 1.156 112 826 938 2.93 x 1027 

Si 2.321 117 1090 1210 3.77 x 1027 

 

Table 1.2. The contribution of each bond in the polymer repeat units is listed.  The resulting 

correction percentage to the stopping power is also included for each polymer.  A positive 

Bragg’s correction represents additional stopping power to the non-adjusted value whereas a 

negative Bragg’s correction indicates a decrease in stopping power from the bonding 

contribution. 

 
Number of Bond for each Type (eV/Repeat Unit) 

Bragg’s 
Correction 

(%) 
 

C-C 

(3.982) 

C=C 

(9.973) 

C-H 

(7.423) 

C=O 

(14.29) 

C-N 

(5.123) 

H-N 

(8.408) 

LDPE 2 - 4 - - - 0.54 

HDPE 2 - 4 - - - 0.54 

PS 6 3 8 - - - -3.93 

PA6 5 - 10 1 2 1 -0.28 

 

The energy deposition density of ion irradiation on polymers can be classified into 

three categories: low (< 10
23

 eV/cm
3
), intermediate (10

23
 – 10

25
 eV/cm

3
), and high (> 10

25
 

eV/cm
3
).  At low energy density, new bonds (cross links) or chain scission occurs in the 

polymer, inducing modifications to its solubility and molecular weight distribution.  In 

addition, changes in the transport properties and in the polymer morphology are observed 

(Calcagno, Percolla, Masciarelli, & Foti, 1993).  Furthermore, unsaturation (i.e. carbon-

carbon double and triple bonds) is created.  At an intermediate energy density, the continuous 
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bond rearrangement induces a complete change of the polymer molecular structure.  The 

obtained material is a chemical system, characterized by new functional groups, different 

backbone and electronic structure and different physical properties (Calcagno, Compagnini, 

& Foti, 1992). 

The craters created in the FIB milling experiment to study the material removal rate 

efficiency (Chapter 5), with a dose of 0.5 nC/μm
2
 (3.12 x 10

17
 Ga

+
/cm

2
) using a 30kV Ga

+
 

FIB, are considered to be in the high energy density deposition range (> 10
25

 eV/cm
3
).  In 

this energy regime, the complete overlap between the ion tracks produces a stable material 

whose properties are similar to that of hydrogenated amorphous carbon, in terms of optical 

absorbance, electrical properties, hardness, and chemical inertness (Marletta, 1990).  

Generally, the polymer under high energy density irradiation loses memory of its original 

structure and stoichiometry due to the pervasive chemical modifications occurring in this 

regime. 

1.3.3 Ion-Solid Interactions 

When a target atom is knocked from its position by an incident Ga
+
 ion, it can 

contribute to the collision cascade within a solid under ion bombardment.  Sputtering occurs 

when sufficient momentum is transferred from the collision cascade to a surface or near 

surface particle to eject it from the target surface.  The first rationalization of the sputtering 

process came from Sigmund who proposed both an evaporation theory and a transport theory 

(Sigmund, 1981).  However the presence of a thermal spike in explaining ion mixing as 

suggested by the evaporation theory was insufficient to give a complete picture of the 

collision cascade (Diaz de la Rubia, Averback, Benedek, & King, 1987).  The transport 

theory, on the other hand, is more satisfactory in explicating a comprehensive overview of 

the interactions of impinging ions with target materials.  In this theory, the incident ion is 

thought to lose its energy to the target atoms through a series of collisions as indicated in 

Figure 1.2.  The target atoms involved in these collisions, in turn, undergo further collisions 

thereby setting up collision cascades.  The nature of the collision cascade is depends on the 

ratio of the average target mass to the Ga
+
 ion mass and the incident ion energy. 
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Figure 1.2. An exploded view of the transport model of a collision cascade when an 

energetic ion penetrates a solid (Nastasi & Mayer, 1994). 

The linear energy transfer quantifies energy lost by the impinging Ga
+
 in the collision 

cascades.  Target atoms near the surface can leave the bulk when they receive energy greater 

than the surface binding energy (ESB) from the collision cascades.  This is the origin of 

sputtering and the atoms that leave the target material become sputtered atoms, or part of the 

material removed.  The dominant mechanism of energy loss is nuclear LET for most 

materials when 30keV Ga
+
 ions are used for FIB micromachining.  However, electronic LET 

becomes a considerable factor in the total energy loss of energetic particles in polymers.  

This is evident in Table 1.3 and illustrated in Figure 1.3.  The following sections describe the 

details of these stopping mechanisms. 
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Table 1.3. The simulated energy loss due to electronic process and nuclear process of the 

polymers in this study from SRIM.  The values of silicon are provided as a reference 

material. (Ziegler, Biersack, & Ziegler, 2008). 

Materials 
Material 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

 Energy Lost (%) LET Mechanism (%) 

Rp 
(nm) 

Ionizations Phonons Vacancies 
Electronic 

(Ionization) 

Nuclear 
(Vacancies 

+ 
Phonons) 

LDPE 0.926 49.2 49 47 4 49 51 

HDPE 0.971 49.0 47 48 5 47 53 

PS 1.043 47.0 46 50 4 46 54 

PA6 1.156 42.5 43 54 3 43 57 

Si 2.321 27.9 40 53 7 40 61 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. The trends in energy lost of the ions (incident + target) in a collision cascade of 

the materials in this study.  It is apparent that the nuclear LET contribution to stopping of the 

Ga
+
 ion increases as material density increases.  Data in this figure is listed in Table 1.3.  
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1.3.3.1 Nuclear Stopping 

When a Ga
+
 ion penetrates a material, it loses energy by interacting with target nuclei 

and target electrons.  Nuclear energy loss arises from elastic collisions between the energetic 

Ga
+
 ion and target nuclei, which cause atomic displacements and subsequent phonon 

generation.  Displacement occurs when the colliding Ga
+
 imparts an amount of energy 

greater than the displacement threshold energy, Ed, of a target atom.  Ed is the energy, or the 

sum of binding forces, that a target atom needs to overcome in order to move more than one 

atomic spacing away from its original site.  For any energy transferred below Ed, the knock 

on target atoms cannot escape their original site and their energy dissipates as atomic 

vibrations (i.e. phonons). 

The interaction of an ion with a target nucleus is treated as the scattering of two 

screened particles because of the electrons surrounding the nucleus of an atom.  Nuclear 

stopping is thereby derived with consideration of the momentum transfer from the Ga
+
 ion to 

target atom and the interatomic potential between them.  Thus nuclear stopping varies with 

Ga
+
 ion energy as well as the energy states and chemical environment among the target 

atoms.  Recoil atoms can also be produced as a consequence of nuclear collisions.  These 

recoil atoms also lose their energy through nuclear and electronic processes until all excited 

electrons and atoms have dissipated their energy through phonons (i.e. atomic vibration) and 

plasmons (i.e. electron excitation).   

1.3.3.2 Electronic Stopping 

Electronic stopping is determined mainly by the charge state of the Ga
+
 ion and its 

energy along the ion track.  When a Ga
+
 ion passes through a medium, its orbital electrons 

are stripped off in varying degree depending upon the ion velocity.  The effective charge on a 

positive ion is given by Northcliffe (Northcliffe, 1960) in terms of the ion velocity and the 

velocity of the orbital electron (i.e. Bohr velocity).  This theory was further advanced by 

other researchers thereafter (Barkas, 1963; Pierce & Blann, 1968).   
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The different versions of this theory consider the fundamental principle that 

electronic energy loss arises from electromagnetic interaction between the positively charge 

Ga
+
 ion and the target electrons.  Two mechanisms are proposed in this theory: glancing 

collision and knock-on collision.  Glancing collisions are inelastic collisions with small 

momentum transfer and knock-on collisions are elastic scattering with large momentum 

transfer.  Both glancing and knock-on collisions transfer energy by electronic excitation and 

ionization.  Electronic excitation is the process in which an orbital electron is raised to a 

higher energy level, whereas, in ionization, an orbital electron is ejected from the atom.  

Glancing collisions are quite frequent but each collision involves a small energy loss (<100 

eV).  On the other hand, knock-on collisions are rare but each collision imparts a large 

energy to a target electron (>100 eV).  Theoretical and experimental evidence suggests that 

approximately one half of the electronic energy transferred is ascribed to glancing collisions 

and the other half to knock-on collisions (Chatterjee, MacCabee, & Tobias, 1973; Feldman, 

Mayer, & Picraux, 1982). 

1.3.3.3 Consequences of Stopping Mechanisms in Polymers 

During ion irradiation, various physical and chemical processes take place in the 

polymer.  Nuclear collisions cause atomic displacements, which can then lead to chain 

scission and the release of pendant atoms.  Atomic vibration causes phonon waves which can 

also lead to bond breakage when multiple waves of this kind constructively interfere with 

each other.  The superposition of phonon waves is needed because phonons by themselves 

have insufficient energy to break bonds to begin with. 

The two LET mechanisms control the magnitude of cross linking and scissioning.  

Since polymers are composed of light elements, thus low atomic density, most nuclear 

displacements occur fairly independently in polymers.  The probability that simultaneous 

displacement of two atoms from neighboring chains occurs creating two radical pairs for 

cross linking is small in nuclear processes (Hunn & Chrstensen, 1994).  When the electronic 

LET is relatively high, a considerable volume around the ion projectile is influenced because 

of the Coulombic field generated by the collision cascades and ionization by knock-on 
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collisions.  This results in production of energetic particles (i.e. electrons) and active 

chemical species (i.e. radicals) along the polymer chains.  The Coulombic attraction and 

repulsion among these active species cause bond stretching and segmental motion in the 

polymer chains, which can then lead to cross linking and chain scissioning. 

It is clear that both electronic and nuclear energy transfer can induce cross linking as 

well as scissioning.  However, nuclear LET is more likely to cause scissioning whereas 

electronic LET is more likely to cause cross linking.  Nuclear stopping causes more scission 

due to the nature of independent displacement damage during ion irradiation and the fact that 

simultaneous production of two radicals in neighboring chains for cross linking is unlikely.  

On the other hand, electronic stopping causes more cross linking due to collective excitation 

(plasmons), which produces a large excited volume thereby resulting in interaction among 

the ions and radical pairs produced within the volume (Lee, Rao, Lewis, & Mansur, 1994).  

The electronic and nuclear LET mechanisms will serve as the basis of our understanding of 

FIB milling results in Chapter 5. 

1.3.4 Temperature Rise by Ion Bombardment 

One of the major concerns in FIB preparation of polymer samples is local heating 

(Kim, Park, Balsara, Liu, & Minor, 2011).  Undesired modification to polymer properties can 

potentially result.  Theoretical models have been proposed by Melngailis and Ishitani & Kaga 

to predict FIB induced temperature rise (Melngailis, Focused ion beam technology and 

applications, 1987; Ishiani & Kaga, 1995).  Aside from the shape and size of the heat 

affected volume, the authors in both studies have considered thermal conductivity as a main 

parameter along with the FIB beam energy, current, and spot size: 
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     is the maximum temperature rise 

  is the FIB beam geometrical constantm(            
 

  
 and 

          
 

     
) 

 

  is the beam current (A) 

   is the FIB beam accelerating voltage (V) 

  is the thermal conductivity of target material (W/m 
. 
K) 

  is the FIB beam radius (m) 

Equation 1.4 

 

A calculation using a 30 kV Ga
+
 FIB with 1 nA beam current focused into a 100 nm 

diameter spot is carried out to illustrate the typical temperature rise for the materials in this 

study.  Furthermore, the calculation uses the energy lost to phonon generation only from the 

TRIM simulation (Table 1.3).  The results are listed in Table 1.4.  The temperature rise given 

by Equation 1.4 is negligible for metals and ceramics but can be high for polymers when 

irradiated by the high power densities in a FIB process.  Since the Ga
+
 used in FIB beam is 

generally accelerated to 30 kV in most micromachining applications, the FIB beam current is 

a key factor in determining the power densities.  When compared to silicon as a reference 

material (also listed), thermal conductivity plays a very important role in FIB induced local 

heating of materials since polymers have low thermal conductivity compared with metals.   
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Table 1.4. The temperature rise result from the micromachining of a 30 kV Ga
+
 FIB 1 nA 

beam current focused into a 100 nm diameter spot on the materials in this study.  The 

calculation takes only into account the energy lost to phonon generation from TRIM 

simulation. 

Materials 
FIB Beam 

Energy Lost to 

Phonons (%) 

Total 
Phonon 

Energy (W) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m.K) 

Temperature Rise (K) 

Melngailis Ishitani 

LDPE 47 1.40E-05 0.33 135 240 

HDPE 48 1.43E-05 0.52 88 155 

PS 50 1.49E-05 0.10 474 840 

PA6 54 1.61E-05 0.36 142 252 

Si 53 1.58E-05 150 0.3 0.6 

 

A significant temperature rise, most of which is typically above the polymer’s Tg and 

Tm, is indeed calculated based on the heat transfer model in Equation 1.4.  The 

thermodynamics of ion mixing also are impacted by the presence of a localized heat affected 

zone around the collision cascade as a consequence of ion bombardment (Nastasi & Mayer, 

1994).  However experimental results to support melting and subsequent evaporation events 

induced by FIB irradiation remain unavailable.  The lack of evidence is attributed to the 

transient nature of the temperature change and the inadequate sampling area/mass for 

measurement.  Conventional methods of temperature measurement are not very useful but 

research is currently underway to fabricate the appropriate nanosensors to measure the local 

temperature (Shukla, et al., 2009). 

1.3.5 Material Removal via Sputtering 

Sputtering can be considered as a statistical phenomenon caused by surface erosion 

on an atomic scale (Ramana Murty, 2002).  The transport theory of sputtering developed by 

Sigmund (Sigmund, 1969) and Thompson (Thompson, 1968) incorporated the ideas of the 

stopping theory of Lindhard et al. (Lindhard, Scharff, & Schioett, 1963) as detailed in the 

previous section.  This transport theory applies best to amorphous and polycrystalline targets.  

The detailed mathematical treatment of ion transport can be found in the cited literature.  For 
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Ga
+
 FIB sputtering, the sputter yield (Y) is defined as the number of ejected target particles 

per incident Ga
+ 

ion. 

  
      
   

 

  is a parameter which contain target materials property and 

geometry 

      is the energy loss per unit length in the target (Table 1.3; 

eV/nm) 

    is the surface binding energy of target atom 

Equation 1.5 

 

Equation 1.5 provides a basic relationship between the important variables in the 

sputtering process but it oversimplifies the FIB milling process in an experimental setting.  

For example, the value of surface binding energy varies depending on the chemical nature of 

the target material and is not known for a lot of materials.  It fails to address the anisotropy of 

materials such as single crystals, unless the endogenous variable ( ) and stopping power 

(     ) are known (Prenitzer, 1999).  Effects such as ion channeling, the steering of the 

incident ion along the space between columns or planes of atoms, and energy channeling, a 

series of collisions in a straight line along closely packed directions, are important in the 

sputtering of single crystal materials and have pronounced effects on the sputter yield 

(Robinson & Oen, 1963).  As the target material is being bombarded, some of the incident 

Ga
+
 ions are implanted and retained in the target while the surface that is exposed to the Ga

+
 

FIB is constantly receding due to sputtering.  FIB sputtering ultimately creates a steady state 

condition between Ga
+
 implantation and removal by sputtering. 

1.3.6 Ga
+
 Ion Implantation 

When the steady state sputtering condition is met, the concentration of Ga atoms 

reaches a maximum value.  The steady state condition is attained after sputtering away a 

thickness comparable to twice the distance of the projected range (Rp) of a material (details 

are discussed in Chapter 5).  The concentration limit is proportional to the reciprocal of the 

sputter yield (Liau & Mayer, 1980; Ishitani, Koike, Yaguchi, & Kamino, 1998).  Thus, a 
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material that sputters very rapidly will have a lower Ga concentration than one with a lower 

sputter yield.  In addition to the sputter yield, the characteristics of the implanted Ga atoms 

also affect the implant profile and peak concentration.  As Ga atoms are added to the solid, 

the properties of the material are often altered.  This can lead changes of the sputter yield due 

to modification of the surface binding energy (Ishitani, Koike, Yaguchi, & Kamino, 1998). 

1.3.7 Evaluation of Chemical Modification Yield 

During Ga
+
 FIB micromachining, the polymer undergoes immense chemical 

modifications due to the high energy density irradiation as mentioned in the previous 

sections.  The measure of chemical modification yield is the G value, defined as the number 

of crosslinking or chain scission events per 100 eV of energy absorbed.  Since most polymers 

have high molecular mass, a comparatively low radiation dose can produce significant 

changes in properties.  For inorganic materials, the same absorbed dose would be less 

effective.  There are six major chemical changes that irradiation brings about in polymers: 

1. Cross linking - formation of additional bonds between or within molecules; 

2. Chain scissioning - scission of bonds in the main polymer chain and side chains; 

3.  Gas formation – formation of gaseous products such as H2, CH4, CO; 

4. Changes in bond saturation – formation of double or triple bonds; 

5. Cyclization – formation of ring structures; 

6. Oxidation – formation of carbonyl groups due to oxygen attack in the presence of air 

or oxygen during irradiation. 

Cross linking and chain scissioning are non-equilibrium radiation induced chemical 

processes that change the structure, and hence the physical properties of the polymer, and is 

likely to play a significant role in the FIB material removal process in high vacuum (<10
-6

 

torr).  Cross linking transforms a linear polymer into a three dimensional molecule, which 

result in a significant increase in molecular mass, lower solubility in organic solvents, and 

significantly altered mechanical properties.  Chain scission results in a decrease in molecular 

mass, and has the opposite effect on the physical properties of the polymer. 
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Although cross-linking and chain scissioning occur concurrently in the polymer upon 

irradiation, polymers are generally classified as those which predominantly crosslink and 

those which predominantly scission.  Polymer classification depends on the chemical 

structure of the polymer, its physical state, and the irradiation conditions (Charlesby, 1960) 

but if the G value for cross linking (G(X)) and for chain scissioning (G(S)) are available, the 

predominant modification is generally the one with a higher G value.  Literature G values for 

the polymers in this study are listed in Table 1.5.  The strategy is to measure and calculate the 

values of G(X) and G(S) and the modification mechanisms of cross linking and chain 

scissioning. 

Table 1.5. The cross linking and chain scissioning yield of the polymers in this study 

(Dawes, Glover, & Vroom, 2007).  The predominant effect due to irradiation is also listed. 

Polymers 

G(X) 

(Cross links/ 
100 eV) 

G(S) 

(Scissions/ 
100eV) 

G(X)/G(S) 

Ratio 

Predominant 

Irradiation 
Effect 

LDPE 0.8 – 1.25 0.4 – 0.5 2.00 – 5.00  Cross Link 

HDPE 0.3 – 1.25 0.4 – 0.5 0.75 – 5.00  Cross Link 

PS 0.019 – 0.051 0.0094 – 0.019 2.00 – 2.68  Cross Link 

PA6 0.67 0.68 0.99  Cross Link 

 

The yield of crosslinking and scissioning can be determined by measuring changes in 

the molecular size resulting from irradiation (Tabata, Ito, & Tagawa, 1991).  Statistical 

theories for describing changes in molecular size have been advanced for polymers of 

different types of initial distributions.  When crosslinking and scission occur simultaneously, 

the changes in the number average molecular weights are given as follows: 
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    is the post irradiation number average molecular weight 

    is the initial number average molecular weight 

  is the number average degree of polymerization 

  is the number of crosslinks per structural unit* 

  is the number of chain scissions per structural unit* 

*structural unit is defined as the number of repeat units in     

Equation 1.6 

 

G(X) and G(S) can be calculated by the following equations: 

     
         

 
 and      

         

 
 

     is the cross linking yield 

     is the chain scissioning yield 

   is the Avogadro’s number (6.022 x 10
23

) 

  is the number of crosslinks per structural unit 

  is the number of chain scissions per structural unit 

  is the total applied dose 

 

Equation 1.7 

 

 The molecular weight distribution is obtained by many experimental methods.  

Among them, successive precipitational fractionation (SPF), successive solution fractionation 

(SSF), and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) are the most widely used.  In SPF, 

polymers can be fractionated by precipitation from their solution on cooling.  This procedure 

is cycled with lowering precipitation temperature.  In SSF, solvent is added and evaporated to 

induce the precipitation.  The GPC method gives an elution curve corresponding to the 

molecular size distribution curve. 

When polymers undergo cross linking with efficiencies of G(X) > 
 

 
 G(S), an 

insoluble gel forms and the amount of gel increases with increasing total dose.  Charlesby 
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and Pinner derived the following relation between soluble component, S, and dose for 

polymers having a random initial molecular weight distribution: 

 

     

 
     

 

       
  

 

 
  

 

Equation 1.8 

  is the fraction of soluble polymer 

  is the ratio of scissioning yield to crosslinking yield (G(S)/2G(X))* 

  is the number average degree of polymerization 

  is the total absorbed dose (J/kg) 

*Since each cross link connects two structural units together (as opposed to only 

one structural unit required for chain scissioning), therefore the measured G(X) 

value is multiplied by 2  
 

The plot of     
 

   versus  
 

 
 , known as the Charlesby-Pinner plot, can be used to 

determine the ratio of crosslinking to scissioning for any crosslinking dominant polymer.  A 

typical Charlesby-Pinner plot is illustrated in Figure 1.4.  The y-intercept gives the value of 

 , or the ratio G(S)/2G(X).  If the number average degree of polymerization ( ) is known, 

2G(X) can be calculated from the slope of the Charlesby-Pinner plot.  G(S) can be found 

when G(X) is known. 

The Charlesby-Pinner plot gives a straight line only when the initial molecular weight 

distribution is random.  For other distributions, the plot becomes convex or concave 

depending on the broadness of the distribution.  However if a linear region can be identified 

in the Charlesby-Pinner plot, G(S)/2G(X) can be determined from the slope in this region.  G 

values vary with environmental conditions of irradiation but the quoted values in Table 1.5 

are obtained by irradiation in vacuum. 
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Figure 1.4. a) Sol-gel analysis and b) corresponding Charlesby-Pinner plot of radiation 

induced crosslinking of a polymer (adapted from (Makuuchi & Cheng, 2012)).  The 

quantification of G(S) and G(X) can be performed using the Charlesby-Pinner plot.  

1.3.8 Crosslinking Mechanisms 

One of the most important reactions when polymers are irradiated by energetic charge 

particles is cross linking.  This was the first radiation induced reaction to be applied on an 

industrial scale, and remains one of the major applications of radiation processing (Drobny, 

2010).  Cross linking transforms a linear polymer into a three dimensional molecule resulting 

in a significant increase in molecular mass, improvement in mechanical properties, and lower 

solubility in organic solvents.  Polymers that cross link on irradiation in vacuum (e.g., 

polyethylene (LDPE and HDPE) and polystyrene (PS)) generally have main chains 

consisting of only unbranched carbon chains as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1.5.  Illustration of a polymer with a carbon backbone.  The polymer derived from 

this monomer unit generally undergoes cross linking upon irradiation in vacuum. 
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Primary species formed by irradiation of polyethylene are electrons and ions in 

energetic states and free radicals (Charlesby, 1960).  The ionic excited species are often 

subsequently transformed into free radicals and stable products.  There are two types of 

radiation induced linking, cross linking and end linking.  End linking is the joining of 

terminal radicals on two macromolecule ends whereas crosslinking occurs when penultimate 

radicals or radicals in the middle of the chains combine.  Cross linking is usually caused by 

the joining of macroradicals (Figure 1.6) evolved from the alkyl, allyl, and polyenyl groups.  

These common macroradicals are created when hydrogen radicals, from the dissociation of 

C-H bonds upon irradiation, interact with the macromolecules enabling hydrogen abstraction 

in which another hydrogen atom is removed from the macromolecule: 

 

Reaction 1 

This reaction turns the macromolecule into a macroradical.  A cross link is formed where two 

macroradicals join (e.g. when two alkyl radicals combine): 

 

Reaction 2 
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Figure 1.6.  Three commonly observed macroradicals evolved in polymers as a result of 

hydrogen abstraction upon irradiation. 

 The most important quantitative characteristic of radiation induced cross linking is 

G(X).  The formation of intermolecular bonds leads to an increase in the average molecular 

mass and intrinsic viscosity.  At comparatively high absorbed dose, a fraction of the cross 

linked polymer becomes insoluble in solvents due to gel formation from the cross linking.  

The appearance of gel is associated with the formation of a three-dimensional network of 

bonds in the polymer as a result of extensive cross linking.  Gel formation due to irradiation 

in polymers is influenced by parameters such as the presence of oxygen (e.g. oxidative 

degradation prohibits cross linking (see Figure 1.7)), the temperature during irradiation, 

pressure, absorbed dose, and absorbed dose rate. 

1.3.9 Chain Scission Degradation 

Chain scission results in a decrease in molecular mass of the polymer under 

irradiation.  It is different than depolymerization because depolymerization involves partial 

reversion of the polymer to its original monomer.  Radiation induced chain scission 

degradation produces little or no monomer therefore the two terms and processes must be 

distinguished. 
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Chain scissioning is the hemolytic cleavage of valence bonds, as well as the 

disruption of hydrogen bonds and the van der Waals type forces between polymer molecules 

that link the atoms together to form the polymer macromolecule.  Chain scission degradation 

always attacks the weakest available bond in a chain.  Free radicals are formed when a 

molecule dissociates at a covalent bond so that one of the bonding electrons remains with 

each fragment, hence, free radicals are atoms or molecules possessing one or more unpaired 

electrons.  For carbon based polymers (e.g. Figure 1.5), chain scissioning usually occurs with 

polymers whose main chain contains a quaternary carbon atom (i.e. carbon atom with four 

neighboring carbons).  Polymers of this kind are usually sterically stressed.  The weak C-C 

bond at the quaternary carbon atom favors scissioning. 

Most free radicals produced as a result of the primary chain scission initiate many 

additional chain scissions before recombining into stable chemical species.  The molecular 

mechanisms associated with this process in polyethylene are illustrated in Figure 1.7.  In this 

reaction mechanism, the primary hydrocarbon chain ruptured due to ionizing radiation to 

produce primary macroradicals (Figure 1.7a).  Primary free radicals are highly reactive and 

interact with neighboring methylene groups to produce secondary free radicals (Figure 1.7b).  

These radicals can undergo a variety of reactions that lead to additional chain scissions 

(Figure 1.7c).  Linking can also occur when two like radicals meet.  In the presence of 

oxygen, carbonyl group can from in the presence of oxygen.  These carbonyl groups can be 

further oxidized to break the chain, which weakens the material by lowering its molecular 

weight.  It is through this process that a high local concentration of free radicals about the 

initial site of chain scission is thought to occur. 
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Figure 1.7.  Chain scission reactions in polyethylene and most carbon based polymers. a) 

Chain scission produces primary free radicals/macroradicals leading to b) secondary free 

radical formation in neighboring chains via hydrogen abstraction.  c) Double bond can during 

the chain scission process.  d) If oxygen is available to react during chain scissioning, the free 

radical reactions can evolve into an oxidative degradation. 
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The progression of free radicals formed usually determines the further direction of the 

process.  For example, a quaternary carbon atom can prohibit radical migration along the 

polymer chain once scissioning occurs (Dole, 1973).  This steric hindrance impedes radical 

recombination resulting in radical dissociation and disproportionation.  Disproportionation 

occurs when two free radicals meet and exchange a proton instead of coupling in the case of 

recombination or crosslinking.  Disproportionation results in a saturated terminated chain and 

a chain with terminal double bond.  Further degradation rather than cross linking is promoted 

when disproportionation occurs.  PA6 goes through disproportionation as it degrades under 

irradiation.  The large number of PA6 radiation byproducts amide and nitrile end groups 

suggests that macroradicals do not appear as readily available, and do not meet frequently 

during their lifetime, to promote crosslinking when disproportionation occurs.  

Disproportionation effectively lowers the chance of crosslinking event hence the G(X) value 

is low for PA6 (see Table 1.5).  The detailed mechanism and degradation products resulting 

from chain scissioning of PA6 are discussed in a later section. 

When degradation occurs due to hydrogen abstraction, the products are likely to 

undergo crosslinking whereas recombination is prohibited when disproportionation takes 

place (Schaffer, Marchildon, McAuley, & Cunningham, 2000).  As a result, the G(X)/G(S) 

ratio is close to unity for PA6.  The radiation induced chemical yield of chain scission can be 

determined from measurements of the molecular mass of the irradiated polymer after 

dissolution in a suitable solvent as detailed in section 1.3.7 (Charlesby, 1960).  The factors 

affecting G(S) are similar to those that influence G(X), including degree of crystallinity of 

the polymer and the irradiation conditions (i.e. temperature and pressure). 

1.3.10 Specific Polymer Irradiation Effects 

1.3.10.1 Polyethylene (PE) 

Polyethylene undergoes considerable change as a result of radiation induced cross 

linking.  (Charlesby, 1960).  It becomes flexible and rubbery after low doses but glassy and 

stiff after exposure to very high doses.  Primary species formed by irradiation of 

polyethylene are electrons in excited states and free radicals as illustrated in Figure 1.7.  
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Alkyl radicals are formed very rapidly within 20 ps and yields about 6 radicals/100 

eV(Tagawa, Hayashi, Yoshida, Washio, & Tabata, 1989).  The yields of allyl and polyenyl 

radicals are much lower. 

Several types of cross links can be formed by PE (Lyons, 1983; Keller & Ungar, 

1983).  Intermolecular cross links can be formed by two alkyl radicals forming branched 

chains (see Reaction 2).  However, intramolecular cross links can also be formed between 

different parts of the same polymer molecule (e.g. between separate units of polymer crystal 

lamellae).  The effect of crystallinity on cross linking of polyethylene has been studied in 

detail (Keller & Ungar, 1983; Kashiwabara, Shimada, & Hori, 1991; Sohma, Chen, Wang, 

Qu, & Shiotani, 1991).  The studies showed that cross linking occurs primarily in the 

amorphous regions of the polymer and up to 3 – 4 times more often than in crystalline 

regions.  Macromolecules in the amorphous regions are interwoven which provides a 

favorable environment for crosslinking to occur.  In crystalline regions where packed chains 

are organized in a lamellar structure, radiation induced free radicals become predominantly 

localized on the surface of the crystallites rather than throughout the structure.  As a result, 

the G(X) value of low density polyethylene (LDPE), a low crystallinity polyethylene, is often 

higher than that of high density polyethylene (HDPE) which has a higher crystallinity.   

1.3.10.2 Polystyrene (PS) 

Unlike polyethylene, where considerable differences may be expected between the 

crystalline and the amorphous regions upon irradiation, radiation induced changes in PS do 

not differ between the atactic (amorphous), isotactic, and syndiotactic (semicrystalline) 

morphologies (Charlesby, 1960).  Although cross links form upon irradiation, the energy 

required is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than most linear polymers such as 

polyethylene (see Table 1.5).  This significant reduction in irradiation modification is 

attributed to the irradiation resistant nature of a benzylic radical. 

A benzylic radical has an unpaired electron on the benzylic carbon and has five 

contributing resonance structures as illustrated in Figure 1.8.  Since electron delocalization 

stabilizes a molecule, benzyl-type radicals are among the most stable radicals.  It is generally 
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true that the more stable a radical is, the higher the probability that such a radical would be 

formed.  Figure 1.9 illustrates the relative stability of various commonly occurring types of 

radicals.  The main reaction leading to cross links in polystyrene (PS) is the combination of 

benzyl type radicals (Tagawa, 1986).  An example of benzyl radical crosslinking is illustrated 

in Figure 1.10. 

 

Figure 1.8.  The five resonance contributors of a benzyl radical. Four benzylic carbons share 

the free radical as a result of the partial double bond characteristic of electron delocalization. 

 

Figure 1.9.  The relative stability of radicals created upon irradiation in this study.  The 

electron delocalization stabilizes a molecule therefore the benzyl radical and allyl radical are 

more stable than vinyl radical and methyl radical. 
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Figure 1.10.  An illustration of a crosslinking involving a benzyl radical.  This is the primary 

crosslinking mechanism in PS. 

Chain scissioning of PS leads to the emission of volatiles such as hydrogen, benzene 

and methane (Wall & Brown, 1957).  PS chains undergo scissioning at random sites initially, 

producing macroradicals as illustrated in Figure 1.11.  McNeill et al. concluded that radical 

type I is involved in backbiting, or the rearrangement of free radicals along the same chain 

ends, and hydrogen abstraction leading to more chain scissioning while macroradical type II 

is likely to react mainly by chain scission and subsequent hydrogen abstraction to give 

radical type I and α–methylstyrene (McNeill, Zulfiqar, & Kousar, 1990). 
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Figure 1.11.  The two macroradicals commonly formed when PS is irradiated with ionizing 

radiation. 

1.3.10.3 Nylon 6 (PA6) 

Little has suggested that the weakest C-N bonds undergo the initial scission under 

irradiation on the basis of volatilization rate measurements and product analysis, a nearly 

random type of degradation was indicated for nylon 6 decomposition (Little, 1954).  

Kamerbeck et al. studied the thermal decomposition of PA6 and postulated two types of 

reactions: primary reactions which take place at temperatures below 300°C and secondary 

reactions, which mostly begin at temperatures above 300°C.  It was assumed that the thermal 

decomposition of nylon 6 starts with homolytic scission of the nitrogen-alkylamide bond 

(Kamerbeek, Kroes, & Grolle, 1961).  Primary amide, nitrile, vinyl, and alkyl chain ends are 

generated. 
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Figure 1.12.  The mechanisms leading to the formation of nitrile and unsaturated aliphatic 

chain end when PA6 is irradiated.  The small crosslinking yield of PA6 is attributed to the 

disproportionation reaction it undergoes as part of the degradation process. 
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Crosslinking occurs less readily in PA6 than in PE due to the disproportionation 

process and the simultaneous process of chain cleavage (i.e. increase in amide end groups) 

during chain scissioning degradation (Majury & Pinner, 1958).  Carbon dioxide and water 

are the primary gaseous products formed in the degradation process.  PA6 also produces 

small amounts of hydrocarbons during the degradation process.  Even though the G(X) and 

G(S) ratio is close to unity (see Table 3), majority of experimental results such as decreased 

solubility suggest that PA6 is a crosslinking thermoplastic polymer when irradiated with 

either electron beam or gamma rays (Lawton, Bueche, & Balwit, 1953).  However the 

tendency to cross link has been challenged (Little, 1952). 

1.3.11 Application of Ga
+
 Focused Ion Beam (FIB) to Polymers 

In contrast to the extensive use of FIB in metals and semiconductors (Melngailis, 

Focused ion beam technology and applications, 1987; Murone, 2009), the use of FIB for 

sample preparation of polymeric materials for electron microscopy and for device fabrication 

with polymeric materials remains relatively limited.  The application of FIB instrumentation 

has led to a number of electron microscopy investigations of FIB prepared polymer samples 

due to FIB’s ability to provide rapid and precise (i.e. location specification) sample 

preparation capability.  Kato et al. used a FIB system equipped with a scanning electron 

microscope to perform a three dimensional investigation of the structure of block copolymers 

(Kato, et al., 2007).  Images were taken using the SEM after FIB micromachining to remove 

a predetermined thickness of the block copolymer, a technique termed slice-and-view, and 

the sequential SEM images were used to reconstruct the volume of block copolymer that was 

removed.  FIB preparation of polymer samples for transmission electron microscopy has 

been used for solar cells (Loos, van Duren, Morrissey, & Janssen, 2002), polymer light 

emitting diodes (Steuerman, et al., 2008), and block copolymer thin films (White, et al., 

2001).  Despite a list of applications of FIB preparation for electron microscopy, there exists 

no formal description of the fundamental material removal processes and mechanisms 

induced by FIB in polymers. 
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 The current FIB models for micromachining of soft materials consider the various 

micromachining processes such as sputtering (Wucher, 2008) and electronic collective 

effects seperately (Moilton, et al., 1999)).  These models often contain many simplifications 

such as ignoring potential temperature changes under irradiation (Melngailis, Focused ion 

beam technology and applications, 1987)).  Kochumalayil et al. investigated milling and 

chemical effects of FIB irradiation on bulk polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and epoxy 

polymers with different FIB micromachining parameters such as dwell time and beam 

overlap as well as chamber environment (Kochumalyail, Meiser, Soldera, & Possart, 2009; 

Kochumalayil, Meiser, Soldera, & Possart, 2009).  Although an adequate model for FIB 

induced temperature increase is not available, Kim et al. found that FIB damage around the 

micromachined areas in a poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) block copolymer can be 

minimized by subjecting the sample to a low temperature (i.e. -100
o
C) (Kim, Park, Balsara, 

Liu, & Minor, 2011).  It was concluded that undesired damage to soft materials are heat 

related as a result of low thermal conductivity. 

Thermoplastic polymers such as the ones in this study (e.g. LDPE, HDPE, and PA6) 

are especially important to the textile industry for producing high strength fibers and fabric 

(Bhat & Malkan, 2002; Fedorova & Pourdeyhimi, 2008).  The following section gives an 

example of fibers of this type.  In order to routinely and reliably examine these fibers using 

electron microscopy, an appropriate sample preparation technique must be devised each time, 

a process which can be particularly challenging due to the fiber’s material properties 

(Sawyer, Grubb, & Meyers, 2008).  The goal of this study is to develop a method using the 

FIB to fulfill this goal.  The ability to utilize the FIB to micromachine polymeric materials 

relies on FIB process optimization for this specific kind of material.  Therefore a systematic 

investigation of FIB micromachining parameters (i.e. FIB beam dwell time and overlap) on 

material removal rate of semi crystalline thermoplastic polymers is carried out to further 

develop this FIB technique.   
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1.4 Polymer Composite Fibers with the Islands-in-the-Sea (I/S) Structure 

 Internal morphology analysis of polymer composite fiber is an example of a type of 

an industrial process that can benefit from the use of FIB.  Recent developments in melt 

spinning technology have attracted renewed interest in bicomponent composite fibers having 

an island-in-the-sea (I/S) structure (Figure 1.13).  Advances in the manufacturing flexibility 

of melt spinning technology for ultrafine I/S fibers allow for the commercial production of 

I/S fibers in the size range of micrometers (Zapletalova, 2009).  The I/S fiber structure 

consists of numerous small filaments of one thermoplastic semi-crystalline polymer (islands) 

formed within a matrix of another thermoplastic semi-crystalline polymer (sea).  I/S fiber 

structure and end product properties can be tailored via manipulation of the various melt 

spinning process parameters and the percent composition of each polymer (Fedorova & 

Pourdeyhimi, 2008).  For example, if the I/S bicomponent fibers are used to optimize the 

strength of thermally bonded nonwovens, the island fibers would contain a stronger polymer 

(i.e. nylon 6) and the sea would be one that can be easily melted at low temperature (i.e. 

polylactic acid) for bonding purposes.  Since the mechanical behavior of semi-crystalline 

polymers strongly depends on crystallinity and microstructure, processing two polymers 

concurrently presents challenges in controlling formation of defects and producing desirable 

material properties. 

 

 

Figure 1.13.  An SEM image illustrating the I/S configuration of a composite fiber consisting 

of 37 nylon6 (PA6) island fibers inside a sea matrix composed of linear low density 

polyethylene (LLDPE). 
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1.4.1 Fabrication Process 

Melt spinning, a specialized form of extrusion that uses a spinneret to form multiple 

continuous filaments of thermoplastic polymer, is the primary commercial production 

method of bicomponent microfibers (Dasdemir, Maze, Anantharama, & Pourdeyhimi, 2012).  

This process is illustrated in Figure 1.14.  To begin the process, pellets or granules of 

thermoplastic polymer are fed into different extruders.  In each extruder, the polymer pellets 

are heated to create a melt of ideal viscosity for extrusion.  This melt is then compressed by 

an extrusion screw and fed into the spinneret through a spinning pump.  The polymers are fed 

into different parts of the spinneret to produce the bicomponent morphology of the fiber.  In a 

spinneret with I/S configuration, the polymer melt intended for forming the island filaments 

is fed into the orifices while the polymer melt for forming the sea matrix is fed into the 

spinneret surrounding the orifices.  When the melt is co-extruded through the spinneret in 

this manner, bicomponent fibers are formed when the polymer melts solidify by natural or 

forced cooling.  The physical properties of melt spun I/S fiber are mainly determined by the 

starting polymers, spinneret configuration for the island and sea distribution, and most 

importantly, the post extrusion treatment such as cooling conditions and degree of drawing 

(when applicable). 
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Figure 1.14. A schematic of the melt spinning process for bicomponent polymer fibers.  The 

spinneret is specially designed to accept the flow of island and sea polymers into different 

channels that permits the co-extrusion of I/S fiber configuration. 

Depending on the final application of the bicomponent fibers, two post fabrication 

processes are usually carried out.  If the bicomponent fibers are fabricated as an intermediate 

step to harvest the island fibers (which is usually much finer than the I/S fiber as a whole), 

the sea matrix is removed chemically or mechanically (Okamoto, 1978; Kawano, 1990).  In 

general, the size of these island fiber filaments after sea polymer removal depends on several 

factors, such as the initial diameter of the I/S fiber, the number of islands, and polymer 

composition. 

Islands-in-the-Sea bicomponent fibers can also be used to produce high strength 

fabrics by bonding spunbond webs through mechanical (i.e. hydroentangling) or thermal (i.e. 

calendering) techniques (Fedorova & Pourdeyhimi, 2008; Anantharamaiah, Verenich, & 

Pourdeyhimi, 2008).  Fibers composed of different polymers with the I/S cross-section 

demonstrated superior tear strength and enhancement of surface area.  These studies show 

that the sea polymer of the I/S fibers can be beneficial as a bonding agent.  Not only is this 

post process of I/S fiber a much more cost effective and environmentally friendly process 

(i.e. no chemical waste and associated resource cost for the sea polymer removal process), 
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but it is also a promising technique for high speed and high throughput production of strong 

and light weight nonwovens comprised of ultrafine fibers.  

1.4.2 Applications 

I/S fibers offer commercially viable alternatives to electrospinning or meltblowing 

processes for the production of relatively strong nonwovens consisting of ultrafine fibers.  In 

general, the splitting of I/S fibers through mechanical or chemical means can produce 

significantly smaller fibers than other currently commercialized technology.  A successful 

product, Evolon®, is a nonwoven fabric composed of ultrafine fibers made from the splitting 

of bicomponent fibers (Anantharamaiah, Verenich, & Pourdeyhimi, 2008).  Evolon® has a 

dense compact fiber structure making it structurally strong but yet soft and light.  For this 

reason, Evolon® applications range from high performance clothing (lightweight, comfort 

and breathability) to providing optimum acoustic absorption for car interior, building and 

indoor architecture. 

 Recent developments allow bicomponent fibers, such as I/S fibers, to be used for 

making nonwoven fabric with better bonding and high strength without any intermediate step 

(i.e. splitting of bicomponent fibers for microfibers) (Anantharamaiah, Verenich, & 

Pourdeyhimi, 2008).  This is done through carefully designing the polymer components and 

the I/S fiber structure.  As in the case of most fiber reinforced composites for structural 

applications, the island polymer would have higher strength and lower elongation at break 

than the sea polymer component.  Additionally, the sea should have a lower melting 

temperature than the island to allow the bonding of the I/S fiber structure without 

significantly affecting the structural integrity of the island fibers.  Moreover, a strong 

interface between the island and sea polymers is required for the loading stress to be 

transferred between weak sea and strong islands.  The application of calendared I/S 

nonwovens is still in an early developmental stage.  However it is fair to assume that it can 

be readily utilized in the applications that nonwovens composed of ultrafine fiber (i.e. 

Evolon®) serve.  Advanced applications such as drug delivery (Honarbakhsh & 

Pourdeyhimi, 2011) and 3D scaffold (Sumanasinghe, Haslauer, Pourdeyhimi, & Loboa, 
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2010) demonstrate that the application possibilities are limitless for calendered I/S nonwoven 

fabrics. 
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2 Experimental Methods and Instrumentation Setup 

2.1 Introduction 

Polymer properties can be broadly divided into chemical and physical properties.  

Accurate characterization of polymers permits correlations between molecular structures, 

microscopic features, and macroscopic properties.  The key polymer properties to be 

investigated in this study are transition temperatures, density, and crystallinity.  A variety of 

techniques are used to determine the properties of polymers.  The polymer film samples in 

this study were fabricated by melting polymer pellets and pressing the melt into a film.  The 

melting temperature of these polymers was determined using differential scanning 

calorimetry.  The density of each film was measured using a solvent flotation method.  

Lastly, polymer crystallinity was characterized using x-ray diffraction (XRD) technique. 

 The thrust of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of FIB micromachining of 

thermoplastic polymers and to correlate their properties with FIB micromachining results.  

To achieve this goal, a FEI Quanta 3D FEG system equipped with a FIB column was used 

for micromachining experiments and a field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

was used to perform noninvasive imaging on the samples.  Details of the FEI Quanta 3D 

FEG instrumentation and the operating principles of FIB and SEM will be discussed below.  

In addition to measurement of the surface roughness of the polymer films fabricated for 

subsequent FIB experiments, AFM is also used to examine the topography of the FIB 

micromachined crater to determine crater morphology and to determine the FIB material 

removal rate (MRR).  MRR is calculated as the average volume of each crater divided by the 

total Ga
+
 dose imparted during the FIB micromachining process.  The operating principles 

and experimental setups for the instrumentations used are also discussed in the subsequent 

sections of this chapter.  
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2.2 Thermal Analysis by Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to identify the thermal transition 

temperatures of the polymers in this study.  Thermal analysis measures change in properties 

with temperature.   Differential scanning calorimetry provides a direct quantitative measure 

of the thermal properties of a polymer (Wunderlich, 1990).  A typical DSC system is 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1. A typical system configuration of a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).  

Two pans, one of which is empty and the other containing the polymer sample, are placed on 

a set of heaters in a thermally isolated chamber.  As the pan temperature changes in 

accordance with the user defined ramp rate, a system controller regulates and records the 

differential heat flow to keep each pan at the same temperature. 

In DSC, a polymer sample is placed into a hermetically sealed sample pan.  This 

sample pan and an empty pan (reference) are positioned on independent heaters.  As the 

temperature is changed according to a user defined rate, the heaters maintain the sample and 

reference pans at the programmed temperature (Tp).  The temperature of the pan containing 

the polymer sample (Ts) and the reference pan (Tr) are measured continuously and compared 

with the instantaneous value of Tp.  The power delivered to the sample and reference pans is 

a function of the difference in temperatures (i.e. WTs-Tp and WTr-Tp) (Danley & Caulfield, 

2001).  The differential power requirement (WTs-Tp - WTr-Tp), or the heat required to bring the 

sample pan temperature to that of the reference pan, is the quantity plotted in a typical 

thermogram as a function of Tp as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. An illustration of a typical DSC thermogram for a semi-crystalline polymer.  The 

first transition in a semi-crystalline polymer as the temperature increases is the glass 

transition, denoted by the upward shift and the temperature Tg.  As the temperature keeps 

increasing, the melting of the crystalline portion of the polymer happens at Tm.  A portion of 

the polymer melt crystallizes at Tc as the polymer melt cools down. 

The glass transition is a property of the amorphous portion of a semi-crystalline 

polymer.  The crystalline portion remains crystalline during the glass transition.  At low 

temperature, the amorphous regions of a polymer remain in the glassy state.  In this state the 

molecules can be thought of as being frozen in place.  This amorphous glassy state is 

characterized by hard, rigid, and brittle behavior.  As the polymer is heated, it eventually will 

reach its glass transition temperature (Tg).  At this temperature the polymer chains in the 

amorphous regions have enough energy to be mobile.  This energy normally appears as a step 

change in a thermogram as illustrated in Figure 2.2.  Beyond Tg, the polymer is in a soft 

flexible rubbery state. 

As the temperature is increased beyond Tg, a peak will appear in the thermogram 

signifying the melting of the polymer.  Melting is the transition of the crystalline portion of 

the polymer from solid into a liquid.  Melting, similar to glass transition, is a endothermic 

transition since energy is required in the form of heat to break the polymer crystalline 

structure.  Even though this is usually denoted by a single temperature, for example Tm in 

Figure 2.2, polymers generally do not have a single and well-defined melting point.  The 

crystalline portion of the polymer is a non-equilibrium distribution of a large number of 
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crystallites of different sizes and in different environments.  They all do not melt at exactly 

the same temperature.  When a polymer melts its viscosity decreases from the rubbery state 

and then becomes a liquid.  This usually happens over a fairly broad temperature range. 

Semi-crystalline polymers have both amorphous and crystalline regions (i.e. Tg and 

Tm are observable in a thermogram).  The ratio of the crystalline mass to the total mass is 

known as crystallinity.  Polymer crystallinity can be determined with DSC by quantifying the 

heat input required for melting, better known as the heat of fusion of the polymer (Gary, 

1970).  The heat of fusion of a polymer specimen can be calculated by calculation of the area 

under the endothermic peak of melting in a thermogram.  The crystallinity is calculated by 

dividing the observed heat of fusion for a particular polymer by the heat of fusion of a 100% 

crystalline sample of the same polymer type.  DSC often provided a quick and easy method 

for determining the degree of crystallinity of thermoplastic polymers. 

Crystallization of a semi-crystalline polymer can be induced and controlled through 

the use of a slow and controlled cooling cycle in the DSC at temperatures between the 

temperature Tg and Tm.  Since crystallization is an exothermic transition, this is signified by a 

dip in the thermogram (see Figure 2.2) at the crystallization temperature Tc.  This occurs 

when the polymer loses enough energy, thus mobility, and moves into an ordered periodic 

arrangement.  This arrangement forms the basis of the crystal structure of the polymer. 

2.2.1 TA Instruments Q1000 Differential Scanning Calorimetry System 

The differential scanning calorimeter used in this study is TA Instruments Q1000 

DSC, as seen in Figure 2.3a.  The Q1000 is equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooling system 

that allows controlled and flexible cooling (2
o
C/min to 100

o
C/min) within an operation range 

of -180°C to 725°C.  An auto lid assembly consists of dual silver lids and a dome shaped heat 

shield provides improved thermal isolation of the cell (Figure 2.3b).  The sample and 

reference platforms are surrounded by a high thermal conductivity silver furnace with 

Platinel windings (Figure 2.3c).  Helium serves as a purge gas during the DSC scanning 

process. It is precisely metered by mass flow controllers and uniformly heated to cell 

temperature, prior to introduction to the sample chamber. 
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Figure 2.3.  Images of a) the TA Instruments Q1000 DSC with b) the DSC cell exposed and 

c) the designated location of hermetic pans. 

Four polymers (LDPE, HDPE, PS, and PA6) were acquired in pellet form from 

Sigma Aldrich to be processed into film for the FIB experiments.  The crystallization 

temperature (Tc) and melting temperature (Tm) of these materials were determined using the 

Q1000 DSC.  Results are listed in Table 2.1 along with the supplier information for the 

polymer pellets.  Approximately 10 mg of polymer was used for each DSC scan.   The 

polymer samples were encapsulated in aluminum pans (901670 & 901671, TA Instruments, 

USA) and hermetically sealed using the Tzero sample press (901600, TA Instruments, USA) 

prior to the sample introduction.  A reference pan was prepared in the same manner but 

contained no sample.  The same reference pan was used for the DSC scans of all polymers. 

The sample pan and the reference pan were loaded manually into the DSC cell.  

Helium gas was flowed into the DSC cell at 25 mL/min throughout the whole process to 

minimize polymer degradation.  All samples were heated and cooled at a rate of 5 °C/min.  
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Liquid nitrogen vapor was supplied at ~20 kPa to moderate the temperature in the DSC cell 

during cooling procedure.  The DSC scan temperature range was varied in keeping with the 

differing properties of the polymers being investigated.  In general, the samples were heated 

from 40 
o
C to 30 °C above their Tm literature values, and then cooled back to room 

temperature (Mark, 2007).  The samples were scanned through the temperature range twice 

and the transition temperatures were taken from the second scan. The second thermogram 

was used because the first scan could contain information pertaining to the thermal treatment 

when the polymer pellets were formed.  Three different sample sets of each polymer were 

used to confirm the validity of the thermograms.  DSC thermograms acquired using these 

conditions were processed using the Universal Analysis software (TA Instruments, USA) to 

identify the transition temperatures.  Tm and Tc were noted as the point on the temperature 

scale corresponding to the maximum (endothermic) and minimum (exothermic) deviation 

from the baseline, respectively.  Figure 2.4 illustrates the experimental thermogram of the 

polymers. 

Table 2.1.  The polymer pellets information from Sigma Aldrich and the critical 

temperatures of the polymers measured using the Q1000 DSC. 

Material 
Product Number 

(CAS Registry #) 
Tc (

oC) Tm (oC) Supplier Note 

LDPE 
428043 

(9002-88-4) 
101 111 

Melt Index: 

25g/10min @ 190oC 

HDPE 
428019 

(9002-88-4) 
114 128 

Melt Index: 
42g/10min @ 190oC 

PS 
430102 

(9003-53-6) 
No Tc or Tm; Tg = 104 oC Mw ~ 192,000 

PA6 
181110 

(25038-54-4) 
190 221 - 
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Figure 2.4.  The experimental DSC thermogram of the polymers in this study acquired with 

the TA Q1000.  The melting (Tm) and crystallization (Tc) peaks are indicated in the 

thermograms for LDPE, HDPE, and PA6.  The glass transition temperature (Tg) is indicated 

in the PS thermogram.  The exothermic peak in the PS thermogram is attributed to 

degradation that might have occurred during the DSC scan at elevated temperatures. 
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2.3 Fabrication of the Thermoplastic Polymer Sample Set for FIB Experiments 

After identifying the melting temperatures with DSC, polymer pellets were melted at 

a temperature approximately 15 
o
C above Tm in a Petri dish in a vacuum oven (Figure 2.5, 

Isotemp 281A, Fisher Scientific).  This allows the pellets to melt and fuse into a disc shape 

before the final film process.  The oven was preheated to the corresponding melting 

temperature before the polymer samples were introduced.  The oven was equipped with a 

scroll pump (XDS5-C 100LPM, BOC Edwards, USA) and a tank of ultrapure argon gas 

(UN1006, National Welder, USA) to provide for an inert atmosphere during the melting 

process.  The oven was evacuated to ~5 x 10
-2

 torr and purged with argon gas three times 

immediately after the polymer was introduced.  After the oven was pumped down for the 

third time, a constant flow (< 1 psi) of argon was introduced into the chamber.  This provides 

an inert atmosphere to minimize degradation of the melt due to interaction with atmospheric 

oxygen.   

 

 

Figure 2.5. The fabrication process of the polymer films used in the FIB sputtering 

experiments.  Polymer beads as received from the supplier (a) were melted in a Petri dish (b) 

then used to form films by pressing (c) during a subsequent melting process. 

After the pellets fused together in the molten state, the Petri dish was withdrawn from 

the oven and immediately placed into a commercial freezer at -15
o
C for approximately 15 

minutes.  A hardened polymer disc formed upon cooling of the polymer melts (Figure 2.5b).  

A small piece, approximately 5 cm x 5 cm close to the polymer disc center was cut out for 

polymer film fabrication.  This small piece of polymer disc was then sandwiched between a 

piece of glass slide and a hard substrate (Figure 2.5c).  The hard substrates were chosen for 
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the ease of polymer film removal.  Silicon wafers were used for LDPE and PS  as a substrate 

and aluminum oxide wafers were used for HDPE and PA6.  The hard substrates create flat 

and smooth surfaces on the polymer film for FIB sputtering experiments.  

The assembly in Figure 2.5c was put back in the oven at the polymer’s melting 

temperature in an argon atmosphere (atmosphere created following the aforementioned 

purging cycle).  A metal block weighing about 5 lb was placed on top of the assembly to 

compress the polymer during melting.  Fifteen minutes after the polymer was melted (by 

observation), the oven was powered off and the oven and sample were allowed to cool to 

room temperature under continuous Argon flow.  This method allowed the ensemble, 

including the polymer film, to cool at a slow rate thus inducing the maximum level of 

crystallinity in the polymer film.  After controlled cooling, the polymer film was peeled away 

from the hard substrate and glass slide after cooling.  When strong adhesion was encountered 

between the polymer film and the hard substrate (i.e. HDPE and PA6), a razor blade was 

applied to the outer edge of the polymer film to force delamination.  Polymer films of all four 

polymers were fabricated in this manner.  The samples were kept in Fluoroware after 

fabrication and were stored inside a desiccator containing silica gel desiccant (S707-212, 

Fisher Chemicals, USA) at room temperature. 

The film thickness was measured using digital calipers (ID-C125EB, Mitutoyo 

America, USA) at five different locations.  In addition, the density and crystallinity of these 

polymer films were measured using the solvent flotation method and XRD technique as 

described in the following sections.  A summary of the physical properties of these polymer 

films including crystallinity and surface roughness are presented in Table 2.2.   
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Table 2.2. The physical properties of the polymer films fabricated for this study.  Properties 

of silicon wafer are also listed as a reference material. 

Material 
Film thickness 

(mm) 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

Crystallinity 

(%) 

Surface Roughness 

(Rrms; nm) 

LDPE 0.160 - 0.320 0.926 36 7.41 ± 2.9 

HDPE 1.156 – 1.412 0.971 86 12.8 ± 2.8 

PS 0.689 – 1.014 1.043 - 0.68 ± 0.08 

PA6 0.472 – 0.565 1.156 57 10.6 ± 1.2 

Silicon  0.700 – 0.750 2.321 100 0.28 ± 0.07 
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2.4 Density 

The density (ρ) of a polymer sample can be a good indication of its thermal history 

and thus its crystallinity level.  Knowledge of polymer density can also contribute to the 

fundamental understanding of Ga
+
 FIB micromaching.  The most popular method for 

measuring the density of a polymer is by flotation.  This technique utilizes a liquid similar in 

density to the polymer in which the polymer can float.  Since, when the polymer begins to 

float to the top of the liquid, the densities of the polymer and liquid must be approximately 

the same, determination of the density of the liquid provides a ballpark figure of the density 

of the polymer.  Normally the measuring liquid is a mixture of two liquids of different 

densities in various proportions to provide a continuous range of density.  Polymers have 

densities in a range for which several suitable liquid combinations can be found.  The most 

popular method involves making a density gradient column.  The density gradient column is 

made in a tall graduated glass tube by mixing the two liquids in a controlled manner.  When a 

polymer sample is placed in the column it settles at the position at which the liquid and 

polymer are of equal density, and the density can be read from marker floats of known 

densities. 

Another method of measuring polymer density is by flotation which does not require 

a density column.  In this method, a series of liquids covering a range of densities (i.e. 

different solvents) are assembled.  It is important that the polymer to be investigated be 

insoluble in the liquids chosen and that the liquids be miscible.  The polymer will float on a 

solvent mixture that exceeds its density, and it will sink in a solvent mixture that has a lower 

density than the polymer.  As an example, suppose that a piece of polyethylene (PE) is 

subjected to this test.  The PE sinks in toluene (ρtoluene = 0.867 g/ml), but floats on carbon 

tetrachloride (ρcarbon tetrachloride  = 1.594 g/ml).  The conclusion is that the density of the PE 

sample lies somewhere in the range between 0.867 and 1.594 g/mL.  Then, some toluene and 

a few pieces of PE are added to a beaker.  A controlled amount of carbon tetrachloride is 

subsequently added to the breaker in small increments until the LDPE begins to float.  When 

this occurs, the density of the PE can be calculated by: 
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   , 

  is the density of each material (g/mL) 
 

                                              are the volume of 

toluene, carbon tetrachloride and the total volume of the solvent 

solution (mL) 

 

Equation 2.1  

 

Toluene (density: 0.87 g/mL; T324-4, Fisher Chemical, USA) and carbon 

tetrachloride (density: 1.59 g/mL; AC 14817, Acros Organics, USA) were used at different 

volume ratio to measure the density of LDPE, HDPE, and PA6.  These solvents cannot be 

used to measure PS because it can be dissolved by toluene and carbon tetrachloride.  In the 

case of PS, deionized water and sodium chloride were used to measure the density using the 

flotation method.   
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2.5 Crystallinity of Semi-Crystalline Polymers by X-ray Diffractometry (XRD) 

While crystallinity can be calculated from a DSC melting endotherm, there remains 

an inherent problem with all DSC measurements in that the degree of crystallinity may 

change as the polymer is heated up.  During heating, crystallization, partial melting, 

annealing, recrystallization, and partial melting may occur before the melting point is 

reached.  Also, it is not trivial to establish a 100% crystalline polymer heat of fusion value 

since fully crystalline polymers are not available.  To overcome this difficulty, a method such 

as extrapolating values obtained at various degrees of crystallinity to full crystallinity is 

utilized (Mandelkern, Fatou, Denison, & Justin, 1965).  The crystallinity result from DSC is 

therefore an approximation rather than a direct measurement of the property induced by the 

polymer’s thermal treatment prior to DSC heating. 

The physical and mechanical properties of polymers are strongly dependent on the 

degree of crystallinity.  Various methods have been developed to correlate the crystallinity of 

a polymer with respect to different physical features of the crystalline state of matter (i.e. 

melting behavior and the resulting heat of fusion of a polymer in DSC).  X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) is most frequently used to measure the crystallinity in polymers.  The XRD method is 

based on the assumption that the experimental x-ray intensity can be decomposed into an 

amorphous and a crystalline contribution (Rabiej, 1991).  As a result, the peak data can be 

decomposed into individual crystalline peaks and an amorphous halo, as illustrated in Figure 

2.6.  The degree of crystallinity, generally expressed in percentage, is calculated as the ratio 

of the total area under the resolved crystalline peaks to the total area under all peaks: 

                   
               

                               
         

 

Equation 2.2 
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Figure 2.6. XRD experimental data (left) and the resolved crystalline and amorphous peaks 

(right) of a polyethylene sample in the range 2= 10
o
-30

o
 (Rabiej, 1991). 

2.5.1 Rigaku SmartLab X-Ray Diffractometer 

The crystallinity of the polymer samples was measured with a SmartLab x-ray 

diffractometer (Figure 2.7; Rigaku Americas, USA).  Samples are mounted horizontally and 

the instrument’s goniometer provided the ability to precisely scan both in the plane of the 

sample surface and perpendicular to the sample surface.  This configuration provides a 

simple, uniform, and stress free mount for all sample types including liquids.  The SmartLab 

Guidance software in combination with the computer controllable stage provides automated 

sample alignment for optimal signal collection with respect to the incident x-ray and 

detection optics. 
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Figure 2.7.  A schematic of the Rigaku SmartLab instrument and an image of the polymer 

film placed on the sample stage. 

The SmartLab uses a Cu radiation source and the Kα line (wavelength of 1.5406 Å) 

selected via a monochromator.  The measurements for polymer crystallinity were carried out 

using x-rays generated using an x-ray tube with 44 mA of 40 kV electrons.  Diffraction 

intensities were measured every 0.05° (i.e. step width) from 2θ = 5° to 60° at a rate of 3 

seconds per step.  An automated sample alignment was performed before each sample scan.  

The acquired diffractograms were processed using the PDXL analysis software (Rigaku 

Americas, USA) for crystallinity quantification.  The diffractograms acquired were indexed 

using a diffraction database from the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD PLU 
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2011) before crystallinity quantification.  The PE diffractograms peaks were identified to fit 

an orthorhombic structure with lattice parameters of a = 7.4 Å, b = 4.93 Å, c = 2.54 Å and α 

= β = γ = 90
o
 (ICCD 53-1859).  The PA6 lattice parameters were matched to a triclinic 

structure with a = 9.8 Å, b = 5.12 Å, c = 27.54 Å and α =54
o
, β = 90

o
, γ = 110

o
 (ICCD 43-

1661). 

Although diffractograms were acquired for the polystyrene sample, they were not 

indexed nor quantified for crystallinity because the diffractograms contain only amorphous 

scattering.  This is typical of the atactic polystyrene used in this study.  Figure 2.8 illustrates 

the diffractograms of amorphous atactic PS and semicrystalline syndiotactic PS (Vittoria, 

Russo, & De Candia, 1989).  The broad peaks at 2θ = 9
o
 and 2θ = 19

o
 are generally observed 

for amorphous atactic PS.  In semicrystalline syndiotactic PS, well defined x-ray diffraction 

pattern that is representative of periodic crystalline structure can be observed. 

 

 

Figure 2.8.  X-ray diffractogram of atactic PS is displayed on the left and that of syndiotactic 

PS on the right.  The two broad peaks at 2θ = 9
o
 and 2θ = 19

o
 are characteristic of the 

amorphous atactic PS.  When crystallinity arises, the diffractogram has distinguishable peaks 

that signify crystallographic orientation in syndiotactic PS (Vittoria, Russo, & De Candia, 

1989). 

Three diffractograms were acquired for each polymer for crystallinity quantification.  

Diffractograms of the polymer film samples are displayed in Figure 2.9.  The intensities of 

each diffractogram were normalized to the most intense peak (i.e. 110 for LDPE and HDPE 

and -210 for PA6) to facilitate comparison between the different polymers.  HDPE is known 

to have higher crystalline content, and higher density than LDPE.  The higher crystallinity 
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can be observed by the significant reduction of the amorphous contribution in HDPE (Figure 

2.10a) that of LDPE (Figure 2.10b).  The crystallinity from the three diffractograms were 

averaged for each polymer and recorded in Table 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.9.  The diffractograms of the a) LDPE, b) HDPE, c) PS, and d) PA6 polymer film 

samples in this study with their main peaks labeled.  The intensity is normalized to the 

maximum intensity in each respective experimental diffractogram.  
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Figure 2.10.  The diffractograms of the a) LDPE and b) HDPE samples between 2 = 10
o
 – 

30
o
.  The higher crystallinity of HDPE is obvious when the amorphous regions of LDPE (a) 

to that of HDPE (b). 
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2.6 Polymer Specimen Preparation for FIB Micromachining 

Prior to any FIB nanomachining, the polymer samples were sputter coated with gold-

palladium (AuPd) using a Denton Desk II (DDII; Denton Vacuum, USA) sputter coater.  The 

DDII operates at low vacuum (10
-2

 torr) by using a rotary pump.  The polymer samples were 

coated in low vacuum conditions (~110 militorr) while the ultrapure argon gas (UN1006, 

National Welder, USA) was introduced.  A 600 V potential field was applied to between a 

AuPd target and the polymer film.  All samples were coated for approximately 90 seconds. 

The application of the thin (~15 nm thick) coating serves as a conductive path to the 

insulating polymers to prevent charging artifacts (i.e. buildup of negative surface charge 

which repel the primary electron beam).  This coating can also enhance the secondary 

electron signal without distorting surface features.  Furthermore, when applying FIB 

micromachining for fiber cross section (Chapter 3), the AuPd coating serves to protect the 

surface of the fiber from undesirable Ga
+
 induced ion beam damage and erosion before and 

during a subsequent in situ platinum (Pt) protective layer deposition. 

Although AuPd coating was also applied to the polymer film samples, the polymer 

film samples for the FIB sputtering experiments (Chapter 5) were sputter coated differently.  

The samples were only partially coated so a virgin polymer surface could be used for the FIB 

micromachining experiments.  The areas selected for the micromachining experiments lay 

next to the coated region.  The coated regions were shown to provide significant charging 

reduction even though they were only in the proximity (< 10 μm away) of the 

micromachining area.  This sputter coating preparation process is illustrated in Figure 2.11.  

A small portion (< 10 x 10 mm) of the polymer film was cut out and adhered onto a FIB stub 

with double sided tape (Figure 2.11a; MMM237, 3M Company, USA). 

Double sided tape was used, as supposed to sticky carbon tape, to allow easy removal 

of the polymer films with less residual adhesive.  Residual adhesive was detrimental to AFM 

measurement after the FIB experiments.  A piece of aluminum foil was used to cover part of 

the sample (Figure 2.11b) to shield that part of the sample from being coated.  Carbon sticky 

tape was used to secure the piece of aluminum foil.  After coating for 120 seconds in the 

DDII, the aluminum foil was removed to expose the uncoated region for FIB 
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micromachining experiments.  The carbon tape was left on the sample because it provided 

the coated region a path to ground. 

 

 

Figure 2.11.  The preparation of polymer films for FIB micromachining is illustrated.  After 

the polymer film was mounted (a), carbon tapes and aluminum foil were secured on the 

sample (b).  The sample was then sputter coated with AuPd.  The aluminum foil is 

subsequently removed to expose a region of virgin surface for FIB micromachining 

experiments. 
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2.7 Analytical Microscopy Techniques 

2.7.1 Introduction 

Microscopy is the study of the fine structure and morphology of a material.  In this 

study, three different microscope systems are used: scanning electron microscope, focused 

ion beam, and atomic force microscope.  The SEM is commonly used to obtain information 

about a surface morphology, but cannot probe the specimen interior.  An in situ preparation 

method using the FIB was developed (Chapter 3) to expose the internal morphology for 

examination.  Furthermore, in the special case of bicomponent polymer fibers, a combination 

of differential sputtering and high secondary electron yield from FIB imaging provides the 

ability to obtain sufficient resolution and contrast to distinguish the island fibers from the sea 

matrix. 

In order to obtain a more complete understanding of the science behind differential 

sputtering, a selected set of technologically important thermoplastic polymers was subjected 

to a more thorough FIB micromachining experiments.  The goals of the FIB micromachining 

experiments were to identify the materials removal rate (MRR) and identify correlations 

between the MRR and the physical properties of the polymers studied with the goal of 

formulating a more general FIB micromachining strategy for thermoplastic polymers.  These 

experiments utilize FIB micromachining of rectangular craters into polymer films followed 

by AFM to measure crater topography.  The following sections give a comprehensive 

overview of the three microscope systems and the associated analytical techniques used in 

this study. 
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2.7.2 The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

The scanning electron microscope is used for high resolution imaging of surfaces 

(Goldstein, et al., 2003).  Due to the differences in source and image formation mechanism 

compared to the light optical microscope (LOM), greater resolution, magnification and depth 

of field can be obtained.  In a SEM column, as illustrated in Figure 2.12, electrons are 

generated from an electron gun.  The electron gun is made of a conducting cathode material 

and electrons are emitted by heating (thermionic sources) and/or by applying an electric field 

(field emission sources).  The electrons emitted are drawn away from the cathode by the 

positively charged anode plate, which is a large circular plate with a central aperture.  This 

extraction potential accelerates the electrons down the column. 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Schematic drawing of a SEM electron column showing the electron gun 

assembly, lenses, deflection system, and signal detector. 

 

The electron beam diverges after passing through the anode plate and must be focused 

and collimated using a combination of electromagnetic lenses and apertures.  The first lens 

after the source, condenser lens, in partnership with the beam current limiting aperture (i.e. 

objective aperture), controls the amount of current that passes down the rest of the column by 

focusing the electron beam to a variable focal length.  The objective lens is located at the 

base of the column just above the sample to focus the electron beam into a spot on the 

sample.  A set of scan coils near the objective lens controls the electron beam position in a 
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pixel by pixel movement.  The signals generated at each pixel are detected with the 

appropriate detectors (e.g. Everhart-Thornley detector for secondary electrons, back 

scattering detector for back scattered electrons and energy dispersive spectrometer for x-

rays). 

Besides surface imaging, the interactions between the specimen and the electrons also 

provide information on elemental composition of specimens (e.g. metal alloys).  With the 

appropriate specimen preparation, the SEM techniques can be used for organic materials 

(Sawyer, Grubb, & Meyers, 2008).  Due to the resolution and magnification limits of LOM, 

the SEM is used extensively to reveal surface morphology, chemical composition, and fiber 

failure mode.  The SEM fulfills the need to examine fine fiber features such as shape, 

diameter, structure, and the size and distribution of inclusions. 

2.7.2.1 Detection of Backscattered and Secondary Electrons 

Imaging is typically obtained using secondary electrons (SE) for the best resolution of 

fine topographical features.  Inelastic scattering interactions produce low-energy (< 50 eV) 

secondary electrons that are ejected from the sample surface.  Even though secondary 

electrons are produced throughout the interaction volume, they usually originate within the 

surface (< 50 nm) of the sample due to their low energy.  SE produced at deeper depth are 

very likely to be diminished by absorption and scattering 

The Everhart-Thornley (ET) detector is used to detect SE.  After leaving the sample 

surface, the SEs are drawn toward and collected by the ET detector which has an electrically 

biased grid (< +500 V).  The SEs are further accelerated towards a positively biased 

scintillator (+ 2 kV).  When the energetic SE hit the scintillator, the scintillator emits photons 

which then impinge on a photomultiplier.  The amplified electrical signal output of the 

photomultiplier is displayed as a two-dimensional intensity distribution that can be viewed on 

an analog display or as a digital image after an analog to digital conversion.  The brightness 

of the image, or the intensity of the signal, depends on the number of SE reaching the 

detector. 
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Alternatively, imaging with backscattered electrons (BSE) gives contrast based on 

atomic number to resolve material composition variations since high atomic number (i.e. 

heavy elements) backscatter electrons more strongly than low atomic number (light 

elements).  BSEs are high energy electrons (e.g. close to the primary electron beam energy) 

originating from the electron beam that are elastically scattered by target atoms.  The ET 

detector is not effective for the detection of backscattered electrons since few BSEs are 

emitted in the solid angle of the ET detector in a typical SEM configuration.  Moreover, the 

positively biased grid is unable to attract the higher energy BSE electrons.  Dedicated BSE 

detectors have been developed and they are usually positioned directly above the sample to 

maximize the solid angle of collection.  Electronic amplifiers of various types are used to 

amplify the SE and BSE signals at each pixel and digitized into a range of 8 bits (2
8
 = 256 

discrete level of intensity) for display in the 0 - 255 grayscale on a monitor screen. 

2.7.2.2 Irradiation Damage and Temperature Rise in SEM 

The energy required to break bonds is typically less than 10 eV, therefore organic 

materials are prone to damage when irradiated in an SEM.  The power density, or the amount 

of energy deposited per unit volume, is a key factor in assessing irradiation damage.  The 

effective interaction volume varies as the change in the depth of penetration and the energy 

deposition would increase as E
-1.6

, where E is the incident electron beam energy (Joy & Joy, 

1996).  If the interaction volume is approximated as a cube, then a 1 keV incident electron 

beam would be 10
5
 times more damaging than a 10 keV beam.    A low energy electron beam 

has a small interaction volume and can cause more damage than a high energy electron beam.  

Physical damage is often more prominent at high beam energy in SEM because the damage 

is spread throughout a bigger portion of the sample making it more evident.  An SEM 

operated at low incident beam energy has the advantage of confining the physical extent 

rather than reducing the amount of radiation damage. 

The energy from most of the incident electrons that enter a specimen turns into heat.  

Temperature rises in the target under irradiation as a consequence. This causes thermally 

induced damage depending on the thermal conductivity of the materials.  This temperature 
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rise can be ignored for materials with good thermal conductivity but physical damage such as 

cracks are often observed for materials with poor thermal conductivity.  Castaing derived an 

expression (Equation 2.3) for the maximum temperature rise at the irradiation point of the 

electron beam in an SEM (Castaing, 1951).   

              
    
   

  

  is the beam current (μA) 

   is the electron beam accelerating voltage (kV) 

  is the thermal conductivity of target material (W/cm 
. 
K) 

  is the electron probe diameter (μm) 

Equation 2.3 

 

The temperature rise at different electron beam accelerating voltages is illustrated in 

Figure 2.13 for the polymers in this study and silicon as reference.  A beam current density of 

approximately 0.1 A/m
2
 is used for this calculation.  Using this approach, the amount of 

temperature rise for polymers in this study can be significantly higher than the melting 

temperatures beyond 5 keV.  However these polymers do not evaporate when irradiated by a 

5 – 30 keV electron beam as observed in the SEM. 

 

 

Figure 2.13.  The rise in temperature calculated using the Castaing method.  The calculations 

assume a 10 nm electron probe with 1 nA beam current at all accelerating voltages. 
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This discrepancy is noted by other researchers who deem Castaing’s model is only a 

good approximation for materials with electron interaction depth on the same order as the 

probe diameter (Liu, Xu, & Lin, 1994; Egerton, Li, & Malac, 2004).  A refined model 

(Equation 2.4) by Remier took into account of the interaction volume for a realistic 

description of sample heating (Reimer, 1998). 

        
   

 
  

    
   

  

  is the beam current (A) 

   is the electron beam accelerating voltage (V) 

  is the thermal conductivity of target material (W/m 
. 
K) 

  is the electron range of the target material under irradiation (m) 

Equation 2.4 

 

The average atomic number and electron ranges used for these calculations are listed 

in  

Table 2.3.  The electron ranges (RKO) are calculated as follows (Kanaya & Okayama, 

1972): 

         
        

       
     

      

  is the atomic weight (g/mole) 

  is the average atomic number 

  is the material density (g/cm
3
) 

   is the beam energy (keV) 

Equation 2.5 
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The electron ranges and SEM beam conditions (i.e. 1 nA with 10 nm probe diameter) 

are used in conjunction with the thermal conductivity data (Mark, 2007; Weber & Gmelin, 

1991) for the calculations.  Results using both temperature change calculation methods are 

included in Table 2.4 for electron beam energies of 1 keV, 10 keV, and 30 keV.  From Figure 

2.14, it is evident that Remier’s approach for the amount of temperature rise is more 

appropriate and fits the physical manifestation described by Joy et al. and Egerton et al. 

 

 

Table 2.3. The electron range calculated using the method proposed by Kanaya & Okayama 

(RKO) at different accelerating voltages. 

Materials 

Average 

Atomic 
Number (Z) 

Electron Range at Different Accelerating Voltages (m) 

30 kV 20 kV 10 kV 5 kV 2 kV 1 kV 

LDPE 2.67 102.3 51.98 16.34 5.133 1.111 0.349 

HDPE 2.67 97.57 49.57 15.58 4.895 1.060 0.333 

PS 3.50 264.8 134.5 42.27 13.28 2.876 0.904 

PA6 3.26 276.2 140.4 44.11 13.86 3.001 0.943 

Si 14.00 9.344 4.747 1.492 0.469 0.101 0.032 

 

 

Table 2.4. Temperature rise in target materials under electron irradiation with a 10 nm probe 

diameter and a beam current of 1 nA. 

Materials 

Thermal 

Conductivity 
(W/m.K) 

Temperature Rise, ∆T (K) 

30 kV 10 kV 1 kV 

Castaing Reimer Castaing Reimer Castaing Reimer 

LDPE 0.33 1036 0.42 345 0.89 34.6 4.14 

HDPE 0.52 658 0.28 219 0.59 21.9 2.76 

PS 0.10 3420 0.54 1140 1.13 114 5.28 

PA6 0.36 950 0.14 317 0.30 31.7 1.41 

Si 150 2.28 0.01 0.76 0.02 0.08 0.10 
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Figure 2.14. The rise in temperature calculated using the Remier method.  The calculations 

assume a 10 nm electron probe with 1 nA beam current at all accelerating voltages. 

2.7.2.3 Applications of SEM to Synthetic Fibers 

Crystallization features in semicrystalline polymers such as spherulites have long 

been characterized with the cross-polarized light optical microscope.  When fine features 

other than crystalline morphology (e.g. I/S fiber in Chapter 3) are under investigation, SEM 

techniques are used for the improved resolution for high magnification and depth of field.  It 

should be noted that electron microscopy of organic materials can sometimes require 

artificial contrast enhancement (e.g. chemical staining osmium tetroxide) to reveal 

topographical contrast (Boylston, 2002). 

Hamilton et al. utilized a LOM and SEM to measure the diameters of man-made 

vitreous fiber (Hamilton, Miiller, Christensen, Anderson, & Hesterberg, 1994).  These fibers 

composed of glass and wool with sub-micrometers (1-10 μm) diameters were measured using 

a LOM and a SEM.  They find that diameters are frequently overestimated when measured 

with a LOM due to the fiber orientation issues and limited resolution to identify the fiber 

edges.  Fiber reinforced composite materials are often analyzed using the SEM for network 

morphology to correlate with the effect of heat and chemical treatment, and evaluate 

matrix/fiber bonding behavior and failure mode (Quintelier, Baets, Samyn, & Van 
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Hemelrijck, 2006).  However, the appropriate specimen preparation technique such as 

microtomy and preferential etching by exposure to plasma or solvents must be utilized to 

enhance features of interest (Preschilla, Moghe, Riccobono, Tyagi, & Rajagopalan, 2005; 

Garcia, Federova, Knowlton, Oldham, & Pourdeyhemi, 2005).   

The ability to choose the correct type and to apply the appropriate amount of sample 

preparation is essential for SEM examination of organic materials.  Desired information may 

be obscured by excessive decoration if care is not taken during sample preparation steps.  For 

example, Hillman et al. find that a conductive coating such as gold is necessary to dissipate 

excess charges during SEM imaging but this coating can significantly distort the cladding 

configuration of optical fibers.  Accurate measure of the cladding configuration is difficult to 

obtain as the fiber diameters become smaller toward the nanometer range (Hillman, 

Brocklesby, Monro, Belardi, & Richardson, 2001). 
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2.7.3 The Ga
+
 Focused Ion Beam (FIB) System 

A focused ion beam (FIB) system is an instrument used extensively in the 

semiconductor and materials science fields for site specific micromachining, and analysis and 

for deposition.  A FIB column resembles that of a SEM but is equipped with electrostatic 

lenses rather than electromagnetic lenses.  Most commercially available FIB systems use a 

focused beam of Ga
+
 ions from a liquid metal ion source (LMIS) to perform micromachining 

tasks (Giannuzzi & Stevie, 2005).  Gallium is commonly used because it has a low melting 

point (29.8
o
C).  Minimal heating is required to melt gallium to wet the tungsten needle at the 

LMIS.  The minimal heating requirement reduces any reaction between the gallium and the 

tungsten needle.  The low volatility and low vapor pressure of viscous liquid gallium 

contributes to source stability. 

A typical configuration of a FIB ion column is illustrated in Figure 2.15 (Utlaut, 1997).  

After the liquid gallium wets the tungsten needle, a Taylor cone forms at the tip of the 

tungsten needle when a strong electric field is applied.  This causes the emission of positively 

charged ions.  The ion beam is then accelerated toward the target material with a typical 

potential energy of 2 - 50 keV.  The extraction current under normal operating condition is 

about 2 μA. 

After an initial confinement of the ion beam through the spray aperture, the ion beam 

is condensed in the first electrostatic lens (i.e. condenser lens).  The upper octopole (i.e. 

stigmator) then adjusts the beam stigmatism.  The selected working ion beam current, from a 

few pico-Amperes (pA) for high resolution imaging to few tens of nano-Amperes (nA) for 

rough micromachining, is managed through a beam current limiting aperture mechanism 

following the stigmator.  Blanking of the beam is accomplished by the blanking deflector and 

aperture, while the lower octopole (i.e. deflector) is used for raster scanning a user defined 

pattern.  The ion beam is focused to its final spot size, in the nanometer range, by the second 

electrostatic lens (i.e. objective lens) before interacting with the target. 
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Figure 2.15. Schematic drawing of a typical FIB column. 

Focused ion beam systems are often used in the semiconductor industry to modify an 

existing semiconductor device (Munroe, 2009).  For example, in an integrated circuit, the 

gallium beam could be used to eliminate unwanted electrical connections.  A FIB can also be 

used to deposit material via ion beam induced deposition.  FIB-assisted chemical vapor 

deposition occurs when a precursor gas is introduced to the vacuum chamber and allowed to 

adsorb onto the specimen.  By scanning an area with the beam, the adsorbed precursor gas 

will be decomposed into volatile and non-volatile components.  The non-volatile 

components, such as a mixture of platinum and carbon, remain on the surface as a deposition.  

In the case of integrated circuits, FIB can deposit a conductive material in order to make a 

connection. 

The FIB is also routinely used to prepare samples for transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) (Langford, 2006).  The TEM requires thin samples, typically ≤100 nm.  

Techniques such as ion milling or electropolishing can be used to prepare these thin samples 

but lack the ability to perform site specific precision that the FIB offers, where it is vital e.g. 

in integrated circuit failure analysis.  For example, when a particular transistor out of several 

million on a chip is not working correctly, the only tool capable of preparing an electron 

TEM sample of that single transistor is the FIB.  
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2.7.3.1 Micromachining Process 

The basic principle of material removal using a Ga
+
 FIB is physical sputtering via the 

mechanisms described in Chapter 1.  FIB induced chemical reactions, through the 

introduction of precursor gases and their reaction with energetic Ga
+
 ions, can often enhance 

MRR (Harriott, 1993; Russell, Stark, Griffis, Phillips, & Jaraush, 1998).  The MRR in 

physical sputtering depends on various parameters such as pixel dwell time and beam 

overlap.  These two parameters are discussed in this section. 

In a FIB micromachining process as illustrated in Figure 2.16, the Ga
+
 ion beam is 

generally steered in a serpentine manner over the user defined pattern (e.g. rectangle).  The 

pattern is made up of discrete points, where the sample is exposed to the FIB beam known as 

pixels.  The distance between successive pixels is termed the pixel spacing (ps).  The 

distribution of pixels within the defined pattern depends is mainly by the chosen FIB beam 

diameter (dFIB), which is strongly dependent on the beam current density (BCD) of the FIB 

beam used.  BCD is the radial distribution of Ga
+
 focused into dFIB (discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4).  The material removal rate, measured as the amount of material removed for each 

nano-couloumb of Ga
+
 imparted (μm

3
/nC), depends on the Ga

+
 ion flux delivered to the 

target.  Ion flux is the rate of Ga
+
 ions passing a unit area of the sample surface and it is a 

function of BCD, pixel dwell time (i.e. the amount of time the Ga
+
 ion beam spends at each 

pixel) and the beam overlap (i.e. distance between successive pixels). 

 

 

Figure 2.16.  Illustrations of the a) FIB micromachining process and b) serpentine scan with 

different pixel spacing (ps). 
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The adjustment of pixel dwell time (td) has competing effects due to redeposition of 

sputtered material and angular dependency of sputtering (Lipp, et al., 1995).  Depending on 

the MRR, long td can result in micromachine deeply into the target at each pixel, beyond a 

critical td.  This critical td is defined as occurring when the volume micromachined during the 

pixel dwell time reaches a critical point after which sputtered material cannot be efficiently 

ejected from the crater.  At td, MRR diminishes as the sputtered atoms are re-deposited on the 

sidewalls of the deep crater.  Even though the slope of the crater can enhance sputtering, the 

competing effect of redeposition overwhelms any angular removal enhancement leading to 

much reduced micromachining efficiency and uncontrollable topography on the 

micromachined surface (Santamore, Edinger, Orloff, & Melngailis, 1997).  As a result of 

these factors, pixel dwell time needs to be optimized for effective FIB micromachining. 

Material removal rate can also be manipulated by varying pixel spacing ps.  To 

micromachine a smooth profile at a constant rate of material removal, the ion flux with 

respect to the scanning direction must be uniform.  To achieve this, ps must be small enough 

to allow a proper overlap so that a smooth uniform profile can be micromachined.  A good 

understanding of BCD can guarantee ion flux uniformity.  When applied to the Ga
+
 FIB with 

a presumed Gaussian BCD distribution, it is found that ps should not be greater half of dFIB, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.17 (Tseng, 2004).  Beam overlap (OL) is commonly used to express 

ps since pixel spacing is determined by dFIB and BCD which depend on instrument operating 

conditions. 

 

 

Figure 2.17. Normalized ion flux distribution along a scan line with pixel spacing equal to a) 

50% beam overlap and b) -50% beam overlap (adopted from (Tseng, 2004)).  The uniform 

ion flux in the case of a) is ideal for micromachining a smooth and uniform crater bottom 

profile. 
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Collision cascades are generated as a consequence of ions penetrating into the target.  

Surface atoms will leave the target when sufficient energy is transferred to them.  More 

surface atoms will receive this threshold energy and be sputtered away with increasing beam 

overlap (Prewett & Mair, 1991).  This enhancement occurs due to the increase in damage 

cross section when the collision cascades overlap.  Efficient FIB micromachining occurs 

when the optimal td and OL are used to take advantage of the collective effects of the 

collision cascades. 

2.7.3.2 FEI Quanta 3D FEG DualBeam System 

A Quanta 200 FEG (FEI Company, USA) DualBeam system was used to carry out 

the FIB experiments in this work.  A DualBeam system combines a field emission SEM 

column with a gallium LMIS FIB column (Figure 2.18).  Users can easily switch between the 

two beams for rapid and accurate navigation and micromachine process monitoring.  This 

enables users to monitor micromachining in real time providing simultaneous patterning 

viewing, and sample analysis at high resolution without stage movement or sample transfer.  

The SEM field emission electron source delivers clear and sharp electron imaging with a 

wide range of accelerating voltages (0.5 – 30 kV) and beam currents (0.01 – 10.0 nA).  There 

are three vacuum modes in which the SEM can operate in: high-vacuum, low-vacuum and 

environmental, the latter allowing in situ study of materials at different humidity levels (up to 

100% relative humidity). 

The Quanta 3D FEG is equipped with an ET detector with grid voltage at +250 V for 

secondary electron detection.  The same ET detector and grid voltage setting are used to 

detect SEM induced secondary electrons (eSE) and FIB induced secondary electrons (iSE) 

serving as the primary mode of imaging in the Quanta 3D FEG system.  The high resolution 

SEM allows for precise and non destructive observation of sample structure to identify a 

specific location for FIB micromachining.  Since polymers are radiation sensitive materials, 

unless otherwise noted, the SEM was generally operated with a 1 kV 11 pA electron beam. 
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Figure 2.18.  An image of the Quanta 3D FEG system (left) and a schematic drawing of the 

FIB column and SEM column configuration with respect to the sample surface at eucentric 

height. 

At eucentric height, a height at which the field of view of both the SEM and the FIB 

coincides (within 5 μm), the sample surface is approximately 10 mm away from the end of 

the SEM column and approximately 19 mm from the end of the FIB column.  At this 

position, SEM examination of sample surface is possible at all available tilt angles (0
o
 – 52

o
) 

with minimal shifting of the area of interest (AOI).  This aids in the site selection process for 

FIB micromachining which generally occurs with the incident Ga
+
 beam normal to the 

location to be micromachined. The AOI is usually identified using the SEM at stage tilt = 0
o
 

(i.e. SEM normal incidence).  The AOI would appear in the same field of view with the FIB 

when the stage is tilted to 52
o
 (i.e. FIB normal incidence) if it is at the eucentric height.  

When the sample is at normal incidence with the FIB column, the user can define pattern(s) 

through the system interface and the correct geometry can be micromachined in the sample 

surface. 

The standard software, xT, which is supplied with the Quanta 3D FEG allows the 

micromachining of simple shapes (i.e. rectangles and lines) and complex patterns (i.e. 

polygons and bitmaps).  Different cross sectioning patterns are also available for 
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advantageous micromachining operations for TEM sample preparation procedure.  Patterns 

can be micromachined sequentially or in parallel using the xT software.  All craters in the 

FIB micromachining experiment were milled sequentially.  The Ga
+
 beam moves in a 

serpentine motion across the pattern from top left to bottom right.  When one pass of the 

pattern is completed, this serpentine movement is repeated beginning at the top left of a 

pattern.  Multiple beam passes over the pattern area are made until the user defined total dose 

(Equation 2.7) has been reached.  The definition and geometry of the resulting 

micromachined volume depends mainly on the FIB micromachining strategy and process 

parameter settings. 

The amount of time to micromachine a pattern is calculated by the choice of material 

file and the pattern depth entered in the xT software, and vice versa (i.e. enters time to get 

desired depth).  The material file is a setting that defines some of the beam parameters (i.e. 

beam overlap and pixel dwell time) and an estimated material removal rate for the material 

chosen.  For practical proposes, material removal rate is used more commonly in FIB 

micromachining software than sputter yield.  MRR is the quantification of the volume of 

target material removed for a unit of Ga
+
 FIB irradiation (dose): 

 

     
   

  
  

   

  
 

    is the amount of material removed (μm
3
) 

   is the total dose (nC) 

Equation 2.6 

 

and  

                  

  is the FIB beam current (nA or nC/s) 

      is the total time the FIB beam spent on a pattern (s) 

Equation 2.7 

 

 

Material files are provided on the Quanta for commonly micromachined materials 

(e.g. silicon).  However the xT software does not contain any information for many less 

commonly micromachined materials such as polymers because the material removal 
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behaviors when sputtered with a Ga+ FIB have not been determined.  In cases such as this, 

users can define various patterning parameters (e.g. tp and OL) and beam parameters (e.g. 

beam current) through trial and error. 

While MRR is an important factor in predicting the machining time, the quality of the 

resulting pattern also heavily depends on the micromachining strategy used.  The material 

files in the xT software contain general settings for typical micromachining processes.  For 

example, various optimal dwell times are used for micromachining (td = 1 μs), platinum 

deposition (td = 100 ns), and chemical assisted sputtering (td = 250 – 500 ns).  The main 

objective of this research is to systematically study the consequences of Ga
+
 ion 

bombardment parameters on selected thermoplastic polymers in an attempt to identify the 

optimal td and OL to efficiently utilize FIB for micromachining of these materials. 
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2.7.4 Atomic Force Microscopy 

Atomic force microscopy provides a technique for imaging of surfaces with near-

atomic resolution, without the challenge of charge balance as in the case of scanning electron 

microscopy.  AFMs are commonly operated in three different scanning modes: contact, non-

contact, and intermittent contact mode.  The intermittent contact mode (IC AFM), also 

known as Tapping Mode, has been developed to overcome some of the difficulties 

encountered (i.e. high tip-to-sample forces and the presence of lateral forces in contact mode) 

when imaging soft materials (Zhong, Inniss, Kjoller, & Elings, 1993).  In the IC AFM the tip 

is out of contact with the sample most of the time.  Excitation of the base of the cantilever 

leads to almost free vibrations of the cantilever, and changes in the amplitude or frequency or 

phase (Chernoff, 1995) of vibration due to the proximity of the sample are measured and 

collected (Figure 2.19).  This data is then used to allow a feedback loop to control the vertical 

displacement of the sample.  This mode of AFM has been used to image a wide range of 

organic materials with nanometer resolution.   

 

 

Figure 2.19. An AFM instrumentation and the three different sets of data collected 

simultaneously during a typical AFM scan in IC AFM mode. 
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2.7.4.1 Operating Principle of Tapping Mode AFM 

IC AFM imaging is often performed in ambient air by oscillating the cantilever 

assembly at or near the cantilever's resonant frequency (e.g. 50 - 500 kHz) using a 

piezoelectric crystal.  The piezo motion causes the cantilever to oscillate at a user defined 

amplitude when the tip is not in contact with the surface. The oscillating tip is then moved 

toward the sample surface until it begins to lightly touch and tap the surface. During 

scanning, the vertically oscillating tip alternately contacts the surface and lifts off at the 

cantilever’s resonant frequency. 

As the oscillating cantilever approaches a surface, the first effect that it will 

experience is a slight attractive force.  The attractive force will increase as the tip approaches 

the sample, and this positive force gradient will cause a decrease in the free resonant 

frequency of the cantilever.  This effect has been modeled for small oscillation amplitudes 

and fairly weak force gradients relative to the spring constant which is typically between 0.1 

– 100 N/m (Chen, Warmack, Huang, & Thundat, 1995).  When the tip is brought even closer 

to the sample, there is a relatively abrupt change to a strong repulsive force as the tip contacts 

the sample.  This repulsive force acts for a short fraction of the oscillation so that the tip 

strikes briefly against the sample before bouncing off and continuing its vibration under the 

spring restoring force plus attractive surface forces. 
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Figure 2.20.  The operating principle of IC AFM is illustrated.  When a height change is 

encountered during scanning, the amplitude of the oscillating cantilever decreases, triggering 

the feedback system to signal the z-axis piezoelectric scanner and adjustments are made for 

maintaining constant cantilever amplitude at resonant frequency.  

The balance between the attractive and repulsive forces, through the adjustment of the 

piezoelectric tube scanner, forms the basis of an IC AFM operation (Figure 2.20).  During IC 

AFM operation, the cantilever oscillation amplitude is maintained to be constant by a 

feedback loop.  The optimal oscillation frequency is usually tuned by the AFM controller 

during the initial system adjustment.  The force that the cantilever exerts on the sample is 

automatically set and maintained at the lowest possible level by the AFM software. When the 

cantilever passes over a bump on the sample surface, the tip has less room to oscillate and the 

amplitude of oscillation decreases.  Conversely, when the tip passes over a depression, the 

cantilever has more room to oscillate and the amplitude increases to the maximum free air 

amplitude.  The oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is measured by the detector and input 

to the control electronics.  This amplitude data goes to the digital feedback loop which then 

adjusts the piezoelectric scanner tube accordingly for the appropriate separation between the 

tip and the sample surface.  
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2.7.4.2 Applications to Polymers 

Atomic force microscopy is a powerful characterization tool for polymer science, 

capable of revealing surface structures with superior spatial resolution. IC AFM is extremely 

useful for studying the local surface molecular composition and mechanical properties of a 

broad range of polymer materials, including block copolymers, bulk polymers, thin-film 

polymers, polymer composites, and polymer blends (Magonov & Reneker, 1997; Hansma, et 

al., 1994).  AFM provides a true three-dimensional surface profile rather than a two-

dimensional projection image of a sample as in the case of SEM.  AFM offers other 

advantages such as minimal sample preparation (i.e. no coating for charge dissipation) and 

the sample does not need to be subjected to a vacuum environment.  The surface topography 

of polymeric optical fibers, or any non-conductive material, can be scanned by AFM for 

more accurate cross sectional profile to make a better topographical measurement (Hillman, 

Brocklesby, Monro, Belardi, & Richardson, 2001).   

AFM has its disadvantages too.  The resolution of an AFM image is limited by the tip 

radius (~ 10 nm).  The piezoelectric scanner also poses restrictions on the sample size for 

AFM characterization.  Topographical features of interest on a sample generally cannot be 

taller than 5 microns.  The inability of many AFM’s to only scan areas of 100 microns 

laterally or less is also a major limitation.  Lastly, an AFM image requires longer time (5 - 10 

minutes) for image acquisition than SEM (< 1 min). 

Phase images that are recorded simultaneously with the height images can also be 

useful (Tamayo & Garcia, 1996).  A phase image contains pixel specific information about 

the phase angle, or the phase lag of the cantilever oscillation relative to the drive signal sent 

to the piezo oscillator.  In addition to the topography information provided by force imaging, 

domains with different properties regardless of their topographical nature can be 

differentiated in a phase image.  For example, Raghavan et al. successfully applied a 

combination of phase imaging and nano-indentation to monitor polymer heterogeneity at 

different degrees of curing in polymer films composed of polystyrene and polybutadiene 

(Raghavan, Gu, Nguyen, VanLandingham, & Karim, 2000).  Nonetheless, phase imaging 

should be used with caution as interpretation of the phase data is qualitative and can be 
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misleading due to phase inversion and height artifacts if operating conditions are not properly 

selected (James, et al., 2001). 

2.7.4.3 Digital Instrument Dimension 3000 Atomic Force Microscope 

For a material that is homogeneous in composition and micromachined with a FIB 

with constant beam current and current density, the MRR can be assumed to be uniform 

during the micromachining process.  The FIB ion beam sputtered crater geometry is 

measured using a Digital Instrument Dimension 3000 (D3000; Bruker AXS Inc., USA) 

AFM.  Crater depths were measured using the NanoScope software (Bruker AXS Inc., USA) 

with the AFM raw data.   

The D3000 scanner head scans the tip over the sample material.  The tip is mounted 

in a cantilever holder (Figure 2.21c).  During an AFM scan, the tip interacts with sample 

surface therefore generates cantilever deflections.  The deflections change the location of a 

laser reflection off the cantilever and this change is detected by a quad photodetector (Figure 

2.21a).   This change induces a feedback signal for the piezoelectric scanner tube (Figure 

2.21b) to adjust the z-positioning of the tip.  The main components in the integrated scanner 

head will be described in the following sections (Vecco, 2004). 
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Figure 2.21.  A schematic drawing of the Digital Instrument D3100 scanner head.  The 

critical components responsible for generating AFM data are illustrated: a) the photodector, 

b) piezo tube, and c) cantilever assembly (Vecco, 2004). 

Piezoelectric tubes are used extensively in applications requiring precision 

positioning such as AFM and other SPM techniques.  A piezoelectric tube scanner is a thin 

cylinder of piezoelectric material, fixed at the base and free to vibrate elsewhere, with 

external electrodes and a grounded internal electrode to apply voltage to the piezoelectric 

material.  Figure 2.21b shows a D3100 tube scanner with piezoelectric electrodes for 

movement in 3 axes (i.e. x-, y-, and z- direction).  When a voltage is applied to one of the 

external electrodes, the section of piezoelectric tube wall in contact will either expand or 

contract, causing the tip and the cantilever holder that are mounted at the free end of the tube 

to move.  The piezoelectric effect drives the scanning process (x- and y- direction) and 

controls the distance between the AFM tip and the sample surface (i.e. z-height) when the tip 

amplitude deviates from its free amplitude causing the feedback system to react.  The z-
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height adjustment required for each (x,y) location forms the basis of the 3D topographical 

rendering of the sample surface after the scan is completed. 

At the free end of the scanner tube is the cantilever holder assembly.  The cantilever 

holder is a small printed circuit board that holds the cantilever firmly with a spring loaded 

clip at an angle by design.  The holder assembly also includes all necessary electrical 

connections and a piezoelectric stack to oscillate the cantilever when the AFM operates in the 

tapping mode.  The cantilever holder has spring sockets which allow it to mount to the end of 

the scanner tube.  A spring loaded clip on the cantilever holder assembly secures the 

cantilever probe (Figure 2.22).   

 

 

Figure 2.22. Optical micrograph of the cantilever assembly a) without AFM cantilever 

(dotted line indicates where it would be placed) and b) with an AFM cantilever. 

Strong interaction forces can bring about deformation and/or destruction of the 

surface of soft samples such as polymers.   To achieve non destructive measurement of the 

polymer surfaces, the tip and sample interaction force must be kept to minimal.  Two types of 

cantilevers are used in this study: the AC160TS for silicon (reference material) and the 

AC240TS for polymers (Asylum Research, USA).  Images and specification of these 

cantilevers and tips are illustrated in Figure 2.23 and Table 2.5.  The setpoint amplitude for 

the cantilever, or the threshold voltage for the feedback loop, is set depending on sample 

surface topography and material.  The setpoint amplitude value typically ranges from 0.7 V 
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(strong tapping force) – 1.5 V (weak tapping force) with free setpoint amplitude being 2.0 V.  

The setpoint voltage is constantly compared to the vertical deflection signal of the 

photodiode to calculate the desired change in the piezo scanner tube position.  When the gain 

values are high, the Z piezo position changes to keep the photodiode signal close to the 

setpoint value to insure that the cantilever deflection remains constant. 

 

 

Figure 2.23. The two types of AFM probes used for this study.  The LOM images (colored) 

and SEM images display different level of detail of the probe. 

 

Table 2.5.  Typical specifications of the AFM probes used in this study. 

AFM Probe AC160TS AC240TS 

Cantilever Spring Constant (N/m) 42 2 

Cantilever Operating Frequency (kHz) 300 70 

Cantilever Length (μm) 160 240 

Tip Radius (nm) 9 9 

Tip Height (μm) 11 14 

Tip Shape 3-sided 

Tip Angle (Front / Back / Side) 0o / 35o / 15o 

 

The motion of the probe across sample surface is controlled using a feedback loop 

and performed by the piezoelectric scanner as mentioned.  To collect height data, the 
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feedback loop makes sure that the tip tracks the sample surface by minimizing cantilever 

deflection.  The position of the laser during the scan replicates the height of the sample and a 

photodetector constantly monitors the laser position as it reflects off the tip of the cantilever. 

The four elements of the quad photodetector (Figure 2.21a) combine to provide 

different information depending on the operating mode.  In tapping mode, the four elements 

combine to form a “sum” signal.  The amplified differential signal between the top two 

elements and the two bottom elements provides a measure of the deflection of the cantilever.  

This differential signal feeds into a converter for tapping mode operation.  Similarly, this 

differential signal can be fed into a phase module that provides a measure of the phase lag of 

the cantilever oscillation, or the delay in response (phase angle difference) relative to the 

signal sent to the piezo driver of the cantilever that is monitored and recorded. 

The D3100 was used to measure the roughness of the smooth surface on the 

fabricated films using tapping mode and results are included in Table 2.2.  The roughness 

displayed is an average of 3 different 5 x 5 microns areas on the film.  Each scanned area 

contained 128 x 128 pixels and the roughnesses displayed were the RMS roughness 

calculated using the NanoScope Image software (version 5.12r3, Digital Instruments, USA).  

In addition to the surface roughness, the D3100 was utilized extensively to measure the 

craters micromachined using the FIB (Chapters 5 and 6).  FIB micromachining experimental 

parameters and conditions used in the following studies are listed in their respective chapters. 
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3 Investigation of the Internal Morphology of Bicomponent Polymeric Fibers 

Utilizing Ga
+
 Focused Ion Beam Micromachining 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Morphological Characterizations of Polymer Composite Fiber 

Melt spinning technology provides the ability to mass produce islands-in-the-sea (I/S) 

synthetic polymeric fibers in the size range of 1-10 micrometers (Fedorova, 2006).  The I/S 

fiber structure consists of numerous small filaments of one polymer (islands) formed within a 

matrix of another polymer (sea).  I/S fiber structure and properties can be tailored via 

manipulation of the various melt spinning process parameters and the percent composition of 

each polymer (Fedorova & Pourdeyhimi, 2008).  Fiber surface morphology and dimensional 

information (diameter, etc.) are often examined using scanning electron microscopy.  

However, the capacity to harness the full potential of I/S fiber structures hinges on the ability 

to optimize the distribution of island fibers in the sea matrix.  This in turn requires an 

analytical technique which provides the ability to routinely and reliably examine the internal 

morphology of the I/S fibers. 

Conventional characterization techniques for composite fiber cross section 

morphology examination suffer various limitations (i.e. preparation time.)  Microtomed cross 

sections of microfibers and nanofibers have been examined by various microscopy 

techniques.  For example, Garcia et al. used oxygen plasma etching to enhance contrast for 

secondary electron imaging with an SEM (eSE) of microtomed I/S fibers cross sections 

(Garcia, Fedorova, Knowlton, Oldham, & Pourdeyhimi, 2005).  Wang et al. utilized atomic 

force microscopy tapping mode techniques to image and manipulate isotactic polypropylene 

nanofibers in a cellulose acetate butyrate matrix (Wang, Sun, Chiou, & Hinestroza, 2007).  

While these techniques did produce useful results, a routine method for rapid in situ site 

specific cross sectional characterization of the internal morphology of submicron fibers has, 

heretofore, not been available. 
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3.1.2 The Application of the Focused Ion Beam System 

Focused ion beam systems with in situ scanning electron microscope have been 

shown to be useful tools for cross-sectional characterization of a wide range of materials 

(Wang, Sun, Chiou, & Hinestroza, 2007).  FIB and SEM instrumentation including theory of 

operation are described in Section 2.7.3 of this thesis and in the literature (Giannuzzi & 

Stevie, 2005; Munroe, 2009).  Topographical and morphological studies of the surfaces and 

cross-sections of polymers are essential to understand their functional properties.  FIB based 

polymer characterization has only recently been explored.  Core-shell solid micro-spheres 

(Barner, et al., 2004), hollow latex nano-spheres (Beach, Keefe, Heeschen, & Rothe, 2005), 

metal and polymer hybrids (Brostow, Gorman, & Olea-Mejia, 2007; Brunner, Tharian, 

Simmler, & Ghazi Walkilli, 2008) have been examined using FIB cross-sectional analysis to 

visualize the internal morphology of these materials.  Three-dimensional reconstructions are 

also available to provide better visualizations along the depth dimension (Kato, et al., 2007).  

In spite of these applications of FIB to polymeric materials, application of FIB to carbon 

fiber and polymer composite fiber characterization remains limited (Magni, Milani, Riccardi, 

& Tatti, 2007; Atakaramians, et al., 2009; Sears, Skourtis, Atkinson, Finn, & Humphries, 

2010). 

In this study, FIB based fiber cross section analysis is extended to I/S fibers by taking 

advantage of both the differential erosion rates (i.e. the differential sputtering of the two 

polymer components) and the high surface specificity of Ga
+
 induced secondary electron 

imaging (iSE) (Ishitani & Tsuboi, 1997).  This approach gives the ability to both expose and 

visualize the internal distribution of the polymer components within the I/S fiber with no 

sample pretreatment required, such as staining (Brunner, Tharian, Simmler, & Ghazi 

Walkilli, 2008).  The information obtained, which provides the ability to correlate fiber 

structure with fiber properties, is critical to fiber research and development.  Biaxial cross 

sections of a bicomponent I/S fiber consisting of 108 PA6 island fibers within a linear low 

density polyethylene (LLDPE) sea matrix is presented as a demonstration of this technique.  
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This FIB technique applied is also to a core-sheath bicomponent fiber composed of 

poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and polypropylene (PP). 

3.2 Experimental Method 

I/S bicomponent composite fibers composed of LLDPE (Dow Chemical Company) 

and PA6 (Ultramid™ BS 700, BASF) were designed for spunbond non-woven fabric 

applications.  This fiber, a I/S fiber consisting 108 islands, is composed of wt% PA6 (islands) 

and 25 wt% LLDPE (sea), was prepared at North Carolina State University Nonwovens 

Cooperative Research Center following the procedure detailed in (Fedorova, 2006).  The 

physical properties of LLDPE and PA6 were measured and summarized in Table 3.1.  The 

density, crystallinity, and transition temperatures of each polymer were determined as 

described in Chapter 2. 

Table 3.1.  The physical properties of the LLDPE and PA6 in the I/S fibers. 

Polymer 
Linear Low Density 

Polyethylene (LLDPE) 
Nylon 6 (PA6) 

Density (g/mL) 0.939 1.16 

Crystallinity (%) 66.0 60.0 

Crystallization Temperature (ºC) 115 173 

Melting Temperature (ºC) 134 222 

 

A FEI Quanta 200 3D DualBeam FIB/SEM system with a 30 kV Ga
+
 focused ion 

beam was used for all FIB cross sectioning and iSE imaging.  Prior to FIB micromachining, 

the fibers were coated with approximately 20 nm of gold-palladium (AuPd) using a Denton 

Desk II (Denton Vacuum, USA) sputter coater to protect the surface of the fiber from 

undesirable Ga
+
 induced ion beam damage and erosion during the subsequent platinum (Pt) 

protective layer deposition.  After the fiber sample introduction and cross section location 

selection, a Pt layer consisting of a 1 μm thick platinum strip was deposited over the surface 

of regions to be cross sectioned using 300 pA Ga
+
 with a metal organic source.  This 
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platinum layer serves as a protective cap to further preserve the fiber surface and to protect 

the cross section face from the Ga
+
 ion beam tail damage during the micromachining 

procedure.  Following deposition of the Pt coating, a 15 nA Ga
+
 ion beam rastered in a 

rectangular pattern of approximately 25 μm by 60 μm was used to rapidly remove most of 

the material required to expose the fiber cross section.  Following this “Hog Out” or large 

volume removal step, the Ga
+
 ion beam was employed in a stepped line by line fashion in a 

cleaning cross section (CCS) pattern. Using the CCS scan pattern, 5 nA, 500 pA and 100 pA 

Ga
+
 currents were used respectively to produce an increasingly smooth cross section face.  

The dimensions of the volume and CCS micromachining geometries were chosen based on 

the size of the fiber.  In general, the nanomachined area dimension along the fiber axis 

(longitudinal cross section length) was three times the nanomachined area dimension 

perpendicular to the fiber axis (radial cross-section width).  The overall FIB fiber cross 

sectioning procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1.  The time required to prepare a cross section 

of these fibers was approximately two hours. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Optical (a,b) and SEM (c-f; 2kV/33pA electron beam) images illustrating the FIB 

fiber cross sectioning process.  Loose fibers are adhered to a standard SEM pin stub with 

double sticky tape (a).  After a protective AuPd coating (b) has been applied and a site of 

interest has been chosen (dotted circle; c,d), a 5 μm wide platinum protection layer is then 

deposited with a 300 pA Ga
+
 beam (e). Mass removal (f) with a 15 nA Ga

+
 ion beam and 

subsequent polishing with 5 nA, 500 pA and 100 pA Ga
+
 FIB beam gives rise to the final 

cross-section. 
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After the cross sectioning process, SEM was used to acquire eSE images of the 

biaxial cross section at 2 kV, 5 kV, 15 kV, and 30 kV at working distance of approximately 

10 mm.  These eSE images were used to compare an iSE image of the same cross section.  

iSE imaging was performed using a 30 kV Ga
+
 ion beam with 10 pA beam currents at a 

working distance of approximately 19 mm.  All images (eSE and iSE) were taken at a beam 

incident angle of ~52º with respect to sample normal and dwell time of 20μs per pixel and 

1024x768 pixel resolution.  The brightness and contrast of all micrographs in this chapter 

were adjusted using Adobe Photoshop CS2 Edition. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

The FEI Quanta 3D was employed to produce I/S fiber cross-sections.  FIB/SEM has 

many advantages for cross sectioning and examination of the internal structure of I/S fibers 

as mentioned in the introduction sections.  If an SEM having sufficient beam current and 

resolution at low electron beam energy (to reduce charging) is available, selection of proper 

electron beam conditions can often provide suitable conditions allowing imaging of these 

highly insulating fibers.  However, not all SEM columns can provide sufficient signal and 

resolution at the low beam energies and currents necessary to image polymers morphology.  

In addition, it is well known that samples composed of similar materials such as the two 

different polymers in an I/S fiber are difficult to image using SEM due to low contrast 

between components of very similar elemental composition (Z).  This problem is exacerbated 

by the low secondary electron yields of these low Z materials (Burke, 1980; Song, Ong, & 

Gong, 1997). 

In this work, FIB induced secondary electron imaging was chosen for three reasons: 

1. Low penetration depth of the massive (compared to an electron) Ga
+
 ion coupled with 

the introduction of Ga into the near surface of the sample provides excellent 

secondary electron yield in low Z materials; 

2. Imaging with Ga
+
 causes sputtering as the micrograph is acquired and the resulting 

differential sputtering of the polymer components which accentuates contrast by 

producing surface relief; 
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3. No transfer of the sample to another instrument is necessary between the sample 

preparation process and the examination process.  

An important additional advantage is that the production of topographical contrast through 

differential sputtering can be visually monitored in real time allowing determination of 

imaging conditions resulting in sufficient contrast to adequately determine sample 

morphology. 

3.3.1 Ga
+
 FIB Induced Secondary Electron Imaging 

The use of Ga
+
 FIB for imaging is often not the first choice as a result of the ion 

beam’s destructive nature and its limited lateral resolution compared to SEM.  However, in 

the special case of bicomponent polymer fibers, a combination of differential sputtering and 

high secondary electron yield from iSE imaging provides the ability to obtain sufficient 

resolution and contrast for imaging of the cross section face (Ishitani & Tsuboi, 1997; Ohya 

& Ishitani, 2003; Suzuki, Endo, Shibata, Kamasaki, & Ichinokawa, 2003).  While secondary 

electron yields often differ only slightly from polymer to polymer as a result of their similar 

average atomic weight, topographical contrast resulting from differential sputtering of the 

cross section surface can be employed to distinguish between the islands and the sea polymer 

of a I/S fiber. 

Comparison of a series of iSE images, sequentially acquired using a dwell time of 

10s per pixel (see Figure 3.2), showed that there was significant improvement in edge 

contrast for the first 110 to 120 μs of Ga
+
 exposure.  The cumulative result of this 

improvement provides sufficient contrast to clearly discern the islands and the sea and, over 

this number of scans acquired under the specified conditions, no significant degradation of 

resolution or other degradation of image quality is evident.  It is also clear that scans acquired 

after about 120 μs provide marginal further contrast improvement.  Neither gain (instrument 

contrast setting) nor offset (instrument brightness setting) were changed during the 

acquisition of this scan series. 
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Figure 3.2.  Scan series of ISE images of an I/S fiber.  The images in the scan series were 

taken in a 10μs/pixel/scan interval at a pixel resolution of 1024x768 pixels with the same 

gain and offset setting.  Improvement on image quality and contrast is apparent in the first 

110μs (a-d), but marginal improvement is seen in subsequent scans.  Moreover, artifacts 

begin to appear when images are taken with long exposure time (dotted circles in d-f).  The 

edge in the rectangular boxes of these images is used to generate the edge contrast plot in 

Figure 3.3. 

In an effort to provide a more quantitative examination of this very useful result, an 

edge at a location where the island and sea polymers adjoin was selected, and the change in 

secondary electron intensity across this edge as it evolved during the acquisition sequence 

(example images displayed in Figure 3.2) was plotted in Figure 3.3.  The human eye requires 

a minimum of a 15% change in brightness level to discern contrast (Schirillo et al., 1993; 

Bright et al., 1998).  As can been seen in the plot in Figure 3.3, the first 50 to 60 μs per pixel 

images would provide sufficient differential sputtering induced topographical contrast for an 

observer to discern the island fibers from the sea matrix using this criteria.  However, the 

data plotted in Figure 3.3 clearly shows that the maximum rate of improvement in contrast 
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occurs over the first 120s of scanning with no appreciable loss of resolution after which the 

rate of contrast improvement diminishes by a factor of 6.  While Figure 3.3 indicates that 

there is still some improvement in contrast after 120 μs, there is considerable and increasing 

risk of introduction of sputtering artifacts, some of which can be seen in Figure 3.2 e and f.  

Based on the above analysis, iSE images presented in this section were acquired with a dwell 

time of 55 μs per pixel. 

 

 

Figure 3.3.  The evolution of the contrast of a selected (see Figure 3.2) edge on an I/S fiber 

cross-section surface as measured over a series of ISE scans.  All ISE micrographs in thie 

series were acquired with dwell times of 10μs per pixel and 1024x768 pixel resolution.  The 

contrast, generated due to differential sputtering, of the edge increased rapidly in the first 

110-120 μs then increased only marginally thereafter.   

Images of an I/S fiber biaxial cross section were taken to demonstrate a qualitative 

comparison of eSE images with iSE.  The biaxial cross section was imaged with various 

SEM accelerating voltages (Figure 3.4 a - d) for eSE imaging and then compared to an iSE 

image produced by a 30 kV Ga
+
 FIB beam (Figure 3.4 e).  Upon close examination, some 
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island fibers can be visualized from the sea matrix in the eSE images taken with a low 

accelerating voltage electron beam (Figure 3.4 a and b).  However, the island fibers are not 

well resolved thus compromising the identification of their distribution in the sea matrix.  At 

high accelerating voltage (Figure 3.4 c and d), a combination of deeper electron beam 

interaction depth and lower SE yields deteriorates the SE signal (Burke, 1980; Goldstein, et 

al., 2003), making any interpretable inspection of the morphology of the cross section 

impossible.  Comparison of the eSE images to the iSE image in Figure 3e illustrates the 

significant improvement in edge contrast between the two different polymers.  The result of 

this improvement provides sufficient contrast to clearly discern the islands and the sea, on 

both the radial and axial cross section, without significant degradation of resolution and 

sample damage even though sputtering occurs during iSE imaging. 

 

 

Figure 3.4.  Images of a biaxial cross section acquired with different electron beam and Ga
+
 

FIB beam conditions.  The images were taken in identical imaging condition (20μs/pixel/scan 

at a pixel resolution of 1024x768 pixels) of the same cross section.  The accelerating voltages 

(kV) and beam currents (pA) used to acquire each image are listed in the figure.  While 

minimal information (a-d) about the island and sea distribution can be extracted from the eSE 

images of the cross section, contrast improvement, thus better image quality, is evident when 

a Ga
+
 FIB beam at 30 kV and 10 pA beam current is employed for imaging the cross section 

(e). 
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3.3.2 FIB Fiber Cross Section Technique 

Even though correlations of I/S fiber processing parameters with fiber physical 

properties can be established with theoretical models (Fedorova & Pourdeyhimi, 2008), the 

specific I/S structure and defects that result from a set of processing parameters producing 

these properties have been difficult to characterize.  Therefore, I/S fiber internal 

morphological characterization must be taken into full account for any adequate description 

of the behavior of a fiber.  Previous attempts to characterize the island distribution in 

PA6/LLDPE I/S fibers were performed using ultramicrotomy.  Briefly for this technique, 

fibers were embedded within an epoxy resin (EPON Araldite, Ted Pella Inc., Redding, USA) 

and cross-sectioned using an ultramicrotome (EM FC7, Leica Microsystems GmbH, 

Germany) at room temperature and cryogenic temperature (i.e. sample and knife were cooled 

to ~185
o
C by liquid nitrogen).  Scanning electron micrographs revealed the distribution of 

the island fibers, but the dimensions were not well defined (Figure 3.5), perhaps as a result of 

microtome induced artifacts.  It is suspected that the blade used to section the fibers during 

the microtomy process at both temperatures caused smearing of the polymer components.  

Besides dimensional distortion and cross section smearing, when the fiber is not fully 

embedded in the epoxy resin with good adhesion, the frictional force between the knife and 

the fiber could be sufficiently high that the fiber may be pulled out of the epoxy resin 

(illustrated in Figure 3.6).  Preferential fracture paths may also have distorted the cross 

section obtained, possibly limiting the ability to accurately identify probable defects (Severs 

& Hotton, 1995; Plummer, 1997). 
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Figure 3.5.  The cross section of the I/S fiber cross section taken using a 1kV 11pA electron 

beam.  Successful cross section can be prepared using microtomy at room temperature (a) 

and cryogenic temperature (c).  However the quality of the cross section from microtomy is 

inferior to that obtained by using the FIB (b). 

 

 

Figure 3.6.  Microtomy does not provide consistent cross section at room temperature (a) 

and cryogentic temperature (c).  Some of the artifacts include smearing of the I/S fiber cross 

section and delamination (b) of the fibers from the embedding media.  The arrows indicate 

the slicing direction in each microtome slice. 

Ga
+
 FIB cross sectioning followed by iSE imaging provides the ability to rapidly and 

practically visualize, and thus determine, the distribution of the polymer components within 

I/S fibers providing an essential tool for systematic I/S fiber development without any 

pretreatment of the fibers prior to analysis other than AuPd coating.  Ga
+
 FIB iSE imaging 
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also provides much needed information on any process defects which often have a strong 

effect on fiber properties.  iSE micrographs of a cross section of the PA6/LLDPE I/S fiber 

are presented in Figure 3.7.  The distribution of the islands within the sea is clearly evident in 

the iSE micrograph as a result of differential sputtering created topography and the enhanced 

surface sensitivity of iSE.  It is clear that for this polymer combination, the differential 

sputtering induced contrast along with the excellent electron intensity obtained from iSE 

imaging results in a micrograph having sufficiently high contrast to allow visualization of the 

distribution of the polymers making up the I/S fiber. 

 

 

Figure 3.7.  iSE micrographs of a cross sectioned I/S fiber with 108 PA6 island fibers inside 

a LLDPE sea matrix illustrating the morphological features that can be distinguished using 

FIB cross sectioning followed by iSE imaging.  While a few separations/void defects can be 

observed on the radial cross-section (a), the axial view of the longitudinal cross section 

(along the length of the fiber) revealed a more extensive void content that might not have 

appeared on any particular radial cross section.  

Defects, such as island fibers separating from the sea matrix in Figure 3.7a, can be 

clearly seen, and may have significant impact on fiber properties.  Moreover, FIB allows for 

cross sectioning along any direction of a fiber.  A longitudinal cross section, such as Figure 

3.7c, is useful for determining the extent of voids, inclusions or other fiber anomalies.  If 

desired, FIB could also be used to serially cross section the fiber to investigate the extent of 

voids or the continuity of islands in the transverse direction.  
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3.3.3 FIB Sectioning and iSE Applications 

3.3.3.1 Fibers with Internal Porosity 

FIB cross sectioning followed by iSE imaging was employed to examine the internal 

structure of a PA6/LLDPE I/S fiber after thermal bonding.  Thermally bonded fabrics are 

generally made by carding melt spun fibers into a web then compressing and bonding them 

with heat (Anantharamaiah, Verenich, & Pourdeyhimi, 2008).  Thermal bonding of 

bicomponent fibers is achieved by selective melting of small areas in a designed pattern.  eSE 

micrographs of a FIB micromachined cross section of a PA6/LLDPE I/S fiber at the bonding 

point can be seen in Figure 3.8. 

Even though the LLDPE sea matrix is melted away leaving a rather fragile appearing 

fiber, the fiber appears to have retained its original structure during the FIB micromachining 

process.  The unexpected large void in the center of the I/S fiber is believed to be caused by a 

combination of high compressive force and high melting temperature during the bonding 

process.  The die for this bonding process was likely heated beyond the Tm of LLDPE 

(134
o
C) and close to the Tm of PA6 (222

o
C) since the extremely low number of PA6 island 

fibers in this cross section suggests that the island fibers are melted or ruptured during the 

bonding process.  The compressive stress at this bond point must be substantial to displace 

the island fibers that have not been melted. 
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Figure 3.8.   eSE micrographs of a PA6/LLDPE I/S fiber after the thermal bonding process 

to melt the LLDPE polymer sea matrix.  A cross section of a hollow fiber with high void 

content (a) cannot be prepared by other methods without distortion of the porous structure.  

With the FIB cross sectioning method, even small voids can be examined (b) without 

observable cross section related artifacts. 

3.3.3.2 Mechanically Tested Fibers 

While there are many ways to prepare a fiber cross section (e.g. microtomy), many of 

these methods may introduce artifacts which can interfere with the ability to obtain accurate 

information about the “as tested” internal morphology of the fibers.  For example, a fiber 

cross-section resulting from fiber rupture during mechanical testing could provide 

information on the fiber deformation behavior.  However, the as tested fiber structure almost 

certainly becomes distorted when subjected to the various cross section preparation methods.  

This is particularly true for composite fibers such as core/sheath fibers since the components 

of the fiber often have widely differing mechanical properties. 

The FIB method employed in this study has many advantages for cross sectioning and 

examination of the internal structure of as tested core/sheath fibers.  Figure 3.9 illustrates an 

example of a mechanically tested bicomponent fiber with a PP core and a PLA sheath.  The 

fiber was adhered to a carbon sticky tape after the PLA sheath ruptured during mechanical 

testing (Figure 3.9a).  Since the nature of the sheath breaking was under investigation, FIB 

was utilized to create a biaxial cross section at the site of the rupture to prevent any further 

physical intervention or damage to the tested fiber.  After exposing the biaxial cross section 
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(Figure 3.9b), the interface between the PP core and PLA sheath can be examined.  eSE 

imaging is used to image this fiber cross section because the two polymers are easily 

distinguishable since delamination occurred and created a gap at the interface (Figure 3.9 c 

and d). 

 

 

Figure 3.9.  eSE micrograph of a composite fiber of a PLA sheath and a PP core (a) after 

mechanical testing.  After FIB cross sectioning and iSE imaging, delamination of the PP core 

can be observed in biaxial views (b,c) and longitudinal view (d).  The degree of delamination 

due to ductility and Poisson ratio differences of PLA and PP can be examined after 

mechanical testing at different stress states.  

Even though the exact location of the fracture site is not known, the FIB cross section 

technique was successfully applied along the fiber (i.e. longitudinal direction) to identify the 

beginning of the delamination.  The PLA sheath ruptured due to low ductility compared to 

the PP core.  The stress at fracture causes the fiber to extent and the PP core fiber was drawn 
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resulting in a smaller fiber while the PLA sheath ruptured due to differences in material 

properties.  The fact that the two component fibers did not break together along with the 

substantial delamination at the polymers interface is presumably attributed to poor adhesion 

at the polymers interface.  Core/sheath fiber cross sections provide the information necessary 

to model fiber fracture behavior (i.e. brittle or ductile) based on compositional and 

crystallinity variation (Arvidson, Wong, Gorga, & Khan, 2012).  
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3.3.4 Summary 

This chapter demonstrates that FIB micromachining can be used for in situ, site 

specific biaxial cross sectioning of bicomponent islands-in-the-sea polymer fibers without 

any prior sample preparation other than a thin protective sputter coating of AuPd.  The 

combination of the differential sputter rates of the two polymer components to produce edge 

contrast and the high surface specificity, and thus high surface contrast, of Ga
+
 induced 

secondary electron (iSE) imaging provides sufficient contrast to distinguish the respective 

polymers in the I/S fibers examined.  It is important to note that no ex situ heavy metal 

staining or other sample preparation was necessary to enhance imaging contrast. 

FIB micromachining and imaging provide the ability both to expose and visualize the 

internal distribution of the polymer components within the I/S fiber allowing correlation of 

internal fiber structure to fiber properties.  The capability to utilize FIB effectively for 

polymer fiber research and development requires a better understanding of material removal 

rate and its relationship with the polymers’ irradiation and material properties.  The 

consideration of both micromachining strategy by varying FIB parameters and polymer 

properties will lead us to expose fiber cross sections more efficiently.  In the following 

chapter, materials removal rates for four major thermoplastic polymers (LDPE, HDPE, PS, 

and PA6) will be correlated to the polymer’s physical properties and a few adjustable FIB 

parameters (pixel dwell time, beam overlap, and beam current). 
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4 Characterization of the Ga
+
 FIB Current Density Profile 

4.1 Introduction 

As has been demonstrated over many years and in Chapter 3, Ga
+
 FIB provides the 

ability is used to perform precise micromachining and imaging ( (Melngailis, 1987; Murone, 

2009)).  For optimum utilization of a FIB system for precise imaging and micromachining, a 

thorough understanding of the FIB beam current density profile is required to understand the 

erosion of the material on which the beam impinges.  High-resolution iSE imaging requires 

small FIB beam with low currents, and micromachining requires a range of beam currents 

ranging from the very lowest for precise spatial control, to the very highest for high material 

removal rates.  For any FIB application, the beam current density distribution (BCD) must be 

optimized to pack the maximum amount of current in the smallest attainable FIB beam. 

The FIB beam current, Itotal, is a coarse and averaged quantity that measures the 

number of Ga
+
 ions imparted to the target material.  FIB BCD gives better description of the 

intensity of FIB beam current as it passes through a unit area of the target surface.  For 

example, imagine that Ga
+
 ions converge into a cone as illustrated in Figure 4.1.  BCD is 

determined by dividing the FIB beam current by the cross sectional area of the cone where it 

intersects the target plane.  This cross sectional area is circular with a diameter dFIB when the 

FIB beam is well aligned.  The mathematical definition of BCD as illustrated is given in 

Figure 4.1.  This definition holds true for a uniform distribution of Ga
+
 ions within the 

intersection area. 
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Figure 4.1.  The concept of BCD is illustrated with a beam diameter dFIB.  The even red color 

in the dFIB beam spot represents a homogeneous Ga
+
 ion distribution.  The BCD resembles a 

step function when plotted against the radial distance of dFIB due to its homogeneity. 

For imaging, as demonstrated by the examples in Chapter 3, the resolution of the FIB 

column can be defined in terms of contrast as a function of spatial frequency using the optical 

transfer function (Sato & Orloff, 1991).  It is possible to calculate the theoretical FIB beam 

diameter, dFIB, by taking into account all contributions from the source size and the properties 

of the ion column including lens aberrations.  The dFIB calculated using this method for each 

beam current is often supplied by the FIB manufacturer.  It is used by the FIB software to 

determine the distance between successive pixels based on the user defined overlap or OL 

value (as described in Chapter 2).  This procedure, while fast and convenient, gives 

predictions for dFIB based on assumed FIB column performance and can often be quite 

inaccurate.  Various methods have been used to experimentally determine dFIB. 

The imaging resolution of a FIB system is more difficult to measure than a SEM due 

to the destructive nature of a FIB beam.  However experimental methods have been proposed 

to determine the spatial resolution of dFIB based on image contrast.  For example, Castaldo et 

al. studied the shrinkage of tin particles, due to sputtering during iSE imaging, as a function 

of Ga
+
 irradiation time (Castaldo, Hagen, Rieger, & Kruit, 2008).  Using this method, the 
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best obtainable resolution is deduced through the evaluation of the time it takes for a feature 

to become unacceptable for observation.  However, such visual observation is subjective.  A 

more rigorous method is based on the rise-distance of the signal intensity plot as a FIB beam 

scans across a sharp edge (i.e. edge of cleaved silicon) (Harriott, 1990).  However, this 

method still suffers from the sputtering of the edge when high FIB beam currents are used, 

and a low signal to noise signal to visualize the edge when low currents are used, making an 

accurate evaluation of the beam size impossible (Orloff & Roussel, 2011). 

Using this concept of FIB BCD, a small amount of Ga
+
 is often situated outside the 

confines of dFIB even when high spatial resolution is achieved (Orloff, 1993).  This is because 

the best imaging resolution condition is determined visually as the FIB beam is focused 

manually.  These tails often produce only a very low secondary electron signal at very low 

spatial frequency thus generally goes unnoticed.  However all dFIB characterization methods 

reviewed in the previous paragraph do not take into account of the actual BCD distribution at 

the target plane.  

It is clear from the literature that the assumption of uniform Ga
+
 ion distribution 

within dFIB is not valid (Lugstein, Basnar, Hobler, & Bertagnolli, 2002).  The resolving 

power of a FIB system is essentially the full width at half maximum (FWHM) value of the 

FIB beam, assuming a Gaussian type BCD distribution as a function of FIB beam radial 

distance (r), defined as j(r), as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (Ward, Kubena, & Utlaut, 1988).  The 

details of j(r) affect the iSE image resolution as well as the attainable definition and 

morphology of the features micromachined by the FIB beam.  In a FIB micromachining 

process, material removal is determined by not just the central portion of the FIB beam but 

the entirety of the BCD of the FIB beam.  In order to effectively control the FIB 

micromachining parameters in this study, j(r) must be characterized to allow rigorous 

analysis of the experimental milling results in Chapter 5.  Moreover, detailed understanding 

of j(r) can lead to quantifiable experimental results when different beam currents are used 

with different OL setting. 
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Figure 4.2.  The BCD distribution of FIB is illustrated with a beam diameter dFIB.  In 

contrast to the uniform distribution (Figure 4.1), the BCD is a Gaussian type function when 

plotted against the radial distance of dFIB.  The value of BCD, j(r), is not a constant value, but 

rather, a value that’s dependent on the radial distance r. 

Objective evaluation of dFIB in terms of BCD distribution has long been a challenge.  

It is not a simple matter to make precise, reliable and reproducible measurements of the dFIB 

because of the destructive nature of an ion beam.  In previous work, the BCD and dFIB have 

been characterized by observation of the damage profile created by different pre-defined Ga
+
 

doses.  One method exposed a substrate coated with photo resist to the FIB Ga
+
 beam 

(Kubena & Ward, 1987; Shukuri, Wade, Tamuro, Umemura, & Ishitani, 1987).  The damage 

profile produced was observed after completing the lithographic process, but the observed 

features were a result of complex interactions of the ion beam and beam-related secondary 

particles with the resist, and the inability to rigorously interpret the results affects the 

accuracy of the BCD measured. 

Other studies have used similar strategies but eliminate the potential artifacts from 

using polymer photo resist.  Ben Assayag et al. used a TEM to image the amorphous region 

of single pixel craters in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures after Ga
+
 FIB exposure for FIB 
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beam determination (Ben Assayag, Vieu, Gierak, Sudraud, & Corbin, 1993).  The gallium 

implantation damage (total pixel dose ranges from 10
12

 - 10
16

 Ga
+
/cm

2
) was combined with 

damage profile models to obtain BCD distribution characterization.  However, this approach 

ignores dose rate dependent effects such as sputtering and damage formation that limits its 

application in the high beam current regime (Itoh, Shimase, & Haraichi, 1990).  Although 

these methods are more rigorous compared to the visual evaluation methods, the inferred FIB 

beam profiles from these methodologies do not provide the information necessary for precise 

beam characterization. 

In this study, the BCD of three beam currents, 10, 100, and 1000 pA are characterized 

using an approach proposed by Lugstein et al. (Lugstein, Basnar, Hobler, & Bertagnolli, 

2002).  The premise of this proposed technique assumes a constant dose dependent MRR and 

neglects uncontrollable sputtering effects such as redeposition.  When isolated pixels (i.e. no 

OL) are exposed using the Ga
+
 FIB at different td, the resulting total doses, ϕT, give rise to 

craters with different topographies at each pixel.  Figure 4.3 illustrates the crater cross section 

at different td. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.  The cross section topography of a crater as it evolves with increasing total dose.  

Swelling of the material occurs at low doses and sputtering begins as the total dose increases. 
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A thorough understanding of MRR with precise measurement of the crater evolution 

as a function of td allows the definition of a time independent BCD distribution function j(r).  

The definition of ϕT in terms of j(r) is: 

                    Equation 4.1 

Combining Equation 4.1 with the MRR equation (Equation 2.6) gives: 

    
      

          
 

       

               
 

 

         
 Equation 4.2 

Since MRR is assumed to be constant at all r in this approach, Equation 4.2 can be used to 

relate j(r) at r = 0 and r = x as follow: 

    
           

 
    

           
 Equation 4.3 

Equation 4.3 can then be rewritten as: 

    
    

 
    

    
      Equation 4.4 

The quantity 
    

    
 is the ratio of the depth at r = 0 and r =x as illustrated in Figure 4.3.  The 

depths of the single pixel micromachined craters can be measured by an AFM.  This depth 

ratio will be discussed as ω(r) in the rest of this chapter. 

When      is normalized to      in Equation 4.4 (i.e.       ), ω(r) is a scaling 

factor that gives the BCD with radial distance x from the center of the single pixel 

micromachined crater.  For example, when ω(x) is calculated to be 0.5 for a FIB beam, then 

the radial distance x must equal half of the FWHM distance because      
 

 
 occurs only at 

FWHM (Figure 4.2).  In other words, a plot of ω(r) against r will give the relative BCD.  This 

is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4.  The relative BCD distribution, ω(r), plotted as a function of FIB beam radial 

distance r.  dFIB is the FWHM value when ω(r) = 0.5. 

AFM was used to measure the single pixel craters to capture the crater evolution 

versus dose (as td increases) for example on an exposed silicon substrate.  The resulting AFM 

measurements enable the calculation of ω(r) which in turn allows generation of a plot of the 

relative BCD distribution.  Lugstein et al. demonstrated the reliability of this beam shape 

determination method for 10 and 50 keV FIB beams using silicon and GaAs as targets.  They 

determined that the beam profile is substrate-independent despite the differing irradiation 

responses of silicon and GaAs and other potential irradiation effects (i.e. angle-dependent 

sputtering yield).  The following sections document the implementation and the results of this 

approach for the BCD characterization of the FEI Quanta 3D FEG at beam currents of 10, 

100 and 1000 pA. 
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4.2 Experimental Method 

FIB experiments were performed with a FEI Quanta 3D FEG system equipped with a 

gallium liquid metal ion source.  A silicon wafer with a low initial roughness (Rrms = 0.28 ± 

0.07) was exposed to the Ga
+
 FIB at normal incidence.  Prior to FIB irradiation, the Si wafer 

was cleaned and degreased with methanol and deionized water and blown dry with ultrahigh 

purity nitrogen.  Focused ion beam patterning was performed at 30kV with different beam 

limiting apertures corresponding to nominal beam currents of 10, 100, and 1000 pA.  The 

FIB beam current was measured by a Faraday cup on the sample stage before each 

experiment was performed.  In order to evaluate the crater topography at different doses, 

arrays of isolated pixels were created on the silicon wafer by single pixel exposure.  The 

pixels in each array were spaced 500 nm apart.  Dwell times were systematically varied such 

that a selected ion dose was applied to each array of pixels. 

The crater topography was measured using a Digital Instruments D3000 AFM.  The X, 

Y, and Z axis of the AFM were calibrated by imaging a 10 µm x 10 µm pitch grating with 

180 nm deep pits that is supplied with the instrument.  A 1 µm x 1 µm grating is also used for 

calibrating X & Y for small range scanners.  The AC160TS AFM tip was used for all AFM 

scans.  The combination of small tip radius (< 10 nm) and tapping mode operation provides 

sufficiently high lateral resolution to perform the desired FIB single pixel characterization.  

The AFM operation parameters were optimized to precisely track the damage profile.  All the 

measurements were carried out under ambient conditions in room temperature. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Crater Topography at Different Total Exposure Dose 

The result obtained for Ga
+
 FIB pixel exposures of a Si sample at different ion doses 

is shown in Figure 4.5.  The crater topography profiles obtained using AFM are plotted on 

the left side of Figure 4.5 from the smallest dose (darkest line) to the highest total dose 

(lightest line) to illustrate the evolution of crater depth as total dose increases.  The crater 

topography profiles are representative cross sections measured by AFM of the 3 dimensional 

craters created in the experiments.  Use of cross section information is viable since a well 

aligned FIB beam produces topographic features that are cylindrically symmetric.  The effect 

of swelling and sputtering is evident in all crater topographies for the three beam currents of 

this study.  

The topographic features above the original target surface (> z = 0 nm) caused by 

implantation swelling move away from the center of the FIB beam irradiated area and thus 

from the center of the micromachined crater as total ion dose increases.  This indicates that 

swelling of the silicon substrate is caused by Ga
+
 implantation at low total doses.  In some 

cases (i.e. 10 pA), the accumulated dose in the beam tail region is too low to produce any 

sputtering.  The height of the swelling is between 1 – 2 nm in all cases, and is independent of 

the FIB beam current and accumulated dose.  After the maximum amount of swelling is 

produced, further FIB irradiation leads to material removal by sputtering.  It is worth noting 

that the same total Ga
+
 dose affects the Si target differently when different beam currents (i.e. 

dose rates) are used.  For example, at approximately 0.1 pC total dose, the 1000 pA pixel has 

not begun to sputter, whereas the 10 pA beam has sustained its deepest crater.  This is 

attributed to the difference in BCD. 
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Figure 4.5.  The crater topographies created by the 10, 100, and 1000 pA 30kV Ga
+
 FIB 

beam are illustrated.  In the crater topography cross section plots (left side), the lowest dose 

is indicated by the darkest line and the highest total dose appear as the lightest line to 

illustrate the evolution of crater depth.  The crater depths at selected radial distance are 

plotted (right side) using the data from the crater topography profile. 
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In order to further investigate the FIB beam shape, the crater height data at selected 

radial distances (every 4 - 6 nm), starting from r = 0 where the highest BCD and thus the 

most affected area is expected, were plotted against the total dose for each crater profile.  The 

results are illustrated in the plots on the right side of Figure 4.5 for each beam current.  

Starting from the center of the beam where r = 0, the slope of each line diminishes as radial 

distance increases.  The decreasing slope is attributed to the reduction of accumulated dose as 

BCD diminishes as a function of increasing radial distance.  For example, in the case of the 

1000 pA beam, the removal of 5 nm of silicon at a radial distance r = 80 nm occurred at a 

total pixel exposure dose of 2 pC, which is four times what it takes for the center of the FIB 

beam (r = 0) to remove the same amount of material (~0.5 pC).  It can be inferred that 

         
 

 
       . 

4.3.2 Relative Beam Current Density Evaluation 

The dwell times, td, were chosen to micromachine craters with shallow depths to 

avoid any aspect ratio related MRR retardation or enhancement effects.  The widths and 

depths of the craters created by the highest dose for each beam current are listed in Table 4.1.  

The aspect ratio (
     

     
) of these craters is calculated.  The aspect ratio is no more than 10% 

for beam currents of 1000 pA and 10 pA.  At a beam current of 100 pA, more material is 

removed from the Si target and the depth is about 14% of the width.  The angle between the 

lowest point of the depressions to the original Si surface ranges from 8 to 16 degrees.  The 

slope angles and aspect ratio of these craters are considered to be insignificant with regard to 

sputter retardation or enhancement (Itoh, Shimase, & Haraichi, 1990; Yamaguchi, Shimase, 

Haraichi, & Miyauchi, 1985). 
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Table 4.1.  The dimensions and their corresponding aspect ratio of the depression in the 

damage profile created by the highest dose for each beam current. 

Beam Current (pA) 
Depth 

(nm) 

Width 

(nm) 

Aspect Ratio 

(Depth : Width) 
Angle 

1000 20.3 258 8% 8.94o 

100 28.0 195 14% 16.0o 

10 8.23 89.8 9% 10.4o 

 

The relative beam current density, ω(r), can be calculated using the information in the 

crater depth plots (right side of Figure 4.5) as described in the introduction section.  In this 

study, the total pixel exposure dose necessary to micromachine a shallow depth of z = -2 nm 

is identified for each radial distance and beam current shown in Figure 4.5.  To accomplish 

this, the curves on the right side Figure 4.5 are fitted to a 3
rd

 order polynominal.  The 

polynomial fits are used because they smooth out fluctuations resulting from noise signal in 

the AFM height data.  Moreover, the z = -2 nm depth data point might not necessarily be 

captured in the AFM crater profiles in all doses at the selected radial distances.   

From the doses determined and using the formulation described above, ω(r) is 

calculated by dividing the total FIB exposure dose at r = 0 by the total FIB exposure dose at r 

= x to sputter a depth of 2 nm.  The dose data and resulting ω(r) for the 1000 pA beam is 

displayed in Table 4.2.  When ω(r) plotted against r, the resulting BCD distribution is 

displayed in Figure 4.6. 
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Table 4.2.  The calculation for the relative beam current density (ω(r)) for the case of the 

1000 pA beam.  The total pixel exposure dose required to remove 2 nm depth of silicon is 

identified in each of the crater topography profile.  The corresponding relative BCD, ω(r), is 

then calculated with this information. 

Radial 
Distance, r 

(nm) 

Total Dose to 
Remove 2 nm of Si 

(pC) 

Relative Beam 
Current Density 

ω(r) 

0.00 0.36 1.00 

9.77 0.39 0.92 

19.53 0.45 0.80 

29.30 0.47 0.77 

39.06 0.58 0.62 

50.78 0.79 0.46 

60.55 1.00 0.36 

70.31 1.03 0.35 

80.08 1.26 0.29 

89.84 1.63 0.26 
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Figure 4.6.  The relative BCD profiles of the three FIB beams in this study are plotted 

against the radial distance.  The current density data points are mirrored about the center and 

colored dash lines are drawn in the plot to overlay the experimental data for better 

visualization of the beam profile. 

 For better visualization, each set of BCD data in Figure 4.6 are generated (the left 

side is a direct reflection of the right about r = 0).  The central parts of the beam profiles are 

approximately a Gaussian shape in agreement with other beam shape evaluation methods.  

The value of dFIB is obtained as the FWHM from the relative BCD profile as depicted in 

Figure 4.4.  The results are listed in Table 4.3 and compared to the values supplied by the 

FEI Company, which are calculated using theoretical methods.  The FWHM values obtained 

in this study is generally larger than the FEI supplied values, and the FWHM at 1000 pA is a 

factor of 2 greater.  This large discrepancy may result from the enlargement from beam due 

to deterioration of the beam limiting aperture in the FIB column used.  The sputtering 

enlarged aperture will allow more Ga
+
 ions to pass through as compared to an undamaged 
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and thus smaller new aperture.  The increase in Ga
+
 ion flux inherently leads to a larger FIB 

beam size. 

Table 4.3.  The FWHM diameter, or the diameter of the FIB beam, is found using the 

relative beam current density profile (Figure 4.6) and compared to the FWHM specification 

supplied by the FEI Company. 

Beam Current 
(pA) 

FWHM Dimension (nm) 
Difference 

(%) FEI Specification Experimental 

10 13.0 21.3 164 

100 24.0 28.8 120 

1000 44.2 98.1 222 

   

With the assumption of a cylindrically symmetric beam, Lugstein et al. devised a 

mathematical method to convert the relative BCD, ω(r), to the true BCD, j(r).  The 

conversion factor, k, relates j(r) and ω(r) by the following relationship: 

        (r) Equation 4.5 

In a cylindrically symmetric FIB beam, the total beam current is: 

                     
 

 

 Equation 4.6 

By substituting j(r) in Equation 4.5 into Equation 4.6, the conversion factor k can be 

identified as 

  
      

              
 

 

 Equation 4.7 
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The value of j(r) is therefore, 

     
           

              
 

 

 Equation 4.8 

This procedure has been applied to the data obtained for the 10, 100, and 1000 pA FIB 

beams.  The absolute beam current densities are plotted for the three FIB beams in Figure 

4.7.  The measured beam currents and peak current densities are listed in Table 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.7.  The beam current density profile of the three FIB beams in this study.  Colored 

dash lines corresponding to different beam currents are overlaying the experimental data to 

better visualize the beam profile. 

From the FIB beam profile obtained using the Lugstein et al. method, it is apparent 

that the 100 pA FIB beam is the most efficient and effective beam for micromachining in 

terms of MRR the three beams studied due to its high beam current density and narrow 
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FWHM width.  The 1000 pA BCD profile has the highest overall beam current density at 

each radial distance but it has a wider FWHM than any other beam.  The 10 pA beam has 

low current and is the most confined.  However, the shape of the beam resembles the 1000 

pA beam rather than the confined 100 pA beam.  Since the SE signal is poor with the 10 pA 

beam, the failure to precisely focus this beam may have contributed to this beam shape.  

Despite the large deviation from the FEI provided value, the experimental dFIB at 10 pA beam 

diameter is likely a good representation of the true 10 pA FIB beam since this experimental 

result takes into account of any user misalignment of the FIB beam. 

Table 4.4.  The experimental results of the beam diameter (dFIB), quantified by the FWHM of 

the beam current density profile, and the peak current density of the three FIB beams used in 

this study. 

Nominal Beam 

Current (pA) 

Measured Beam 

Current (Itotal; pA) 

dFIB 

(nm) 

Max. Current Density 

(A/cm2) (Ga+/cm2 s) 

10 10.9 21.3 0.79 4.93 x 1018 

100 107 28.8 3.1 1.93 x 1019 

1000 998 98.1 3.26 2.03 x 1019 
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4.4 Summary 

Previously utilized techniques used to characterize FIB beam shape suffer from 

material and irradiation effects.  Moreover, these studies found that the FIB generated single 

pixel damage profile depends strongly on total ion dose.  From this study, it has become clear 

that simply observing the surface contour of the FIB damage profile can only give a rough 

estimation of the BCD distribution due to localized sputter yield and swelling effects.  This 

study has adapted a method for beam shape evaluation proposed by Lugstein et al. to 

investigate the current density distribution of our FIB instrument.  Both implementation of 

this method and characterization of the resulting data are straightforward.  The Ga
+
 FIB beam 

profiles for three different beam currents (e.g. 10, 100, and 1000 pA) accelerated at 30kV are 

evaluated using silicon as the substrate.  These experimental results reveal a Gaussian type 

profile in agreement with the literatures. 

Results show that the 1000 pA FIB beam has the highest overall BCD and the 

irradiated area is largest (FWHM = 98.1 nm, maximum BCD of 3.26 A/cm
2
).  The 100 pA 

FIB beam has a FWHM value of 28.8 nm and a maximum BCD of 3.1 A/cm
2
.  The 10 pA 

has the lowest BCD but the size is not substantially smaller than the 100 pA (FWHM = 21.3 

nm, maximum BCD of 0.79 A/cm
2
).  This may be attributed to the difficulty with correctly 

focusing such a fine FIB beam due to low iSE intensity.  Although these values deviate from 

the specifications provided by the manufacturer, they more accurately represent the actual 

dFIB of these beams since the properties of FIB beams depend heavily on the condition of the 

current limiting apertures utilized as well as, at very low currents, the ability to optimally 

align the FIB beam.  The BCD information obtained in this chapter provides a good 

foundation for the experimental procedure and data analysis in the next chapter.  
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5 Ga
+
 FIB Micromachining of Thermoplastic Polymers 

5.1 Introduction 

Focused ion beam micromachining is a widely used technique for specimen 

preparation prior to subsequent materials characterization techniques (e.g. SEM, TEM).  A 

broad range of fundamental studies and technological applications have been enabled by 

application of FIB technology and there are many publications describing fundamental 

mechanisms and applications of FIB micromachining (Giannuzzi & Stevie, 2005) for a wide 

array of materials.  Compared with the use of FIB for metal and semiconductor 

micromachining, only a few investigations have dealt with micromachining of polymer 

specimens.  The paucity of studies on these materials probably results from the difficulties 

inherent in the micromachining of these materials due to their complex molecular structures 

and their inherent thermal sensitivity and chemical reactivity. 

Nevertheless, the extensive development efforts involving polymer materials and the 

characterization requirements that this necessitates stimulates interest in effective ways of 

taking advantage of the precision and location specificity of FIB micromachining.  This 

interest stimulates the need for optimized methodologies for FIB micromachining of these 

materials.  A review of related literature (Chapter 1) shows that the fundamental processes 

occurring during FIB Ga
+
 ion bombardment of polymers have been extensively studied.  It is 

well known that ion beam parameters strongly influence the FIB micromachining of 

polymers (Kochumalyail, Meiser, Soldera, & Possart, 2009; Kochumalayil, Meiser, Soldera, 

& Possart, 2009).  For example, some of the underlying mechanisms of Ga
+
 ion beam 

interaction with polymeric material vary significantly depending on irradiation conditions 

(i.e. energy deposition density, De).  The present study investigates the fundamentals of 

energetic Ga
+
 micromachining of four technologically important thermoplastic polymers: 

low density polyethylene (LDPE), high density polyethylene (HDPE), polystyrene (PS), and 

nylon 6 (PA6).  A systematic study of the effect of Ga
+
 FIB micromachining parameters such 

as beam current, dwell time, and beam overlap will be described in the following sections. 
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5.2 Experimental Method 

Raw materials in the form of polymer beads were obtained from Sigma Aldrich, 

which were then formed into thick films to provide smooth flat surfaces for study of the 

effects of Ga
+
 ion irradiation on the four thermoplastic polymers selected.  The details of 

fabrication process and resulting properties of these films were described in Chapter 2.  A 

semiconductor grade (100) silicon wafer (Si) was also subjected to the same FIB 

micromachining protocols to provide a control sample. 

This study was carried out using a FEI Quanta 3D FEG with a Ga
+
 FIB column for 

micromachining and an electron beam column for imaging.  All FIB micromaching 

experiments were carried out using a 30kV FIB beam.  Micromaching of predefined areas on 

two different surfaces of the respective polymer films were performed by scanning the FIB 

beam over these areas in a serpentine manner at normal incidence.  The craters were 

micromachined both on pristine polymer surfaces and also on pre-sputtered surfaces of these 

materials.  

In order to examine the material removal rate (MRR) difference for Ga
+
 sputtering on 

pristine polymer surfaces and on surfaces where the Ga
+
 sputtering had reached steady state, 

one set of craters was sputtered into a surface that had been implanted with gallium atoms.  

This surface was prepared by irradiating a pristine polymer surface with a 1000 pA Ga
+
 FIB 

beam at 30kV with a total Ga
+
 ion dose of 0.68 nC/μm

2 
(4.24 x 10

17
 Ga

+
/cm

2
).  The 

predefined areas for the micromachining experiments were square shaped and 

micromachined with a constant pixel refresh time of 10 milliseconds.  Pixel refresh time is 

the time between successive FIB beam exposures at each pixel.  All predefined areas were 

irradiated by a constant total Ga
+
 ion dose of 0.5 nC/μm

2
 (3.12 x 10

17
 Ga

+
/cm

2
). 

In order to investigate the effect of dose rate, micromachining experiments were 

carried out with three nominal ion beam currents: 10 pA, 100 pA, and 1000 pA.  The beam 

currents were measured with a Faraday cup on the sample stage prior to each 

micromachining experiment allowing the total micromachining time to be varied to maintain 

a constant total dose for the differing beam currents.  The influence of the FIB beam overlap 
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(OL) was examined by varying the pixel spacing, ps, from one to three beam radii for each 

beam current.  The ps settings were determined based on dFIB found from the BCD 

distributions as described in Chapter 4.  The ps values representing -50%, 0%, and 50% OL 

for each beam current are listed in Table 5.1.   

Table 5.1.  The pixel spacing representing different overlaps at each beam current used.  The 

dFIB values determined in Chapter 4 were used to calculate the ps to represent different OLs. 

Beam Current 

(pA)  

Pixel Spacing, ps (nm)  

OL = -50%  OL = 0%  OL = 50%  

10  32.0  21.3  10.7  

100  43.2  28.8  14.4  

1000  147  98.1  49.1  

 

In addition, three FIB beam pixel dwell times were investigated: 100 ns, 500 ns, and 

1000 ns.  In order to maintain a constant pixel refresh time and total dose with different td 

and OL settings, the number of pixels in the square milling pattern and thus the dimension 

thereof must be adjusted accordingly.  For example, the number of pixels for a pattern with td 

= 100 ns was ten times more than a pattern with td = 1000 ns along one of the width 

dimensions.  When OL was decreased from 50% to -50%, ps increased from a distance of one 

dFIB radius to three dFIB radii, thus changing the width of the square micromachined area by a 

factor of three (details are contained in Chapter 2, FIB section). 

Table 5.2 summarizes the experimental parameters for this study.  Four craters for 

each set of beam parameters (i.e. all combinations of beam current, overlap, and dwell time 

on the pristine polymer surface and at the pre-sputtered surface) were micromachined and the 

crater volumes were measured via AFM (see description of measurement below) and the 

volumes were averaged to ascertain the material removal rate. 

The volumes of the craters resulting from the FIB micromachining experiments were 

determined using a Digital Instrument Dimension 3000 (D3000; Bruker AXS Inc., USA).  

The craters were scanned in tapping mode using low spring constant cantilevers designed 

specifically for soft materials (AC240TS, Asylum Research, USA).  AFM height images 
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were acquired at 0.75 Hz and a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels.  The AFM data was then 

processed using the NanoScope Analysis software (v 1.40 Build R1Sr2.77483, Bruker AXS 

Inc., USA).  In order to avoid AFM tip shape and scan artifacts, which often occur at the 

crater edges, the average depths of the crater center regions were used as a representative 

height of the whole crater.  The average of depth values of each set of craters (i.e. four 

craters) were used to calculate the volume of material removed.  The material removal rate is 

calculated by dividing the volume removed by the total dose of 0.5 nC/μm
2
. 

Table 5.2.  A summary of the variables and their parameter settings in the milling 

experiment is displayed. 

Types of Surfaces  Pristine 
Pre-sputtered  

FIB Beam Currents  
10 pA  
100 pA  
1000 pA  

FIB Beam Overlaps, OL  
50% 
0% 

-50% 

FIB Beam Dwell Time, td  
100 ns 
500 ns 
1000 ns  
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5.3 Results and Discussion  

5.3.1 Material Removal Rate 

A unique capability of a FIB is its ability to perform site specific and precise 

micromachining via physical sputtering.  The ability to effectively harness this capability to 

design a micromaching process requires a thorough understanding of the interrelationship 

between FIB conditions and material removal rate, MRR.  In this study, MRRs for four major 

thermoplastic polymers (LDPE, HDPE, PS, and PA6) are related to the polymer’s physical 

and chemical properties and FIB micromachining parameters (pixel dwell time, beam 

overlap, and beam current).  The average MRR for the four polymers in this study are 

displayed in Figure 5.1.  The MRRs reported in Figure 5.1 include all the MRRs calculated 

for all combinations of beam currents, beam overlaps, and pixel dwell times for all polymers 

(i.e. each column in Figure 5.1 is comprised of 3currents x 3OL x 3td = 27 MRRs; see Appendix 

A for the MRR resulting from each set of experimental parameter).   

 

 

Figure 5.1.  The average MRR of the polymers on pristine surfaces (red) and pre-sputtered 

surfaces (pink) in this study are displayed.  The average MRRs of silicon under identical 

sputtering conditions are also included. 
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In general, the polymer MRRs appears to be density dependent, with the exception of 

PA6, on both the pristine and the pre-sputtered surfaces.  This trend is best illustrated when 

comparing the MRRs between the two PE samples.  Although chemically similar (i.e. 

composed of CH2 monomers), HDPE sputters more slowly than LDPE because of its slightly 

higher density (as a result of higher crystallinity).  This will be further discussed in Section 

5.3.3 with respect to their relative crystallinity and their chemical structures. 

The large MRR of PA6, even though it is denser than all other polymers in this study, 

can be attributed to the G(S)/G(X) chemical modification yield ratio (see Section 1.3.7).  

PA6 has an equal probability of crosslinking as it does to chain scissioning (i.e. G(X)/G(S) = 

0.99) due to the simultaneous process of chain cleavage and cross linking (Majury & Pinner, 

1958).  Another possible reason for the high PA6 MRR compared to the other three polymers 

is the presence of oxygen in the repeat unit.  In the Ga
+
 bombardment collision cascade in 

PA6, the oxygen in the PA6 chain may be released from the chain and become available as a 

free radical.  The presence of these oxygen radicals can cause normally crosslinking 

polymers to degrade via peroxide formation, hence assisting the material removal process 

(see Chapter 1 for mechanisms). 

The PS MRRs on the pristine and pre-sputtered surfaces are approximately the same 

as the respective MRRs found in Si.  PS has a higher density than both PEs and the lowest 

MRR among the four polymers studied.  Material removal via sputtering requires the 

breakage of bonds within the collision cascade and sufficient momentum transfer to a surface 

atom to be ejected.  The higher nuclear LET of Si compared to PS, as described in Chapter 1, 

suggests that more Si atoms must be displaced to be potentially sputtered as compared to PS.  

This should translate into a comparatively smaller MRR for Si than PS for the same 

sputtering conditions, but the experimental results differ. 

The interaction and the consequential MRR of the materials studied cannot be 

analyzed based on the LET models alone.  In the case of PS, even though PS qualifies as a 

cross linking predominant polymer upon ionizing radiation, the energy required for such 

chemical modification is approximately one order of magnitude greater than in other 

polymers (Table 1.5).  For example, 100 eV of ionizing radiation on average produces 1.25 
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cross links in LDPE and 0.051 cross links in PS.  In this example, radiation induced cross 

linking is approximately 24 times less frequent in PS than in LDPE.  Chain scissioning also 

appear to be less frequent in PS compared to other polymers in this study.  This irradiation 

resistant nature of PS is a result of energy dissipation through resonance mechanisms as 

discussed in Chapter 1. 

The average MRRs are correlated to the physical properties and irradiation 

modification yield (i.e. G(X)/G(S) ratio) for each of the four thermoplastic polymers in this 

study.  An apparent MRR dependency on material density is observed between LDPE and 

HDPE.  However this trend cannot be extended to polymers containing heteroatoms such as 

PA6.  For PA6, the presence of oxygen and the fact that G(X)/G(S) ≈ 1 enhance the chance 

of material removal during FIB irradiation, thus leading to a greater MRR for PA6 than all 

other polymers in this study.  The multiple resonant structures of the benzyl radical give PS a 

unique irradiation resistance as evidenced by the small values of G(X) and G(S). 

The interrelationship between MRR and properties of the polymers can be 

generalized for both the pristine and the pre-sputtered surfaces.  However, subtle differences 

between the MRR of each polymer on pristine and pre-sputtered surfaces are evident in 

Figure 5.1.  The effect of gallium implantation and the resulting damage to the material on 

the MRR for steady state sputtering conditions is examined in the next section. 

5.3.2 Effect of Steady State Sputtering 

Changes in target material composition resulting from the implantation of ions during 

micromachining can significantly influence the effective sputter yield (Lehrer, Frey, 

Petersen, & Ryssel, 2001).  For this reason, sputtering experiments were performed on both 

pristine polymer surfaces as well as on surfaces pre-sputtered by the Ga
+
 FIB beam until a 

saturated level (i.e. steady state) of implanted gallium was reached.  Steady state is defined as 

the condition where as many implanted atoms are removed by sputtering (SGa) as are 

replenished by implantation (Yimplant) (Ishitani, Koike, Yaguchi, & Kamino, 1998).  The 

saturated steady state gallium concentration on the sputter surface can be calculated as 

follows: 
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    is the atomic concentration of gallium near the target surface, 

    and         are the sputter yields of gallium and target atoms 

         is the gallium implantation yield 

Equation 5.1 

 

The characteristics of the implanted gallium atoms affect the sputter yield by altering 

the native material properties of the target (Liau & Mayer, 1980).  This can lead to 

modification of the overall sputtering yield due to changes in the surface binding energy and 

possible preferential sputtering where the  ejection of light elements such as those found in 

polymers are favored.   Polymers with light elements have higher sputter yields than gallium 

atoms when irradiated with a 30 kV Ga
+
 FIB.  Since light elements are easier to be sputtered 

away, the influence of preferential sputtering leads to a reduction in the concentration of 

lighter mass atoms at the surface of the target.  Due to the atomic mixing that occurs along 

the track of the incident ion beam, this depletion of lower mass ions from the target surface 

will be spread throughout the target over the depth of the implanted distribution. 

The steady state process of Ga
+
 ion implantation during FIB micromachining is not 

dose dependent (i.e. implanted gallium ions reach a steady state concentration as 

aforementioned), but rather, an increase in dose would cause the material surface to recede 

via sputtering.  In the absence of crystalline orientation effects (i.e. channeling) the 

distribution of the implanted material is directly related to the projected ion range (Rp) 

distribution and so the implanted distribution may be characterized by a simple Gaussian 

curve (Gibbons, 1968).  When the steady state concentration of gallium atoms is reached, the 

spatial distribution of implanted atoms along the projected range typically has a maximum at 

the sputtered surface and declines over a distance proportional to the projected range (Table 

1.3).  
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The critical sputtered depth, zc, at which the steady state gallium concentration occurs 

can be determined qualitatively, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.  Figure 5.2a shows a Gaussian 

distribution along the target depth representing the probability that the Ga final stopping 

points occurring at different depths.  The peak of this Gaussian distribution lies at the depth 

½ zc, which is signified by Rp of ion implantation into the target material.  As a result, the full 

width of the Gaussian curve, zc, is 2Rp.  

The target surface recedes as dose increases with resulting sputter removal of 

material.  Figure 5.2 b - e shows the progression of the receding surface into the target 

sample.  A plot of the gallium concentration at the critical depth zc as the surface recedes to 

different depths is also included at the bottom of Figure 5.2.  Since the probability of 

implantation of all incoming Ga
+
 ions is 100% at zc when the receding surface reaches that 

depth (i.e. Gaussian curve is fully integrated as indicated by the colored region in Figure 

5.2e), the gallium concentration therefore reaches a steady state at zc and the concentration of 

gallium on the sputtered surface reaches a maximum.  The receding surface at any depth 

deeper than zc will have the maximum concentration of gallium in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2.  The degree of gallium concentration is illustrated as the surface under Ga
+
 FIB 

bombardment recedes (a-d) toward the critical depth equals to 2Rp (e) with increasing dose.  

The gallium concentration at various stages of sputtering is illustrated in the plot at the 

bottom portion of the figure. 

 To create the pre-sputtered surfaces, the various materials were irradiated by an 

experimentally determined total dose of 0.68 nC/μm
2 
(4.24 x 10

17
 Ga

+
/cm

2
).  With a constant 

total dose and different MRRs for different materials, the pre-sputtered surfaces are at 

different depths for the different polymers and the silicon.  However all of depths are greater 

than the depth of 2Rp i.e. a depth at which the gallium atoms has reached a steady state.  The 

depths of the pre-sputtered surfaces were calculated using average MRR on pristine surfaces 

and displayed in Table 5.3 along with the Rp value from the TRIM simulation.   The average 

MRRs obtained on the pre-sputtered surface are the steady state material removal rate (SS 
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MRRs) and the average MRRs derived from the pristine surface are non steady state material 

removal rates (nSS MRRs). 

Table 5.3.  The projected range, Rp, and the steady state depth, zc (corresponding to 2Rp), of 

the materials in this study.  The calculated depth of the pre-sputtered surface using the total 

dose applied and the MRR of the pristine target materials is also displayed. 

Materials 
Rp 

(nm) 
Steady State Depth 

(2Rp; nm) 
Pre-sputtered 

Surface Depth (nm) 

LDPE 49.2 98.4 304.5 

HDPE 49.0 98.0 252.9 

PS 47.0 94.0 175.5 

PA6 42.5 85.0 313.1 

Si 27.9 55.8 175.3 

 

Since sputter rate may vary significantly until steady state is reached, the difference 

between the nSS MRRs and SS MRRs of the materials in this study are examined.  The 

difference in percentage of nSS MRRs and SS MRRs are calculated as follows: 

 

             
              

       
       

 

Equation 5.2 

The % difference for each material is plotted in Figure 5.3.   

The SS MRR is about 20% higher for Si than the nSS MRR (see Figure 5.1).  Since 

bonds are broken during Ga
+
 bombardment, the damage in the pre-sputtered surface 

essentially lowers the energy required for Si atoms to escape the bulk thus enhances the Si 

MRR in steady state.  However, this enhancement seen in Si resulting from sputtering 

damage does not occur for all the polymers. 
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Figure 5.3.  The MRR percent changes between steady state and non steady state sputtering 

condition. 

In the case of the PEs, cross links can form promptly upon energetic ionizing 

irradiation (see Chapter 1 for details).  These covalent cross links are stable mechanically and 

thermally and thus difficult to break once formed.  The formation of cross link networks 

appears to result in stronger bonding between the PE molecules in both LDPE and HDPE.  

The small difference between SS MRR and nSS MRR appears to reflect this phenomenon.  

However when chain scissioning occurs as readily as cross linking, as in the case of PA6, the 

SS MRR becomes slightly increased. 

In PS, the SS MRR increases substantially from the nSS MRR and follows a trend 

similar to that of Si.  PS is twice as likely to undergo cross linking rather than scission upon 

energetic irradiation.  However, the amount of energy required for cross linking to occur is at 

least an order of magnitude higher than in the PEs.  With a less extensive cross link network, 

the steady state surface can be viewed as an amorphous carbonaceous material that has lost 

its original polymer structure; most importantly the PS has lost its aromaticity (Lee, Lewis, 
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Blau, & Mansur, 1991).  The irradiation energy dissipation mechanism of the PS benzene 

ring, which retards the sputter yield on the pristine surface is no longer present when steady 

state sputtering is reached.  This lack of aromaticity contributes to the more efficient SS 

MRR.  Although PS mechanical properties (Lee, Rao, Lewis, & Mansur, 2002) and density 

(Calcagno & Foti, 1987) are known to improve with increasing dose of swift heavy ions (i.e. 

Ar
+
), the destruction of the aromaticity via the scission of the aromatic ring, and perhaps 

partial ring hydrogenation, is far more significant with regard to the PS MRR in steady state 

(Puglisi, Licciardello, Pignataro, Calcagno, & Foti, 1986). 

5.3.3 Effect of Crystallinity 

FIB micromachining of polyethylene having two different densities is studied.  The 

main difference between HDPE and LDPE is the degree of branching (Figure 5.4a).   A 

lower degree of branching results in increased crystallization in HDPE.  Both crystalline and 

amorphous regions occur in a semicrystalline polymer.  In crystalline regions, the monomer 

chains run parallel to each other (Figure 5.4b), often in a folded chain configuration (Keller, 

1957), but the chains are randomly oriented in amorphous regions.  This alignment in 

crystalline regions enhances intermolecular van der Waals bonding.  Amorphous regions, 

held together through chain entanglement, and crystalline domains, strengthened by tie 

molecules (i.e. chains that are sufficiently long to cross from one crystalline domain into an 

adjacent crystalline domain), create the composite structure found in semicrystalline 

polymers (Figure 5.4c).  Higher crystallinity is associated with stronger secondary bonding 

which leads to increases in mechanical strength.  Since crystalline materials are more dense 

than amorphous materials, HDPE has a higher density than LDPE.  The differences in SS 

MRR and nSS MRR for LDPE and HDPE in relation to crystallinity are displayed in Table 

5.4.  On average, both the SS and nSS MRRs are about 15% to 20% lower in HDPE than 

LDPE. 
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Figure 5.4.  a) The amount of branching is illustrated for HDPE and LDPE.  The decrease in 

branching allows for closer molecular packing in HDPE.  b) The chains in either case are 

aligned in the crystalline region with a folded chain configuration.  c) The tie molecules 

secure the lamella by connecting crystalline domains in a semicrystalline polymer (JASRI, 

2012). 

 

Table 5.4.  The MRRs and crystallinity (quantified by XRD) of LDPE and HDPE in nSS and 

SS conditions are listed.  The differences, displayed in percentage, of the two chemically 

identical polymers are also listed. 

 

SS MRR 

(μm3/nC) 

nSS MRR 

(μm3/nC) 
Crystallinity 

LDPE 0.450 0.449 36% 

HDPE 0.373 0.365 86% 

Difference 17% 19% 140% 

 

 

Radiation induced effects on PE crystal structure have been extensively studied 

(Ungar, 1981).  It is generally accepted that the development of crystallinity in melt-

processed polymers is restricted by molecular entanglements in the melt.  The destruction of 

crystal structure at high radiation dose is evident by the broadening of the crystal diffraction 

peak and shift of the peak location toward smaller angles signifying expansion of the crystal 

lattice (Ungar & Keller, 1980).  Many experimental results show that radiation induced cross 

linking in PE occurs mainly in the amorphous phase (Keller & Ungar, 1983).  Furthermore, 

Ungar concluded that radicals migrate from the crystalline lamella to fold surfaces to further 
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interact and form cross links (Ungar, 1981).  In addition to radical migration, the low radical 

yield in PE crystalline regions is also attributed to the cage recombination of H-atoms with 

their parent alkyl radicals.  Consequently, the lower FIB MRR of HDPE relative to LDPE, in 

both steady state and non steady state, is attributed to the properties resulting from increased 

crystallinity and the consequential secondary bonding and resistance of the crystalline 

regions to radiation effects. 

5.3.4 Effect of FIB Micromachining Strategy 

In addition to the influence of polymer structure and its relative radiation damage 

resistance, MRR in FIB micromachining can also be increased by improved design of the 

micromachining strategy (Yamaguchi, Shimase, Haraichi, & Miyauchi, 1985; Adams & 

Vasile, 2006).  Two important FIB micromachining parameters, the pixel dwell time and the 

beam overlap, are systematically explored over a wide range of beam currents (e.g. 10pA, 

100pA, and 1000pA).  Various combinations of raster areas and number of scans were 

employed to provide constant total dose (i.e. total amount of Ga
+
 imparted to a defined 

pattern area) and constant pixel refresh time (i.e. the time between FIB beam revisiting the 

same pixel) in all the micromachining experiments while still allowing study of the effect on 

MRRs of variations in pixel dwell time and beam overlap.  The number of times the raster 

pattern was repeated in the various experiments ranges from 1,000 to 40,000 and the raster 

areas ranged from 1 x 1 μm
2
 to 45 x 45 μm

2
 in this study. 

The influence of the FIB beam OL parameter is examined by changing the distance 

between two adjacent pixels where the FIB beam dwells for a defined amount of time, td.  In 

a typical micromachining process, the ion flux with respect to the scanning direction has to 

be uniform to produce a smooth crater bottom profile with a constant MRR (Tseng, 2004).  

Proper overlap between adjacent pixels must be small enough to achieve this ion flux 

requirement for a smooth machining profile.  With a Gaussian shaped BCD distribution 

(Chapter 4), the FWHM of the Gaussian FIB beam is generally accepted as the beam 

diameter, dFIB.  The value of dFIB for the 10 pA, 100 pA, and 1000 pA FIB beam in this study 
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are 21.3 nm, 28.8 nm, and 98.1 nm, respectively.  The ps used to facilitate different overlaps 

are detailed in Table 5.1. 

In order to insure that the material removal efficiencies obtained for the polymers in 

this study accurately reflect the influence of Ga
+
 FIB micromachining parameters (i.e. beam 

current, overlap, and dwell time), the MRRs of the polymers in this study obtained using the 

various experimental parameters are normalized to the Si MRR obtained using the identical 

parameters to allow identification and separation of the effects of OL and td observed 

(Yamaguchi, Shimase, Haraichi, & Miyauchi, 1985; Pellerin, Griffis, & Russell, 1990; 

Giannuzzi & Stevie, 2005).  The nSS MRRs and SS MRRs for each polymer are displayed in 

Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 to illustrate the effects of overlap and dwell time, respectively. 

It is apparent that, on average, the same trends attributable to the effects of overlap 

and pixel dwell time are similar in all polymers, in both steady state and non steady state 

sputtering.  The relative MRRs of all polymers increase as the overlap decreases from 50 % 

to -50 % (e.g. the distance between successive pixels increase) as illustrated in Figure 5.5.  

However, the effect of pixel dwell time, as illustrated in Figure 5.6, does not exhibit a clear 

trend for all polymers.  In the case of LDPE and PA6, the relative MRRs are the highest 

when td = 100 ns and decrease as td is varied to 500 ns and 1000 ns.  In steady state 

micromachining, the average relative MRRs of HDPE and PS are approximately constant at 

the three different dwell times.  The MRRs are the highest with td = 100 ns when 

micromachining is executed in non steady state conditions for HDPE and PS.  The MRRs are 

lower when the FIB beam dwells for 500 ns and 1000 ns at each pixel in the non steady state 

conditions, but the MRRs are approximately the same at these two dwell times for each 

polymer (HDPE and PS).  
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Figure 5.5.  The MRR of each polymer as FIB beam overlap decreases (from left to right in 

each graph).  The MRR generally increases as the overlap decreases (i.e. -50%).  Each 

column in the graphs consists of data from all three beam currents (10, 100, 1000 pA). 
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Figure 5.6.  The MRR of each polymer as FIB beam pixel dwell time increases (from left to 

right).  The MRR is generally higher at short dwell time (i.e. 100ns).  Each column in the 

graphs consists of data from all three beam currents (10, 100, 1000 pA). 

While the differences in MRR might not be significant in all polymers but on average 

the relative MRRs are higher with reduced beam overlap (i.e. -50%) and with shorter pixel 

dwell time (i.e. 100 ns).  The combined effects of OL and td along with the three beam 

currents used can be analyzed by the effective pixel fluence (EPF).  EPF is the average total 

dose without any regard to the Gaussian type BCD.  In the context of FIB micromachining of 

this study, EPF is defined as the total number of particles that intersect the micromachining 
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area within a specific time interval (BCDpixel) in one pattern scan.  The EPF for any 

combination of pixel averaged BCD, OL, and td can be calculated as follows: 

 

   
   

   
  

           

 
 

 

  is the effective pixel fluence, EPF 

         (A/cm
2
) is the pixel averaged BCD 

   (s) is the pixel dwell time 

  is the elementary charge (1.602 x 10
-19

 C/Ga
+
) 

Equation 5.3 

 

and  

         
        

    
  

 

  (a.u.) is the overlap factor 

       (A/cm
2
) is the total FIB current as measured by the Faraday 

cup 

     (cm) is the FWHM value found for each FIB beam 

 

Equation 5.4 

 

The spatial separation of FIB probe OL is depicted in Figure 5.7a within an area 

chosen to be 4 X 4 pixels.  While the actual area addressed within this 4 X 4 pixel array is 

determined by the dFIB of the three beam currents, the number of FIB dwell points in the 

pixel array for the three OL settings can be qualitatively illustrated.  It is clear from Figure 

5.7 that the material being micromachined would experience different average fluence per 

scan when OL is changed. 

The changes in EPF resulting from different OL conditions are captured by the 

factor  .    is used as a normalization factor to approximate the average BCDpixel.  The 

number of FIB dwells in the pixel array is 9, 16, and 64 for -50%, 0%, and 50% OL.  In this 

study,   is defined as the number of points addressed by the FIB beam at -50% and 50% 
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normalized to the number of points addressed using 0% OL.  While the -50% and 50% OL 

can be used for normalization, 0% OL is chosen because it gives a good medium between the 

extreme values and that it provides a uniform BCDpixel (Figure 5.7b) ideal for FIB 

micromachining.  The values for   are displayed in Table 5.5.   

 

 

Figure 5.7.  a) Schematic of the different OL (red circles) settings is displayed in a 4 x 4 

pixel array (dotted line) in a typical FIB digital scan.  The number of FIB dwell points in the 

array for each overlap is listed above each 4 x 4 array.  b) The relative BCD is depicted by 

integrating the Gaussian type BCD according to the OL value.  c) A step function 

representing the Gaussian type BCD is used to approximate the BCD for EPF calculation. 

The BCDpixel represents the average Ga
+
 flux passing through a pixel element in the 

array.  With FIB dwell in the manner shown in Figure 5.7a, BCDpixel is the integral of the all 

Gaussian type BCD in each pixel element as depicted in Figure 5.7b.  However a step 
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function, as depicted in Figure 5.7c, is used to approximate the BCDpixel for calculation 

purposes since the BCD of this step function is much simpler to identify and serve as a good 

average estimation of the BCDpixel.  Using a step function approximation and  to factor in 

the OL influence, BCDpixel can be calculated using Equation 5.4.  The BCDpixel values are 

displayed in Table 5.5.  The EPF is found by multiplying the BCDpixel values with the 

different dwell times (100, 500, 1000 ns) and divide by the elementary charge, q, to convert 

A/cm
2
 to Ga

+
/cm

2
.  The results are plotted against the MRR of each polymer relative to Si. 

Table 5.5.  The overlap factors () for each OL are displayed.  The corresponding BCDpixel 

for each beam current in this study is also listed. 

Overlap 
BCDpixel (A/cm2) 

10 pA 100 pA 1000 pA 

50 % 4 9.60 51.6 41.6 

0 % 1 2.40 12.9 10.4 

-50 % 0.56 1.34 7.22 5.82 
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Figure 5.8.  The relative MRR of each polymer is displayed as a function of EPF (log base 

10).  In general, the average MRR decreases for all polymers in this study as the effective 

average pixel fluence increases, as indicated by the negative slope of the trend lines. 

Figure 5.8 contains the plot of relative MRR vs. log10(EPF) for each polymer.  Each 

data point in Figure 5.8 can be found in Appendix A.  The trend lines in Figure 5.8 shows the 

average dependency of MRR and EPF among the polymers studied.  The trend line is used to 

demonstrate a general trend that may be obscured by the scatter in the AFM data due to 

measurement anomalies and the uneven topography of crater and crater surroundings.  The 

negative slope of all trend lines suggests that MRR is inversely related to Ga
+
 EPF i.e. MRR 

decreases when Ga
+
 EPF increases with increasing OL and/or td.  The slope of the nSS and 

SS MRR trend lines each polymer is displayed in Table 5.6.  While the MRR decreases with 
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fluence in all cases, the SS MRR depends more strongly on EPF than nSS MRR as reflected 

by the greater negative slope values (i.e. steeper slope). 

Table 5.6.  The slopes of the trend lines and the percent increase from nSS MRR to SS MRR 

for each polymer in Figure 5.8. 

Polymers LDPE HDPE PS PA6 

nSS MRR -0.039 -0.017 -0.010 -0.066 

SS MRR -0.036 -0.044 -0.037 -0.071 

Changes from nSS to SS -7.7% 160% 270% 7.6% 

 

Furthermore, the nSS MRR trend line of LDPE, HDPE, and PA6 are above the SS 

MRR trend line meaning that the average nSS MRR are higher than SS MRR throughout the 

range of EPF tested.  This is consistent with the analysis in Section 5.3.1.  In the case of PS, 

the SS MRR intersects the nSS MRR trend line at EPF approximately equals 10
13

 Ga
+
/cm

2
.  

For all EPF before 10
13

 Ga
+
/cm

2
, the SS MRR is higher than nSS MRR; when EPF falls 

between 10
13

 Ga
+
/cm

2
 and 10

14
 Ga

+
/cm

2
, this relationship is reversed where the nSS MRR 

becomes higher than SS MRR.  From these observations, it is apparent that the EPF in each 

raster scan has to be considered when micromachining the polymers investigated in this 

study since the MRR is clearly affected by the proximity effects (i.e. overlapping ion tracks) 

resulting from irradiation from adjacent pixels. 

Although  no adequate model exists to describe temperature rise from FIB irradiation, 

it is reasonable to assume that high Ga
+
 fluence (i.e. long dwell time and high beam 

overlap)may give rise to significant local heating in the samples compared to low Ga
+
 

fluence (short dwell time and minimum beam overlap).  The elevated local temperature 

induced by the high fluence may increase decomposition rates and thus may increase the 

effectiveness of FIB material removal.  Furthermore, the energetic environment may promote 

molecular motion leading to enhanced diffusion and desorption of the decomposed fragment 

from the bulk.  However, the experimental results do not support this hypothesis. 
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This inverse relationship between MMR and EPF can be explained by the difference 

in spatial distribution of energy deposition, De (Fink, 2004).  For ion impacts with low De 

(larger distance between ion impacts and/or longer FIB pixel exposure), ion tracks along with 

the consequential radiation induced reactions are separated and occur independently.  With 

increasing De (closer distance between ion impacts and/or shorter FIB pixel exposure), ion 

tracks and the irradiation affected zone are more likely to overlap.  When more radical pairs 

are created within the overlapped tracks at increased De, recombination of these radicals is 

likely to occur thus deterring radical induced reactions such as crosslinking and chain 

scissioning.  At smaller EPF, as in the case of lower De, there is more time available to allow 

radiation induced chemical reactions (and the anticipated yield) providing more chances for 

the reactions to go to completion before recombination of radicals can occur. 

Ion irradiation of polymeric chains leads to various reactions involving the gradual 

modification of the original chemical structure and physical properties (as described in 

Chapter 1).  Radiation damage phenomena in these materials are particularly complex: 

electronic excitations and ionizations associated with the electronic energy loss of the Ga
+
 

ion induce competing effects of chain scissioning and cross linking.  In semicrystalline 

polymers, the formation of cross links and the subsequent bond rearrangement change the 

chemical nature of the target, which is transformed to a disordered state before eventual 

complete amorphization as energy deposition density, De, varies with total ion dose (Chapter 

1). 

While the fundamental physical and chemical understanding of irradiation effects of 

polymers is relevant, the significance of the linear energy transfer (LET) in prior studies as 

discussed in Chapter 1 may not be applicable to Ga
+
 ion beams.  This is because the damage 

cross sections, De, are different for ions with energies in the keV range than the ions of 

higher energies (Marletta, 1990).  In particular, the difference between nuclear and electronic 

LET is orders of magnitude higher for high energy heavy ion irradiation and considerably 

smaller for low energy ion irradiation (Venkatesan, Calcagno, Elman, & Foti, 1987).  

Therefore the relative chemical yields (i.e. G values) and radical reactions, which may not be 
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linearly dependent upon the predominant LET mechanism, can also be discussed in the 

context of the ion track characteristics.  

Molecular dynamics provides more insight into energy dissipation in organic 

materials under ion bombardment (Delcorte & Garrison, 2004).  Fluence dependent material 

removal rates appear to be related to the chemistry of organic materials and especially the 

interaction potentials (i.e. secondary and intermolecular forces) intrinsic to these materials 

(Delcorte, 2005).  In most inorganic materials, the atoms are linked by a network of strong, 

equivalent, and non-directional bonds.  This structure allows efficient energy dissipation.  In 

contrast, organic solids consist of molecules held together by strong covalent bonds, with 

weak van der Waals bonds between the molecules.  This secondary bonding in organic solids 

thus results in weak energy coupling between these molecules.  When energy is imparted into 

organic solids via the incoming Ga
+
 ion, the energy cannot be dispersed as easily therefore 

remains localized within the impacted molecules for a relatively long time. 

Binary collision models for collision cascades are often discussed in the context of a 

single track regime.  This model is based on a potential field established by the penetrating 

ions within the polymers and the collective oscillations of the valence band electrons.  This 

interaction is postulated to produce a plasma-like region in covalently bonded solids where 

most bonds are broken (Brandt, Ratkowski, & Ritchie, 1974; Jussiaux, et al., 1998).  In 

addition to bond cleavage, chemical reactions such as crosslinking are simultaneously 

induced.  In practical FIB micromachining applications, chemical modification and physical 

sputtering processes occur simultaneously in a collision cascade after SS has been reached.  

The MRR for each polymer is the cumulative result of all these processes.  The interaction 

between energetic Ga
+
 and the polymer matrices is not a linear event.  The disturbance to the 

organic molecules by to the input of energy, which varies with respect to beam overlap, is 

also strongly affected by the amount of energy deposition per unit time which varies with 

beam current, OL, and td. 

The sum of these primary interactions produces a modified chemical system having 

new functional groups, different structures, and comparatively different physical properties.  

These modifications have been found to occur at relatively low fluence (e.g. lower collision 
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cascade overlap resulting in an optimal FIB beam overlap) and produce a different chemical 

environment as compared to high fluence bombardment (e.g. intense collision cascade 

overlaps with increased FIB OL). 

The successive overlap of many ion tracks in the same area, as occurs in the case of 

high ion fluence, is needed to produce a more complete change of the bonding scheme of the 

irradiated material to that reached after SS has been achieved.  The continuous process of 

bond rearrangement in the irradiated damage layer can lead to carbonization and 

graphitization (Venkatesan, Calcagno, Elman, & Foti, 1987).  The properties of the material 

within the ion bombardment induced damage zone are similar to those of amorphous carbon 

containing some quantity of heteroatoms (Puglisi, 1989).  The continuous evolution of the 

chemical environment and the polymer molecular constituents during FIB micromachining 

strongly influence the MRR as observed in this study with Ga
+
 FIB irradiation.  
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5.4 Summary 

The material removal rate of four technologically important polymers, namely low 

density polyethylene, high density polyethylene, polystyrene, and nylon 6, were 

systematically studied.  The effects of radiation-induced chemical modification was reviewed 

and the impact of these effects, more specifically the interrelationship between energy 

deposition density and the interaction potential unique to organic solids, were employed to 

explain the observed sputtering behavior of the polymers studied.  The relationship of the 

observed MRR and these properties is demonstrated through careful analysis.  The following 

is a list of factors that were found to impact Ga
+
 FIB micromachining of the polymers in this 

study: 

1. Polymer native structure:  The established irradiation effects such as the G(X)/G(S) 

ratio can be used to explain and predict trends in Ga
+
 FIB nSS MRR and SS MRR of 

all polymers in this study (Section 5.3.1).  

2. Sputtering equilibrium:  The destruction of irradiation resistant polymer constituents 

(e.g. benzene ring in PS) with increasing total dose as Ga
+
 micromachining 

progresses results in increased SS versus nSS MRR (Section 5.3.2). 

3. Crystallinity:  With similar chemical composition as in the case of LDPE and HDPE, 

the increase in crystallinity (e.g. HDPE) results in reduced MRR due to high mobility 

and kinetics of radical reactions in the amorphous regions of the polymers (Section 

5.3.3). 

4. Ga
+
 ion fluence:  The interaction of penetrating gallium ions with polymers along the 

overlapping ion tracks influence the nSS and SS MRR. MRRs are increased by the 

decrease in average ion fluence. 
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6 Conclusion 

6.1 Contribution 

This study advances the understanding of Ga
+
 FIB micromachining of thermoplastic 

polymers through a systematic study of several key FIB milling parameters that influence 

material removal efficiency in these materials.  Despite recent interest in using FIB systems 

for polymeric material characterization (e.g. FIB preparation and examination of the 

longitudinal and radial cross sectional analysis of polymeric composite fibers), a fundamental 

description of Ga
+
 FIB micromachining process is still missing.  Current FIB 

micromachining models for organic materials consider different processes separately and 

often contain many simplifications.  Theoretical models and micromachining experiments 

presented in this work are collectively used to elucidate the interrelationships between the 

target polymer molecular structures, their chemical reactivity, various FIB processing 

parameters, and resulting overall FIB micromachining efficiency.  Careful analysis and 

understanding of these relationships allows the FIB process to be used more efficiently and 

with predictable and reproducible results.   

Four thermoplastic polymers, low density and high density polyethylene, polystyrene, 

and nylon 6, were subjected to Ga
+
 FIB milling experiment in this study.  The polymers were 

processed into film with maximum crystallinity.  The density and crystallinity of these films 

were characterized using a flotation and x-ray diffraction technique, respectively.  Before 

conducting any milling experiments, the Gaussian type FIB beam is characterized through a 

rigorous and objective evaluation for thorough understanding of the FIB micromachining 

process.  A systematic study of the effect of Ga
+
 FIB micromachining parameters such as 

beam current, dwell time, and beam overlap was carried out on these polymer films. 

Using the sputtering conditions presented in this study, the effectiveness of material 

removal of these thermoplastic polymers was systematically studied.  The material removal 

rate was correlated to the polymer’s crystallinity and general irradiation effects.  The average 

material removal rates are established before and after sputtering equilibrium is reached.  

Furthermore, Ga
+
 FIB micromachining efficiency was correlated to the pixel averaged beam 
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current density.  The effects of radiation induced chemical modifications were reviewed and 

the impact of these effects, more specifically the interrelationship between energy deposition 

density, cross linking to chain scissioning ratio, and the interaction potential unique to 

organic solids, were employed to explain the observed sputtering behavior of the polymers 

studied.  Analysis of the experimental results has demonstrated: 

1. FIB micromachining can be used for in situ, site specific biaxial cross sectioning of 

bicomponent islands-in-the-sea polymer fibers without any prior sample preparation 

other than a thin protective sputter coating of AuPd.  The combination of the 

differential sputter rates of the two polymer components to produce edge contrast and 

the high surface specificity, and thus high surface contrast, of Ga
+
 induced secondary 

electron (iSE) imaging provides sufficient contrast to distinguish the respective 

polymers in the I/S fibers examined; 

2. The beam current density of each beam current was characterized through a rigorous 

and objective evaluation in order to identify FIB probe diameters.  These diameters 

aid in choosing the proper pixel spacing to facilitate the various FIB beam overlap in 

the milling experiment; 

3. Ga
+
 FIB materials removal rates for four major thermoplastic polymers are identified 

and correlated to the polymer’s physical properties with a few adjustable FIB 

parameters.  The established irradiation effects such as the cross linking and chain 

scissioning ratio in prior studies, regardless of the type of ionizing irradiation, can be 

used to explain and predict the average Ga
+
 FIB material removal rate; 

4. Polymers with molecular structure owing irradiation resistant properties, such as 

electron delocalization, cannot be micromachined as effectively as polymers without 

irradiation resistance (i.e. lower material removal rate).  

5. When sputtering has reached steady state, polymers turn into carbonaceous materials 

owning irradiation induced properties (i.e. highly cross linked or scission).  In the 

case of polystyrene, irradiation resistant properties degrade thus material removal 

efficiency is increased.  The material removal rate is also found to be dependent of 

the cross linking to chain scissioning ratio.  In the case of PA6 in which the ratio is 
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about one, the steady state material removal rate is higher than the non steady state 

material removal rate; 

6. Increase of a polymer’s crystallinity decreases the material removal rate.  This is 

attributed to stronger intermolecular forces (i.e. secondary bonds) in a more 

crystalline polymer; 

7. Material removal efficiency is favorably affected by the decrease in pixel averaged 

ion fluence.  Pixel averaged ion fluence is calculated as a function of FIB beam 

current, overlap, and dwell time.  Ga
+
 FIB micromachining is more effective when 

successive FIB beam overlap is optimized. 
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6.2 Future Work 

The present work laid the foundation for Ga
+
 FIB micromachining of organic solids 

by exploring the interrelationships between FIB milling conditions and the resulting material 

removal rate.  With defined combinations of FIB milling conditions including varying 

overlap, dwell time, and beam current, much of the present work has been devoted to 

characterizing material removal efficiency based on a polymer’s physical properties and 

known irradiation effects.  Improvements in polymer sample preparation (e.g. more even 

polymer film flatness) and expansion of FIB milling parameters (e.g. shorter dwell time) can 

extend the applicability of this work.  Aside from expanding and improving upon current 

experimental conditions, different aspects of fundamental work can be built upon the 

knowledge produced from this work.  Some examples include: 

1. The topography evolution of single pixel FIB beam dwells on the polymers in this 

study.  Following the procedure outlined in Chapter 4, the effective beam current 

density of the FIB beam on polymer surface can be characterized.  Since a FIB 

milling pattern is an accumulation of single pixels, detailed examination of the single 

pixel dwell spots can lead to the optimization of FIB beam overlap. 

2. The positive influence of chemical assisted sputtering (i.e. H2O), especially for 

carbon based solids, is well documented for Ga
+
 FIB material removal efficiency 

(Stark, Shedd, Vitarelli, Griffis, & Russell, 1995; Kochumalayil, Meiser, Soldera, & 

Possart, 2009; Kochumalyail, Meiser, Soldera, & Possart, 2009).  The same set of 

experimental work can be carried out while water vapor is introduced over the milling 

area.  A chemical enhancement factor can be identified at a given H2O pressure which 

can then be compared to the current study.  Since this process requires knowledge of 

polymer reactivity with ionized products of H2O, it will be appropriate to devote 

attention to the ionization process of H2O and its reaction with carbonaceous material 

(Vartapetyan & Voloshchuk, 1995; Baschek, Hartwig, & Zahradnik, 1999; 

Champion, Hanssen, & Hervieux, 2002; Camaioni, et al., 2003). 
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3. Damage and artifacts of biological and organic material resulting from FIB 

micromachining can be minimized using cryogenic apparatuses (Marko, Hsieh, 

Moberlychan, Mannella, & Frank, 2005; McGeoch, 2007).  The analysis in the 

current study does not take into account any thermally activated processes or 

contributions to material removal efficiency since the magnitude of temperature rise 

and the effectiveness of the cryogenic apparatus for FIB micromachining remain in 

dispute ( (Sezen, et al., 2009)).  A cryogenic apparatus can be used, along with the 

experimental conditions of the current study to examine the effectiveness of such a 

setup. 

4. Finally, the physical and chemical properties of the Ga
+
 irradiated surface (i.e. crater 

bottom in milling experiments) should be characterized.  For example, the mechanical 

properties can be characterized by nanoindentation techniques and changes in 

chemical nature can be probed using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.  This 

information gives a comprehensive description of irradiation modifications and can 

lead to additional insights into the Ga
+
 FIB material removal process.  
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Appendix A – The Material Removal Rates 

The material removal rate for different combination of td, OL, and beam currents are 

listed for each polymer below.  These data were utilized to construct the various plots in 

Chapter 5.  Each set of data is composed of at least four AFM measurements. 

Table A1. The MRR for LDPE and HDPE are displayed with corresponding FIB conditions 

Beam 

Current 
(pA) Td (ns) 

OL 
(%) 

Ion 

Fluence 
(Ga+/cm2) 

MRR (μm3/nC) 

nSS 
LDPE SS LDPE 

nSS 
HDPE 

SS 
HDPE 

10 100 50 5.99E+12 0.530 0.511 0.383 0.408 

10 100 0 1.50E+12 0.545 0.604 0.361 0.475 

10 100 -50 8.36E+11 0.590 0.559 0.415 0.588 

10 500 50 3.00E+13 0.444 0.430 0.324 0.354 

10 500 0 7.49E+12 0.455 0.497 0.409 0.414 

10 500 -50 4.18E+12 0.553 0.515 0.482 0.466 

10 1000 50 5.99E+13 0.409 0.421 0.337 0.348 

10 1000 0 1.50E+13 0.448 0.432 0.374 0.374 

10 1000 -50 8.36E+12 0.512 0.481 0.452 0.401 

100 100 50 3.22E+13 0.421 0.455 0.345 0.355 

100 100 0 8.05E+12 0.458 0.515 0.412 0.392 

100 100 -50 4.51E+12 0.578 0.469 0.407 0.507 

100 500 50 1.61E+14 0.450 0.383 0.384 0.305 

100 500 0 4.03E+13 0.416 0.466 0.357 0.324 

100 500 -50 2.25E+13 0.545 0.484 0.403 0.361 

100 1000 50 3.22E+14 0.385 0.360 0.357 0.310 

100 1000 0 8.05E+13 0.374 0.395 0.368 0.302 

100 1000 -50 4.51E+13 0.393 0.427 0.386 0.318 

1000 100 50 2.60E+13 0.410 0.458 0.310 0.312 

1000 100 0 6.49E+12 0.472 0.394 0.378 0.390 

1000 100 -50 3.63E+12 0.448 0.531 0.399 0.409 

1000 500 50 1.30E+14 0.318 0.379 0.363 0.260 

1000 500 0 3.25E+13 0.382 0.421 0.369 0.216 

1000 500 -50 1.82E+13 0.445 0.380 0.373 0.263 

1000 1000 50 2.60E+14 0.339 0.370 0.267 0.291 

1000 1000 0 6.49E+13 0.382 0.374 0.350 0.284 

1000 1000 -50 3.63E+13 0.431 0.430 0.312 0.439 
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Table A2. The MRR for PS and PA6 are displayed with corresponding FIB conditions 

Beam 

Current 

(pA) Td (ns) 

OL 

(%) 

Ion 

Fluence 

(Ga+/cm2) 

MRR (μm3/nC) 

nSS PS SS PS nSS PA6 SS PA6 

10 100 50 5.99E+12 0.207 0.354 0.525 0.574 

10 100 0 1.50E+12 0.223 0.442 0.702 0.763 

10 100 -50 8.36E+11 0.351 0.485 0.800 0.837 

10 500 50 3.00E+13 0.257 0.298 0.541 0.477 

10 500 0 7.49E+12 0.261 0.345 0.537 0.572 

10 500 -50 4.18E+12 0.291 0.418 0.621 0.650 

10 1000 50 5.99E+13 0.274 0.288 0.480 0.480 

10 1000 0 1.50E+13 0.251 0.324 0.493 0.512 

10 1000 -50 8.36E+12 0.280 0.369 0.537 0.581 

100 100 50 3.22E+13 0.218 0.340 0.248 0.367 

100 100 0 8.05E+12 0.254 0.404 0.327 0.510 

100 100 -50 4.51E+12 0.296 0.438 0.578 0.578 

100 500 50 1.61E+14 0.224 0.283 0.265 0.399 

100 500 0 4.03E+13 0.221 0.309 0.283 0.388 

100 500 -50 2.25E+13 0.235 0.379 0.334 0.412 

100 1000 50 3.22E+14 0.201 0.271 0.336 0.401 

100 1000 0 8.05E+13 0.242 0.293 0.341 0.380 

100 1000 -50 4.51E+13 0.264 0.318 0.330 0.396 

1000 100 50 2.60E+13 0.311 0.266 0.508 0.361 

1000 100 0 6.49E+12 0.227 0.321 0.534 0.370 

1000 100 -50 3.63E+12 0.305 0.403 0.481 0.618 

1000 500 50 1.30E+14 0.265 0.266 0.453 0.388 

1000 500 0 3.25E+13 0.275 0.289 0.486 0.405 

1000 500 -50 1.82E+13 0.302 0.337 0.525 0.436 

1000 1000 50 2.60E+14 0.248 0.251 0.396 0.374 

1000 1000 0 6.49E+13 0.251 0.278 0.384 0.350 

1000 1000 -50 3.63E+13 0.259 0.290 0.429 0.402 
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Table A3.  The MRR for the silicon reference sample is displayed with corresponding FIB 

conditions 

Beam 

Current 

(pA) Td (ns) 

OL 

(%) 

Ion 

Fluence 

(Ga+/cm2) 

MRR (μm3/nC) 

nSS Si SS Si 

10 100 50 5.99E+12 0.279 0.327 

10 100 0 1.50E+12 0.264 0.313 

10 100 -50 8.36E+11 0.273 0.301 

10 500 50 3.00E+13 0.254 0.338 

10 500 0 7.49E+12 0.273 0.324 

10 500 -50 4.18E+12 0.262 0.312 

10 1000 50 5.99E+13 0.271 0.325 

10 1000 0 1.50E+13 0.267 0.319 

10 1000 -50 8.36E+12 0.292 0.339 

100 100 50 3.22E+13 0.258 0.302 

100 100 0 8.05E+12 0.282 0.335 

100 100 -50 4.51E+12 0.287 0.317 

100 500 50 1.61E+14 0.245 0.327 

100 500 0 4.03E+13 0.249 0.296 

100 500 -50 2.25E+13 0.258 0.308 

100 1000 50 3.22E+14 0.240 0.288 

100 1000 0 8.05E+13 0.246 0.293 

100 1000 -50 4.51E+13 0.245 0.285 

1000 100 50 2.60E+13 0.246 0.315 

1000 100 0 6.49E+12 0.261 0.304 

1000 100 -50 3.63E+12 0.264 0.297 

1000 500 50 1.30E+14 0.250 0.292 

1000 500 0 3.25E+13 0.261 0.296 

1000 500 -50 1.82E+13 0.252 0.305 

1000 1000 50 2.60E+14 0.236 0.284 

1000 1000 0 6.49E+13 0.236 0.297 

1000 1000 -50 3.63E+13 0.236 0.304 

 

 


